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YOUR HEIFERS ARE AT RISK
40-60% of heifers have never been infected and are susceptible to future infection.
Pestivirus can lead to increased risk of abortions, still births, calf disease and calf losses1–3
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DON’T LEAVE IT TO CHANCE.
Start by vaccinating your heifers with Pestigard®
- the only vaccine available to protect your cattle
against reproductive losses due to pestivirus.
Pestigard is just one of the
many Zoetis products available
to optimise the reproductive
success of your heifers
FOR MORE INFORMATION, SPEAK TO YOUR LOCAL ZOETIS REPRESENTATIVE OR CALL 1800 963 847
1. MLA report B.NBP.0382, 2014. 2. Taylor LF, Black PF, Pitt DJ et al. Aust Vet J. 2006;84:163-168. 3. Taylor L. The Australian Cattle Veterinarian 2010;57:14-28. 4. MLA Report B.AHE.0010, 2015

Zoetis Australia Pty Ltd. ABN 94 156 476 425 Level 6, 5 Rider Boulevard, Rhodes NSW 2138 ©2016 Zoetis Inc. All rights reserved 02/16 ZL0426. ZOELIV1415/N/RB

2016 NTCA PRESIDENT’S REPORT
THE BUSINESS OF BALANCE
Speech by Tom Stockwell to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference.
Alice Springs, Northern Territory, Friday 18 March 2016
WELCOME. The NTCA exists to advance and protect the
interests of its members.
• The NTCA persists because it members are worthy, ethical,
decent, hard-working people whose interests are worth
protecting and advancing.
•

As an Association we work hard and do our job in an honest,
professional, objective, focused, open, and non-partisan way.

•

We are relatively few in number but are stewards for a large
and iconic part of the Australian landscape and psychi, and
our fellow Australians trust us to maintain our country, our
cattle and our standards.

Since 2011, in Indonesia, Southern Asia and China, the grass
-fed industry, through the transaction levy, has contributed
some $90 million.
•

$24.0 million in marketing and market access;

•

$27.9 million (inc $6.3million matching R&D funds from
Govt) directly into the Live Export Program;

It is a great honour for me to try and meet that responsibility.
So to the “Business of Balance”, an accommodating title given
that I found 6 or 8 different dictionary meanings for both
Business and Balance.
I hope that the presentation will convince you that:

Assets on station are estimated at between $3.1billion to $4.5
billion.

•

•

––

$4 million in ESCAS and support materials,

––

$1.9 million in development & piloting of LGAP,

––

$6.7 million in productivity and welfare R&D.
$38.0 million in the Northern Beef R&D program.

It is not by luck or quirk of history that every road train you
see heading north, south, east and west adds more than half a
million dollars to the NT GDP, but on the back of a long and
significant effort by many.

•

it is indeed a great time to be associated with the Northern
Territorian cattle game;

•

continuity of balance is essential to a thriving and surviving
NT & cattle economy;

•

at the grass roots through branches & regional advisory
committees;

•

the NTCA can be trusted to provide sage advice, so ignore it
at your peril.

•

at north Australia level through NABRC, NBIC;

•

nationally through CCA and other forums;

•

internationally though the Red Meat Partnership with
Indonesia , trade missions, and various partnerships with the
NTG and MLA.

Business – the Purchase and Sale of Goods

Industry performance and returns over the last 12 months have
seen historic highs by any measure, the future potentially rosy.
We’ll hear more of this during the course of the day.
When David Warriner suggested at this conference 2 years ago
that we would see $3/kg, he was rebuffed by the professional
analysts present. The prediction now appears so conservative
that Dr Ross Ainsworth is currently claiming that $3.90 is close
enough to $4 that we should be buying him drinks.
Northern Territory pastoralists:
• manage a herd of some 2.1 million head of cattle;
•

an area in excess of 700,000 square kms, and

•

annually contribute more than $600 million directly and
over $1 billion indirectly to the NT economy;

•

contribute significant investment in R&D and marketing
jointly with government, processors and exporters.

The NTCA has been an integral part of this effort:

To advance and protect the interests of our members we shall
continue to remain involved and informed at all levels, seeking
at all times to enhance long-term productive relationships with
our trading & supply chain partners, consumers, the broader
community and other stakeholders.
I would like to acknowledge the significant contribution of
industry members, government and MLA staff and others that
help to make this happen.
In particular I would like to acknowledge the contribution
of Keith Holzwart from Avago who has committedly chaired
KPIAC and NBIC since 2006. I would also like to publicly
acknowledge our appreciation to Dr Wayne Hall and Dr
Michael Quirk who managed the Northern Beef Program with
experience, wisdom and professionalism for a similar period.
Can I also record our considerable thanks to Dr. Peter Barnard
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It is not by luck or quirk of history that
every road train you see heading north,
south, east and west adds more than half
a million dollars to the NT GDP, but on the
back of a long and significant effort by
many.

for all the analyses and economic wisdom (not 2 words I often
put together) he has provided the beef industry over his many
years with the MLA and its predecessors.
The Business Balancing Act of the NT Pastoralist
On property

Herd dynamics and pasture condition are still all over the place
and will take a decade to get back to some sort of normality.
Hopefully as the Class Action nears completion we will see a
suitable $ figure that describes the chaos that ensued on and off
property and ensures no government does that business on us
again.

Many years ago, Ginger Packsaddle, an old man from
Amanbidgee in the VRD district defined the Territory
rangelands as “For Cattle, For Country, For People”. “For
Cattle, For Country, For People”- a powerfully descriptive 3 (or
6) word slogan. I changed it a bit for my purposes to make the
succession aspect clearer.

While the present market conditions offer the opportunity to
play catch-up - reduce debt and invest in capital improvements
- the need to continually improve animal and business
productivity and pasture condition remain paramount if this is
not to be an ephemeral moment in time.

“For Cattle, For Country, For Kids”

Neighbours

Sure we could put in some detail around “cash” “customers”
“consumers” and plenty of other “C”words, but keeping the
balance of our business across this spectrum is the key to
surviving and thriving, from the short to long term.

It’s much more fun to talk about the neighbours

Certainly we live with volatility in prices, in seasons, in staff, in
markets but the rash trade suspension in 2011 and subsequent
disruption proved we could not live long without market access.
It threw “cattle, country & kids” wildly out of balance.

We’re lucky at home to have great neighbours and an optimistic,
enthusiastic district, but we also all have a landlord and other
sorts of neighbours, some on the same lease area – Native title
holders, Mineral and Oil & Gas explorers, as well as physical
neighbours - Aboriginal lands and communities, Parks, Defence
Lands, and a range of other visitors, welcome and otherwise. We
also have close neighbours across the Timor Sea and beyond.
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The Pastoral Land Board under Richard Galton has acted in
good faith with the pastoral lessees, and the increase in activities
in the monitoring and communication areas are positively
acknowledged. The changes to the Non-Pastoral Use sections
of the Act appear an extremely positive move already creating
several major innovative initiatives.

We (at Sunday Creek Station) have explorers for neighbours
as we are part of the 10% of the area of the NT that remains
available for oil and gas exploration.
I have heard of a whispering campaign that suggests that I and
others in the Association are in the pay of the Oil and Gas
Industry so I would like to clear that up for you all.

I would also like to acknowledge Richard’s role in chairing
the Wild Dog Review which led to reduction in red tape
and increased efficiencies in combatting this significant
threat to animal welfare and productivity. I would also like to
mention Colleen Costello in this dispatch for her many years
of contribution to the Pastoral Land Board, always bringing
a practical and considered Centralian view to the Board’s
discussions.
However, the use of the valuation process to equitably share
the rental load & potentially rates across the pastoral estate
remains an open wound. Once again we are in the middle of
valuation process which includes:
•

reviewing all unimproved carrying capacities, and

•

considering the inclusion of some improved grasslands as
part of this.

Industry consultation continues but I am unconvinced. We
seem to spend an inordinate amount of time and money to
collect and allocate rentals and rates.
It would seem much simpler to remove pastoral leases from the
community local government system, and stop pretending that
we can effectively frame & track market movements between
districts on a triennial basis.
The Explorers and Miners

After 2-3 years of intensive discussion and negotiation on
November 30 2015 Chief Minister Adam Giles announced
a new era of Access Agreements for explorers operating on
Pastoral Leases, and we appreciate and acknowledge the work
and effort the Giles Govt put into making this happen, along
with the super-human efforts of our CEO Tracey Hayes. We
should not underestimate the leap forward this is for our
industry in providing a basis for good faith negotiations and
respect between pastoralists and explorers.
Oil and Gas

Has there ever been a more important SWAT analysis?
The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of having
energy explorers as neighbours, and the potential for achieving
balance will be tested in today’s session.

Livestock Sales
Other Accounts

None of the “other” is from either Hess or Pangaea – total
compensation paid for the privilege of cleaning up some
firebreaks and fencelines with Lionel Johnson’s old D8 and
my older 17k grader amounts to about 3 decks of cattle.
You will know when I am in the pocket of the Oil and Gas
Industry when I have
•

a plane like Foxy Robinson,

•

a boat like Paul Slotkowski,

•

my good wife has a goose neck and string of campdraft
ponies like some of the famous Katherine families, and

•

I am driving a brand new Maserati Levante.

Along with about 23 others on the Sturt Plateau we have
been negotiating and dealing with Pangaea Resources over a
number of years and have been well-informed on the science,
technology and practicality of the exploration process and
any potential production plans. If the Gas industry and NTG
had been as communicative, open and as effective in dealing
with the general public and landholders, as Pangaea has been
with Sturt Plateau producers and traditional owners, we may
all be in a much better informed position.
I am very much hoping that Dr Hunter’s analysis, John
Cotter’s presentation, and the panel session sheds a bright
light on the practicalities and realities of how well the NT
regulations can protect our cattle, country and kids.
In addition to the mandatory land access agreements for
pastoral leases our present policy includes:
•

Establishment of regional royalty system for industry,
community and landholders to distribute benefit to the
primary land users / industry;
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•

Establish a system of adequate bonds in perpetuity to fully
secure the rehabilitation expenses and the rectification of
negative impacts of petroleum activity, and;

•

Establish baseline monitoring data and maximum safeguards
for water integrity below and above ground through
appropriate legislation and regulation.

The NT Government and the Oil and Gas industry need to
prove to us in practical terms how safety, for water in particular,
will be assured, how we can see that they are assured and
monitored, and if something does go wrong how is it detected
and remedied in a timely manner.
“World’s Best Practice” and “Guiding Principles” are not
explanations. How many inches of hardened steel casing going
how far below the water aquifer, and impressive monitoring and
control systems that we can see and touch is better.
Is fracking 2km under the aquifer like the explosions we see
in the iron ore mines or is it like someone driving pickets on
the other side of the MacDonnell Ranges? There are plenty of
answers that need to be communicated.
There are too many examples of legacy issues (estimated at more
than $1b) from the mining sector for us not understand the real
risk and return profile of the industry.
On the other side of the coin, if we simply dismiss the
opportunities on the basis of zero tolerance for risk, or a barrage
of yellow triangular signs and imaginative 3 word slogans, we
are no better than those NIMBY mobs who react to a 4 corners
show or a negative sign about live export on the back of an
urban bus.
About 10 years ago this conference heard predictions that by
2015 oil would be in severe shortage, prices would be through
the roof and we urgently needed to plan to have natural gas as a
transport fuel. Technology was unlikely to help much. In reality:
Our power here today is from fracked gas, and the reduction of
diesel prices is largely due to the massive expansion of the shale
oil industry in the US.
No discussion of Northern Development and the cattle
industry is honest unless it considers the potentially tremendous
opportunities of not only an assured supply of cheap energy,
but the potential associated infrastructure gains for the NT and
pastoral industry, that governments are failing to fund.
Aboriginal Neighbours

As neighbouring leases or as native title holders, aboriginal and
pastoral people are an overlapping and closely related demographic
in the NT, with many more similarities than differences. I heard
Noel Pearson talking this week of how whitefella cattlemen need
to be less shy about their connection to country and their love

and understanding of the land, their custodianship of it, and
their ability to make better decisions about its management than
interest groups or governments in southern capitals; I believe that
most Australians know this of us as well. Pearson was arguing how
aboriginal landholders were being equally held back by government
policies aimed to placate urban groups.
It is now 50 years since the North Australia Workers Union
instigated proceedings in the Centralised Arbitration
Commission calling for equal wages for aboriginal workers
on cattle stations, which in short led to the relocation of fit,
healthy, proud communities to the present artificial surrounds
that can suck the happiness out of many of the people.
Last year we lost Alward Foster, former star graduate and
employee with the Real Jobs Program, to suicide after he
returned home.
We can waste time saying “I told you so” and regretting there
was not the ability to improve the flexible NT administration
enforced “enterprise agreements” as suggested by the pastoralists
of the day back then, or we can be optimistic that after 50
years, happy proud faces like these are on the way back, and
effort invested in this area will do far more than subsidising and
imposing Opal fuel on everyone.
THE NTCA’s REAL JOBS program, funded through the
Indigenous Land Corporation, has now trained and found jobs
for over 300 young aboriginal stationhands. It is a credit to the
staff who run it and the participants.
Foreign Neighbours
Giving up the tyranny of distance for the tyranny of
traffic

I got to travel back to Indonesia last year for the launch of the
NTCA Indonesia Australia Pastoral Program Alumni. A
project which continues to achieve great things in both countries;
it was great to be amongst all the smiling enthusiastic faces.
I said at the launch that there are no better schools than an
Agriculture department at a University or a stock camp on a
Territory Station, and the growth in the young people from
both backgrounds was an absolute joy to see and earns them
and our industry a lot of credit. Amongst many others I
would like to thank Robi Agustiar and RM Wahyu for their
continuing work with this program.
Northern Development and Foreign Investment

Too many times local knowledge and needs have been placed
second to “National plans” or “campaigns publique de jour/ de
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l’elite/ de latte set”, and the outcomes, recognised or not, can
have negative impacts for decades and perhaps permanently.

consequences that can last for years or decades, or cause
opportunity to be lost for ever.

Time forbids a listing of more, but a couple of current examples
include National Heavy Vehicle Rules, Foreign Investment
Guidelines, and the NBN; all of which take up a huge amount
of effort to try and get the particular needs of the NT industry
recognised and accepted.

I also described the significant investment both on the ground
and in R&D and marketing that has been made by the industry
to be in a position to take advantage of the present market
opportunities.

The federal fervour for Northern development sounds
impressive but:
• We continue to argue with Canberra who while prepared to
hand over $1b to despotic island nations in case they sink
with climate change, cannot maintain a weather radar in
Tennant Creek.
•

To get part of $100 mill for road funding in north Australia
there has been 12 months of meeting and travel engaging in
consultation, when the need in the NT alone is $2 billion.

As David Warriner argued last year we will wither forever as
a failed colonial outpost if we wait for population growth to
promote development. The NTCA publicly supported the
leasing of the Port as we know that the Port will need to grow
and become more efficient as we grow and contribute to the
northern economies. Private southern investment in the north
especially agriculture appears resolutely timid.
Landline on Sunday reported that less than 0.3% of the trillions
of Australian Superannuation is invested in Agriculture. The rest
of the argument I leave to the next speaker.

What we are looking for from our neighbours, and particularly
the NT and Federal governments, is the recognition that in our
industry where environmental, market and production cycles are
volatile enough, we do not need the volatility of sovereign risk
or madly fluctuating policy changes added to the challenge; that
industry and investment is not offered up to salve the consciences
of an uninformed electorate or to jeopardise our cattle country or
kids by letting any of the neighbours wreck the joint.
All good electronic cattle balances these days require:
•

a solid stable platform, and

•

smart dampening software

to ensure that at the business end the weight is right. (These
days we can even do it remotely!)
We desperately require our democratic processes to be equally
stable and smart.
I hope you find the conference sessions informative and
challenging and that, at the end of the day, we can agree that it
is indeed a great time to be in the Northern Territory in the NT
Cattle Industry.

But Back to the Question of Business of Balance

This conference is all about balance – balancing the opportunities
and risks both within our enterprises and lives, and with our
neighbours and our communities and trading partners.

Tom Stockwell
PRESIDENT

I have subtly hinted that decisions made without local
wisdom and proper planning can have unintended negative
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Taking care of the NT’s Natural Resources
working together to sustain the Territory
Territory Natural Resource Management (TNRM) is an independent, not for profit organisation
that works with landholders, community groups, industry and government to ensure sustainable
management of our water, land, soils, plants and animals. We have been operating since 2005 and
our members include pastoral companies, industry bodies, Landcare and community groups, local
government, indigenous organisations, and businesses.

Territory Conservation
Agreements

A plan to manage the NT’s
natural resources

Five years ago TNRM started a partnership program with
landholders to protect sites of environmental value within
their property in a way that helps maintain production
and improve grazing management. Known as Territory
Conservation Agreements or TCAs, this program has
gone from strength to strength. More than 30 pastoralists
have installed fencing around critical wetland habitats
and added solar pumps and water points in alternative
areas. Because of ongoing demand TNRM continues to
expand this voluntary program. To help establish TCAs
TNRM provides participants with up to $50,000. Over
the life of the 10-year agreement TNRM also provides
ongoing advice and support.

In 2016 TNRM launched a five-year plan for the Northern
Territory, promoting a shared vision for stakeholders to
work together to manage the unique natural resources
across the NT. The plan was created following extensive
consultation and includes guiding principles for a range
of activities including managing fire, weeds, and feral
animals. It promotes sustainable industries, development
and economic activities based around managing natural
resources. Key information about maintaining and
improving water and soil resources, as well as cultural
and other natural assets are included. As are details
about the importance of sharing NRM knowledge and
engaging with the community. Copies of the plan have
been customised to address region-specific issues in
the Top End, Gulf Savanna, Tablelands, Arid Lands and
Territory-wide.

To find out how you can benefit from a TCA go to
http://www.territorynrm.org.au/territory-conservationagreements

Carbon Opportunities in the NT
TNRM has published a booklet for landholders advising
on the potential, limitations and suitability of various land
management activities to generate carbon credits and
additional income. It identifies the main types of carbon
activities Territory landowners can engage in. The
booklet is aimed at people who want a succinct overview
about carbon opportunities such as carbon farming,
savanna fire management, and reducing methane
emissions from livestock.
To get your copy of the carbon booklet go to
http://www.territorynrm.org.au/resources

To get your copy and see how the plan impacts you go
to http://www.territorynrm.org.au/the-nrm-plan

Give to TNRM

Help us look after the Territory’s natural resources by making
a tax-deductable to TNRM. For more than a decade TNRM
has worked with pastoralists providing grants, carrying out
strategic weed and feral animal management, facilitating
workshops, field days and publications and providing training
and support for courses in sustainable grazing, soil health
and pastoral management. Donations are not used to cover
administrative or staff costs. All money goes towards activities
that benefit pastoralists and the wider NRM community.
If you’ve had a good season, please consider giving back to
help the land and resources you rely on.
Please donate at www.territorynrm.org.au

Recognising success of the
Finniss Reynolds Mimosa project
Mimosa pigra has become a significant wetland weed in
the Top End, where it forms impenetrable thickets along
drainage lines, across floodplains and around billabongs
in many river catchments. Introduced to the NT from
Central America in the late 1800’s, the prickly shrub has
long-lived seeds which are dispersed by water. Seeds
buried in soil or leaf litter may persist for twenty years or
more, only germinating when the soil is disturbed.
In the Finniss and Reynolds catchments of the Top
End, the Finniss Reynolds Catchment Group project is
operating with Australian Government funding to tackle
mimosa at catchment level. The project goal is to reduce
the threat mimosa poses to priority environmental assets
such as biodiverse floodplains and billabongs, as well
as to cultural sites, National park assets and pastoral
production.
Across the catchments many different stakeholders have
become involved in the Finniss Reynolds Catchment
Group, including pastoral properties, Indigenous rangers
and the Northern Land Council, Weeds Management
Branch, Litchfield Park, NT Land Corp and various small
property owners.

help stop plants making seed, and conducted training
courses for people learning to handle chemicals.
Now in its fourth funded year out of five, the Finniss
Reynolds Catchment Group (FRCG) is seeing some
good results from the project. As a result of the annual
aerial spray program the density of mimosa has reduced
overall in the catchment since 2012, and where mimosa
has infested paperbark swamps, the mimosa flea beetle
has been effective in reducing seed output and reversing
mimosa spread.
Where pastoral properties have invested in aerial spray
programs, it has taken between three and five years
to see a reduction in the amount of treatment needed
in a given paddock. Key ingredients to successful
management have been annual follow up prior to
flowering, prevention of soil disturbance, and retention
of good grass cover, including by introduced pasture
species such as Olive hymenachne.
To learn more about the FRCG project, please contact
Susanne Casanova at Territory Natural Resource
Management: susanne.casanova@teritorynrm.org.au
and 08 8942 8303 or 0438 765 979

As well as providing funding for aerial spray, the project
has supported land managers with free herbicide for
ground control, encouraged use of biocontrol insects to
Mimosa flea beetles are collected for
redistribution in the Finniss catchment

Land manager
Calvin Deverau
x and Project
Susanne Cas
Officer
anova accept
the Finniss R
Catchment G
eynolds
roup’s award
for best Land
Community G
care
roup at the 20
15 NT Landca
re Awards.

For further information or to find about project
opportunities contact Territory Natural Resource
Management.
08 8942 8300
www.territorynrm.org.au
info@territorynrm.org.au

2016 NTCA CEO’S REPORT
Welcome Members, to this, the 32nd Annual General Meeting of the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s
Association. It gives me great pleasure to present my second report as CEO of our organisation.

ONCE again another busy year behind us, covering the
ground talking to members, addressing concerns, spreading our
influence in the community and ultimately having an impact on
policy change for improvement and advancement of Northern
Territory Cattle Producers.
Another busy year with NTCA branch and executive board
meetings, National Farmers Federation, Cattle Council of
Australia meetings and direct representation or submissions on
various taskforces, advisory committees, working groups, review
panels, management committees, development committees,
Ambassadors programs, white papers, senate enquiries, various
types of papers and countless organisations seeking consultation
with industry. Totalling well over 100 formal meetings
throughout the year.
Ladies and Gentlemen, as we look toward the future through
a prism of optimism and opportunity it is important we reflect
and report on the past twelve months of our organisation, its
achievements and its challenges.
Once again markets and market development continue to
dominate the landscape. Indonesia continues to grapple with its
domestic policies attempting to manage the price of beef for the
Indonesian consumer largely driven by instability with supply
and increasing consumption as the country transitions itself to
become a global economic powerhouse.
The fundamentals of Australia’s trade relationship with Indonesia
remain rock solid as we are best placed to provide their protein
requirements, but troubled waters appear on the horizon with
the recent announcement by President Jokowi allowing the
importation of buffalo/beef from India and Mexico. This is
understandable from their perspective as they seek to respond to
consumer demand, domestic beef prices and internal competing
Government policies. Whilst we understand the logistics will
prove challenging and almost impossible for the Indonesians as
they seek alternative suppliers, we cannot be complacent and
must continue to maintain our solid and positive relationship.

opportunities, generally go hand in glove with increased
challenges. Australian live exporters with the assistance of
producer levy funds are working very hard in the rapidly
evolving market place as they navigate strict regulatory controls
and the delicate balance of meeting producer and the Australian
communities’ expectation in relation to animal welfare.
The live export sector are to be acknowledged for their
commitment and resolve to ensure the future of our and their
livelihoods are in a clear line of sight at all times.
International trade opportunities continue to power on at an
extraordinary rate. Recently negotiated Free Trade Agreements
and economic partnership agreements will provide expanding
market opportunities to Australian beef producers. On every
occasion, in all agreements, negotiators have managed a victory
for Aussie beef and cattle.
Agreements with China, Korea, Indonesia, (who recommenced
free trade agreement discussions overnight) and the 12 countries
captured under the Transpacific Partnerships will provide tariff
reductions and more favourable trade conditions. Placing
Australia in a stronger and more competitive position in
addition to our already strong competitive advantage through
our world class traceability program, biosecurity and quality.
Unprecedented times for our commodity; record prices, record
processing, record exports. This coupled with record drought
and record herd decline sets the scene for the challenges ahead.
As the Australian beef herd continues to decline we turn our
attention (not fully) from market development to productivity
increases, we look to Governments to keep pace with changing
trends. Producers alone cannot grapple with the challenge
of building the Australian herd. We rely on researchers, new
technologies, industry partners, and ultimately Governments
at all levels allowing enabling policy.; policy encouraging and
promoting business growth, environmental management and a
rural social revival.

As the Indonesians are working to shore up supply, Australia
too is continuing to work on market development providing
diversification options and market choice, ultimately reducing a
layer of risk from our businesses.

Politics both National and Territory has continued to disappoint
with the appalling behaviour from those we elect to represent
our interests. In recent times we have seen far too much of
the debate dominated by deceit and folly and not enough on
leadership, policy and delivery on commitments.

The explosion of the Vietnam market in recent times presents
increased opportunities for Australian producers, but increased

With both a Federal and Territory election in 2016 the time
is now for the focus to return to the job at hand. The NTCA
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Unprecedented times for our commodity.
Record prices, record processing, record
exports. This coupled with record drought
and record herd decline sets the scene for
the challenges ahead.

is revisiting its policies as we form our election platform. This
provides an opportunity for us to present your views and policy
aspirations to all Governments and decision makers. Over
the next few days the Executive will be meeting with both
the Opposition Leader and the Chief Minister, and will be
reinforcing our position. We will also be heading to Canberra
for the next round of sittings, meeting with leaders from parties
of all persuasions.
At the 2014 AGM a motion was passed calling upon the
NT Government to make it mandatory for petroleum and
mining companies to negotiate access agreements with pastoral
landholders prior to any activities including exploration,
production or extraction.
It gives me great delight to report that despite a strong culture
of resistance, the NTCA was successful in its campaign with
the new policy coming into effect in December 2015. Whilst
it was a significant victory for the NTCA and substantial
unprecedented change for our members to have a greater say
over their property we must not become complacent and think
our work is done.
The issue of co-existence between the pastoral sector and the
petroleum industry driven by the emerging opportunities from

the abundant reserves of shale gas (not to be confused with coal
seam gas) under our pastures, will create challenging times for
the future of our organisation.
We acknowledge the resource is owned by the crown and there
is a legislative right to access that resource. However a not
negotiable right is for protection of our pastures, water, people
and livelihoods. It is incumbent on Government to ensure they
have appropriate controls and measures in place to ensure that
protection is rock solid, scientifically proven and beyond doubt.
The issue of hydraulic fracturing can be polarising and divisive
in any community, let alone small pastoral communities. With
a range of views within our membership and disrespectful
debate (at times hysterical) dominating social media, I implore
members to approach this matter with a steady hand and
informed views.
The future of the NTCA is bigger than one issue and balancing
the views of members is at the forefront.
At last years’ AGM, via a motion, the NTCA called on the
NT Government to urgently improve the effectiveness of the
Wild Dog Control Program including addressing the issues of
complexity, timeliness, cross tenure and the onerous application
and reporting requirements.
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Once again, I am delighted to report that significant change
has been achieved in the area of wild dog management policy.
A significant reduction in red tape, streamlining of paperwork
and a more common-sense approach, producers are now better
placed to manage the scourge of wild dogs in a timely and
efficient manner. Thanks to NTCA staff, and members Anne
Stanes and Marty Doyle for committing significant time and
resources to achieving this change.
The Business of Balance is a daily task. Whether it be the
challenge of balancing the books, stocking rates, time with the
family or setting national policy.
The business of balance is also prominent in managing the daily
tasks of the NTCA and the trading company.
2015 saw the completion of the state-of-the-art loading ramps
with a ribbon cutting event for Minister Joyce to inspect the
Federal Government’s significant investment in our facility.
The wise men of the NTCA having the foresight to purchase the
Bohning Yards have positioned the NTCA decades later with an
asset appreciating in value. A loan from the bank of $250,000
has now grown in to a relatively unencumbered asset at last
valuation valued in excess of $2million.
As we continue to focus on the business model and our
economic performance at the yards we recently purchased our
own horses and plan to expand our training complex with
the inclusion of sleeping quarters. We believe the expansion
of the training facility will spread our risk and increase our
diversification options when the flow of cattle through the yards
are having a quiet year.
Thanks go to Noel Cuffe for his professional and dedicated
management of the Bohning yards. Noel has built a strong
repour with stakeholders and a reputation for excellent service.
He has demonstrated strong commitment to his role and for the
management of our asset.
The NTCA has continued its focus on managing the balance of
core business and program delivery.
With a core staff of seven I wish to acknowledge the countless
hours and tireless work for our organisation undertaken by our
staff. They have your best interests at heart and we are in the
enviable position of having a dedicated and focussed team.
Executive Officer Tom Ryan and Office Manager Jo Shearn
are the team in the engine room in Darwin. This team is
augmented by our project staff Tara Fulwood and Jason Craigie.
Tara and Jason have continued their great work in the Real
Jobs Program. They have raised the profile and standard of
the program in, at times, a challenging environment whilst
maintaining NTCA core values and principles.

The program has trained and placed in jobs over 300
indigenous youth and is a program with which the NTCA can
be enormously proud. This work will continue with negotiation
and re-signing of the program contract for a further three years.
The NTCA Indonesian Australia Pastoral Program continues to
grow and strengthen our relationships with Indonesia. NTCA
new recruit Carley Bidstrup hit the ground running with week
one in the job involving a trip to Indonesia. Carley, who is
known to many of you, is tasked with the role of, amongst other
things, growing our project business.
As we work with the Director General of Livestock from
Indonesia to further expand the reach of the program
throughout Indonesian farming communities via the program
alumni, the benefits of the program continue to grow in reach,
relevance and goodwill.
The NTCA has secured renewal of the program contract for
2016 and are in discussions about the 17/18 funding model.
As in the case of diversifying the NT Cattlemen’s Trading
business model so too is the importance of risk proofing the
NTCA by alternative income streams. Membership of the
NTCA funds our core business but with 90% of industry as
members, we are limited by our income growth options.
With the conundrum of balancing the cost of our membership
with affordability and on the backdrop of declining membership
in other state farmer organisations, make no mistake NTCA
members and our core business will continue to be our primary
focus.
In closing I would like to thank the NTCA board CCA and
NFF delegates for your support, insight, commitment, hard
work and dedication. Thank you, Tom Stockwell, our President
for your tireless and selfless work.
I want to thank my wonderful mother Jill Napier who makes it
possible for me to work the hours, travel the miles and stay on
track. To my four lovely sons who keep life in perspective and
endure the demands of my job - thank you.
And finally to you the members. To do this job well you must
believe. I believe in you and this great industry. Thank you for
your support.

Tracey Hayes
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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start.run.grow.

The Northern Territory Government can assist business owners at all stages of their business
development including licensing requirements, skills development, business growth mentoring,
energy audits and an array of financial incentives and support.

Did you know the
Department of Business
offers a local network of
Business Development
Officers across the
Territory who will assist
you to start.run.grow
your business?
Call a Business Development
Officer today:
Darwin:
8999 5479
Katherine:
8973 8180
Tennant Creek: 8962 4472
Alice Springs: 8951 8502
Nhulunbuy: 8987 0569
or email
businessinfo@nt.gov.au

Î The Trade Support Scheme can provide funding to assist business to
become more export ready. This support may include business planning,
marketing strategy or developing an online presence.
Î The Workforce Attraction Program profiles NT employers hard to fill job
vacancies at international and national employment expos.
Î The Business Innovation Support Initiatives program is an innovative
voucher scheme to assist NT business to commercialise the solutions
they find to every day problems.
Î Smarter Business Solutions provides tailored assistance and advice to
reduce costs by adopting efficient, innovative and proven energy, waste
and water technologies and practices.
Î The Indigenous Business Development Program assists Indigenous
people to enter commercial business or expand existing businesses
creating employment and wealth creation opportunities.
Î NT businesses that employ apprentices or trainees can apply for grants
under the Employer Support Scheme.
Î Licensing NT and NT WorkSafe help business and workers meet their
responsibilities through workplace visits, advice, and education.
For more information on all grants and assistance available through the
Department of Business visit business.nt.gov.au

business.nt.gov.au

NATIONAL FARMERS FEDERATION REPORT
The timing of this year’s AGM has meant that there have only been two NFF Members’ Council meetings
since my report last year in Darwin, the most recent being in November 2015.

MEMBERS’ Council is next week in Canberra, which is
unfortunate from the perspective of this report, because it is
a good opportunity to catch up on issues from right across
the Australian agricultural sector as well as contribute from a
Territory perspective.
Trade

Probably the standout achievement in the last twelve to
eighteen months has been in the area of trade. NFF has
strongly supported both the negotiation and ratification of the
trade deals with Japan, South Korea and China. The nature
of the negotiations for these trade agreements is such that
representatives from the various sectors involved need to be
close at hand to make sure that their particular sector is not
being used as a bargaining chip to gain a concession in another.
Government doesn’t pay for industry groups to attend the
negotiations, which involve numerous meetings over a number
of months or, more likely, years. As such, it is a substantial drain
on resources for NFF and any member associations to attend.
Members may recall the furore over the China Australia Free
Trade Agreement (ChAFTA) late last year when the Federal
Opposition and some unions, notably the CFMEU, mounted a
strong campaign against it. The CFMEU are estimated to have
spent $12m on their campaign against ChAFTA, still leaving
them with $18m remaining of an original $30m war chest which
was to be used to unseat the Abbott government. They shouldn’t
need to spend much of that to unseat the Turnbull government!
NFF collaborated with other peak industry bodies, the
Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the
Minerals Council of Australia, to run a major campaign in
support of the ChAFTA and urging swift ratification by Federal
Parliament. Most of this campaign relied on free air time. A
call was made by NFF for contributions to a paid campaign
however the response was disappointing and highlighted the
seemingly fractured and poverty-stricken nature of industry
representation in this country.
The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is next and the feeling is
that ChAFTA will seem like a walk in the park by comparison.
Project Streamline & Strengthen

Project “Streamline & Strengthen” is a genuine move to more
effective national advocacy for farmers on agricultural issues.

The project commenced in November 2013 with a review of
agricultural representation in Australia. In June 2015 most
NFF Members agreed to sign an MOU to further progress the
implementation of the more unified and streamlined structure.
NTCA proposed changes in the wording of the MOU to
allow the process to progress but also to allow members some
flexibility in how far and how fast they engage.
This is obviously a vexed issue for NFF’s member organisations.
NTCA Members may be aware that the Tasmanian Farmers
and Graziers Association recently announced their intention to
withdraw from the NFF, citing the unification process as the
reason.
The NTCA Executive have recognised the imperative for
NFF to change the way things are done with agricultural
representation in Australia, (1) because of resource constraints
ie. there’s not enough money to do the job properly, and (2)
because of the rapid changes in many aspects of how farmers
run their businesses and get their information.
BUT… we refuse to allow a successful advocacy model to
be subsumed by a larger, potentially more cumbersome
arrangement. Make no mistake, we need the NFF for the work
they do and the strength they give their member organisations,
but we are there to serve the best interests of our own members.
There is still a long way to go before any move to a new
structure can be made. There are issues of governance, and
policy development and approval processes. There are areas
where the sharing of services between organisations could be
used to make more efficient use of resources.
The development of a digital platform for Australian agriculture
is probably the most exciting part of Streamline & Strengthen.
The concept is to use the digital platform as a means of
communicating directly with farmers (two ways), as a means of
campaigning on issues and reaching into the broader community,
and providing subscribers with a tailor made platform for their
day to day operation. It depends very much on the roll-out of the
NBN - and that may not fill you with great confidence at presen
- however, you’re either in the online space or you’re not in the
game.
I think I said at last year’s AGM that groups like GetUp,
Animals Australia, RSPCA etc are big in the digital space and
they are wiping the floor with us collectively. We will no doubt
be brought up to date with progress around the development
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Probably the standout achievement in
the last twelve to eighteen months has
been in the area of trade. NFF has strongly
supported both the negotiation and
ratification of the trade deals with Japan,
South Korea and China.

of the platform at Members’ Council next week, but it was
planned to launch in April/May in time for the next Federal
Election campaign.
Meanwhile, NFF continues to work in a wide range of areas
affecting Australian Agriculture:
Drought Concessional Loans

The Federal Government has circulated a consultation
document on the structure of a new Drought Concessional
Loans product which will come to market from July 2016.
The Drought Taskforce is actively providing feedback to the
Department on specifics of the loans, which appear to address
some (but not all) concerns raised previously by the NFF.

The view in the submission reiterated the need for Government
and industry to work in unison to eliminate duplicate and
excessive bureaucratic red tape to maximise the efficiency of the
Australian farm sector.
Foreign Investment

On 23rd November the Senate passed the Foreign Acquisitions and
Takeovers Amendment Bill 2015. This bill amended the Foreign
Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1975 to ensure a greater level of
scrutiny is applied to inbound investments, ensuring it is in the
national interest. The NFF had participated extensively in the
development of the bill, and welcomed its introduction as law.

Red Tape

Key changes included a lowering of the screening thresholds for
agricultural land and agribusinesses, as well as the establishment
of a register of foreign owned land. Additionally, in order to
gain support for the bill, the Government agreed to a proposal
by the Australian Greens to establish an additional register of
foreign owned water entitlements.

NFF provided a submission to the Productivity Commission’s
(PC) inquiry into the regulatory burden faced by farm
businesses. The NFF remains dedicated to removing the
unnecessary burden and costs of over-regulation on farmers.

The issue of foreign investment in Australian agriculture
continues to have a profile in the public policy space. NFF
provided a submission to the Senate Economics Legislation
Committees’ inquiry into the Foreign Investment Review

Direct feedback on the loan structure will be provided to Minister
Joyce once the Taskforce has reached a view on key details.
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Framework including a reference to the lease of the Darwin
Port and the Kidman and Co. property sale. In addition to this
more recently there is also a public campaign headed by Dick
Smith called Save our Farms (saveourfarms.com.au) linked to
the proposed sale of a large dairy farm in Tasmania (which is
currently majority owned by New Plymouth District Council
in New Zealand) to Chinese buyers. The proposed sale is
still subject to approval by the Federal Government’s Foreign
Investment Review Board.
Proposed Backpacker Tax

The 2015 Federal Budget announced that from 1st July 2016,
all working holiday makers would be taxed as non-residents
– that is, at 32.5% on all income. NFF will be running a
campaign through its Workforce Productivity Committee to
oppose the policy. The proposed backpacker tax has raised
serious concern among producers and growers across the
nation who say the tax, which will increase to 32.5% in every
dollar, is too high and will deter backpackers from working in
Australia, hitting regional communities the hardest. Several
member bodies have been active in this area to date, including
Summerfruit Australia, Cotton Australia, NSW Farmers and
Australian Dairy Farmers. The aim is to build on this work and
run a multi-faceted campaign that consists of direct and indirect
advocacy efforts, supported by social media, media releases and
an e-petition.
Late news: An announcement was made on 15th March that
the backpacker tax would be reviewed and is subject to further
consultation.
Proposed changes to Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

The Senate referred the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Amendment Bill 2015 for inquiry
and report this month. The amendments aim to repeal Section
487, which currently extend the meaning of ‘person aggrieved’
in the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (the
ADJR Act). This issue has been a focus of media attention since
with the opposition stating it will not support the amendment.
NFF has concerns about the impact of the proposed
amendment on farmers and their representative body’s ability to
challenge government planning decisions. NFF, therefore, does
not support the deletion of s487 without assurances that local
farmers and their representative bodies will continue to have
access to judicial review as a person aggrieved under the ADJR
Act. The closing date for submissions is Friday, 11th September
2015.

Water Act 2007 Amendment Bill

NFF gave evidence to a Senate Inquiry into the Water
Amendment Bill 2015 currently before federal Parliament.
The Bill proposes amendments to the Water Act 2007 to cap
water buybacks to 1500GL relating to the MDB Plan. The
passing of this Bill has been a high priority policy objective for
NFF for some weeks and all indications are that the Bill will be
successfully passed through Parliament next month.
Murray Darling Basin Stocktake Report

An independent stocktake report commissioned by the MDBA
was released on 27th August. The report provides a level of
assurance to government that current measures for water
recovery in the MDB are likely to be met, which is good news
for MDB farmers. The report calls for closer engagement
between the MDBA, Basin states and farming communities on
how to further improve water recovery programs without the
need for further buybacks.
‘Harper Review’ of Competition Policy

On 24th November the Government released its response to
the ‘Harper Review’ of competition policy. The review panel
undertook an economy wide analysis of competition policy,
making recommendations for micro-economic reform. The
NFF actively participated in the review process.
In their response, the Government has supported, in whole or
in part, 44 of the 56 recommendations from the final report.
The NFF welcomed the Government’s support of a wide range
of recommendations that will benefit the agricultural sector
including facilitating small business access to dispute remedies,
collective bargaining changes, energy market and coastal
shipping reform.
Late news: Federal Cabinet has agreed to implement an ‘effects
test’ aimed at misuse of market power. This was strongly opposed by
bodies like the Business Council of Australia.
ACCC Agriculture Consultative Committee

On 28th October 2015 the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCC) called for expressions of
interest for individuals and organisations willing to serve on
the ACCC Agriculture Consultative Committee (AgCC). The
AgCC will work with the Agriculture Commissioner to identify
and review issues across the supply chain that are within the
remit of the ACCC.
The NFF strongly supports the opportunity to engage with
the ACCC through the AgCC process and considers there to
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be great potential for the sector to better assist the ACCC in
analysing agriculture markets. There is a strong view that the
opportunity should be fully explored and implemented in a way
that delivers tangible benefits to the farm business sector.
Nominees are required to have well-established communications
links and processes to engage with the broadest range of
agriculture sector participants, be completely independent of
government interests; have the capability, skills and experience
to effectively engage with the AgCC and provide input at
meetings on relevant and emerging issues and information
dissemination strategies. Should the nomination be successful
the NFF representative would be Tony Mahar, Deputy CEO.
NFF Taxation Work

Boyce Chartered Accountants and Sue McCluskey have been
contracted to undertake a research project to provide a robust
evidence-based report on current taxation issues as they relate
to the agriculture sector. The report will consider how the tax
system helps or hinders the agriculture sector in achieving
desirable outcomes for the longer term sustainability of farmers
and the communities in which they live. A workshop will be
held in Canberra on the 23rd March.
Federal Election Strategy

Underlying the NFF election strategy will be five key
policy areas which will form the foundation of lobbying,
communications and events efforts throughout the campaign:
•

Prioritising agriculture at the top

Making agriculture a national economic and policy priority to
capture the value of opportunities driven by growing demand
for our premium food and fibre
•

Increasing Competiveness and Profitability

Ensuring our world-best food and fibre is globally competitive
for a productive and profitable sector
•

Investing in Innovation and Science

Driving the profitability of the sector through R D&E and
incentives for private investment in innovation
•

Building a Stronger Workforce

Developing a better understanding of the opportunities in
the sector to build a strong workforce and attract the best and
brightest
•

Balancing Food and Fibre with the Environment

Policy Priority Area

NFF Policies Included

Prioritising Agriculture
at the Top

Taxation
Trade

Increasing
Competitiveness
and Profitability

Regulation of Competition
Foreign Investment
Water Issues
AgVet Chemicals
Drought
Energy

Investing in Innovation
and Science

Research and Development
Digital Infrastructure

Building a Stronger
Workforce

Overseas workers
Safety at Work: Quad Bikes
Award Reviews
Education and Training

Balancing Food and Fibre
with the Environment

Landcare
Climate Change
Murray-Darling Basin Plan
Environment Protection

NFF President Brent Finlay and an unchanged board were
re-elected at the AGM in November, however there has been
a recent change of CEO with Simon Talbot moving on after
eighteen months in the job. Tony Mahar has been appointed as
the new CEO. Tony has been with the NFF for six years and
has served in the positions of General Manager of Policy and
more recently as Deputy CEO.
Finally, I should mention the live export class action which is
being funded by the Australian Farmers Fighting Fund. This
action continues apace and representatives from Minter Ellison
will be at the 2016 NTCA conference.
Footnote: The Road Safety Remuneration Tribunal issued a
determination concerning pay rates for owner drivers and due for
implementation on the 4th April 2016. This has become a major
issue because of the impact on rates for back loading and part loads
and is the subject of ongoing lobbying and court action. NFF and
NTCA have been lobbying strongly to have the introduction of
the order delayed at least. The issue has now become a nationally
significant as operators, particularly owner drivers and trucking
representative bodies, continue action to have the order delayed
further and the RSRT disbanded by Federal Parliament.

Rohan Sullivan
NATIONAL FARMERS FEDERATION REPRESENTATIVE

Enabling a productive and progressive agriculture sector
which balances responsible natural resource management with
efficient primary production
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CATTLE COUNCIL REPORT
After two years away from writing reports of any kind it is challenging to commence this task once again. I
would have to say that the present CCA is vastly different to the organisation I left approximately six or eight
years ago but is still a good organisation.
THEY are a body that is supposed to be overseeing operations
of Meat & Livestock Australia (MLA) but are funded by a
service agreement with MLA; makes life interesting. I have only
attended two meetings and I am still very much in the “catchup” phase

Now that control of BJD has been de-regulated it is proposed
that the Cattle Health Statement become mandatory. I think
that the NTCA should support this proposal as it would assist it
keeping the Territory free of BJD. Vendors of bulls and or any
stock would have to declare their status on BJD.

Funding is a major issue for the CCA, I feel this is being
addressed but at a pretty steady pace. The Council has engaged
a media company to help lift the profile and identify of such
things as vision, mission and strategy. CCA will also have
to have a name change, a new constitution, and become a
company limited by guarantee - possibly to be known as ‘Cattle
Corp of Australia’.

Both the Meat Industry Strategic Plan 2020 (MISP) and the
Beef Industry Strategic Plan 2020 (BISP) have been released.
CCA has signed off on BISP after a few alterations and as
the CCA President has said, ‘the success of the strategy now
depends on strong leadership and collaboration across the value
chain to ensure implementation. We are committed to playing a
leading role in making BISP 2020 a success’.

A model embracing direct membership, sponsorship,
commercial revenue and events is being considered. Once the
funding model is finalised the new structure and proposed
funding model will be put to an industry vote and it is likely
that the vote will occur this year (2016). I think the corner has
been turned and CCA is on the right track.

(BISP is available at http://e-doc.me/cattlecouncil1/ and
MISP is available at http://rmac.com.au/wp-content/
uploads/2015/09/150901-MISP-FINAL.pdf ).

The pilot for the Livestock Biosecurity Network (LBN) ceases in
June 2016 - sheepmeat and wool producers have said they will
not fund LBN once the pilot wound up, but CCA still supports
the original position and has agreed to funding post June
2016. It is proposed that a few cents from the National Residue
Service - part of the cattle transaction levy - be transferred to
Animal Health Australia to fund future activities of the LBN. A
great idea.

The Australian Beef Language White Paper has also been
released and CCA supports the paper. The existing beef
language has served the industry well for 30 years and remains
the basis for domestic and export trade in beef. Over 300
amendments have been made to the beef language since
its inception and it is important that this ability to change
continues. The paper is available on
http://www.beeflanguagereview.org
Ross Peatling (interim CCA rep.), presented by
Chris Nott

15 Elder Street, Alice Springs NT
admin@electricon.net.au
www.electricon.net.au

Phone: (08) 8952 5050
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Haulmark Trailers

Darwin

Proudly supporting NT cattlemen since 1963

General
Trailer
Maintenance
Comprehensive
Range of
Spare Parts
Structural
& Accident
Repairs
Crash Repairs
Crush
Facilities

Quality
ISO 9001

Keeping you in front... OUTBACK

1 Mettam Road, Berrimah, Darwin Ph 08 8984 3533
HEAD 1848 Ipswich Road, Rocklea, Brisbane Ph (07) 3277 3666
OFFICE www.haulmark.com.au sales@haulmark.com.au

2016 NTCA AGM & INDUSTRY CONFERENCE
The ‘Business of Balance’ plays a crucial role in the lives of all Territorians, especially the men and women
of the Northern Territory cattle industry and achieving balance is fundamental in the dynamic of everyday
pastoral life.

Thursday 17 March 2016
11:00am

NTCA & Northern Stock Water
Ladies Luncheon

3:30pm

NTCA Annual General Meeting
Members only

5:30pm

NTCA & Pioneer Water Tanks
Welcome Drinks

Conference Program Friday 18 March 2016
7:30am

Registration

8:00am

Presidential Address
Tom Stockwell

8:30am

Opening Address
His Honour the Honourable John Hardy OAM,
Administrator of the Northern Territory

8:45am

David Williams
Foreign Investment; who owns the farm and
does it matter?

9:15am

Angus Gidley-Baird
Free Trade Agreements; more Aussie beef on
global plates

9:45am

Hon. Gary Higgins MLA
Ministerial Address; The Importance of Trade

10:15am

Question Time

10:30am

Morning Tea

11:00am

Dr Tina Hunter
The balance between petroleum resource
development and pastoral industry
sustainability

11:30am

John Cotter
Avoiding conflict; lessons learnt in the East

12:00

Panel Session ‘Is the Balance Right?’

12:30pm

Lunch

1:30pm

James Campbell
E-commerce – the digital beef road to China

2:00pm

Richard Norton
Global Beef Position

2:30pm

Jill Rigney
Harnessing the Future

3:00pm

Tom Ryan
Future NTCA presentation

3:15pm

Afternoon Tea

3:30pm

Panel Session ‘Industry Matters’

4:15pm

Official Close
Hon. Peter Chandler MLA

6:30pm

NTCA & Elders Gala Dinner

Northern Territory pastoralists and their families manage a herd
of some 2.1 million head of cattle, an area of the rangeland
in excess of 650,000km and are a major contributor to the
Northern Territory economy. With significant economic,
environmental, and social responsibility, finding a balance is
critical to the long term viability of individual businesses and
the industry.
The NTCA’s 32nd Annual Industry Conference, themed “The
Business of Balance”, challenged delegates in the first session
of the day to consider the balance of investment in the pastoral
industry, asking “who owns the farm and does it matter?” Is it
foreign or private investment, corporate or family ownership?
The NTCA also invited an international expert who discussed
the balance between the long term security of our natural
resources and the economic opportunities shared between the
pastoral and energy sectors, and whether the Northern Territory
has got the co-existence framework to enable this.
Recent Free Trade Agreements and global beef demand has
provided unprecedented market options for Australian beef and
cattle; producers were given the opportunity to consider their
options and balance their production models with existing and
future markets such as e-commerce.
The 32nd Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual
General Meeting, Industry Conference and Gala Dinner,
proudly hosted by the NTCA Barkly Branch in Alice Springs,
proved once again to be the premier industry conference in
Northern Australia.
Thank you to our Gala Dinner sponsors
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2016 NTCA CONFERENCE
OPENING ADDRESS
2016 NTCA Conference Opening Address by His Honour the Honourable John Hardy OAM
Administrator of the Northern Territory
GOOD morning, and thank you for the warm welcome. It’s a
pleasure to be here for the opening of your annual conference.

connections in this room who played a role in the ups and
downs of those early years.

My role as Administrator affords me the opportunity to travel to
many places around the Territory, and to delve into many topics
of interest and concern to Territorians.

Father Frank Flynn wrote about some of these people in 1963,
saying:

In preparing for this opening address, I’ve had the chance to
read about – and reflect upon – some of the events that have
contributed to the fascinating path taken by the Territory’s
pastoral industry.
I’ve also had the opportunity to revisit some memories of
someone whose path I crossed a number of times in the early
stages of my aviation career.
But I will come to him in a moment.
My reading on the history of the pastoral industry led me
to Father Frank Flynn – someone with whom you may be
familiar. Father Frank Flynn was a priest, an opthomologist, a
serviceman in the Army and Air Forces, and an author of many
books on the Territory. His writings were fed by his experiences
travelling to remote corners of this vast land. He first came to
Alice Springs as a young military chaplain in the early stages of
World War 2. He lived here, and returned many times in the
decades that followed. In his book “The Living Heart”, he wrote
of Alice’s status as a military post, and recorded a poem written
by one of the troops posted here.
It reads as follows:
“Somewhere in Australia where the sun is like a curse,
And each long day is followed by another slightly worse,
Where the brick-red dust blows thicker than the shifting desert sand,
And all men dream and wish for a fairer, dearer land.
Somewhere in Australia, where the ants and lizards play,
And a thousand fresh mosquitoes replace each one you slay;
Oh take me back to ‘Frisco… let me hear the mission bell,
For this misbegotten country is a substitute for hell.”
Well. This bloke clearly wasn’t trying to hide his feelings about
the place. And to be fair, it would have been pretty challenging
for someone born and bred in San Francisco. But I’d be
interested to hear his thoughts on Alice Springs, 75 years later.
Because this misbegotten country – this substitute for hell – has
become a bustling city, and the centre of one part of Australia’s
pastoral industry. An enormous number of people ensured
that this could become a reality. And no doubt there are family

“It is well to recall the various types of pioneering which led to the
rich inland province we know today; and pay tribute to those who
carved homes and prosperity out of a forbidding and empty land.”
One of those pioneers is a man whom I admire greatly, and
– as I said earlier – whose path I crossed several times during
the early stages of my own aviation career. That man is Eddie
Connellan – founder of the airline Connellan Airways, or
Connair, as it became known in later years.
As a young pilot in the early 70s, I flew with the South
Australian and Territory Aviation Services – which was a
competitor of Eddie’s. But that did not stop me from having
enormous respect for his achievements. A lot has been written
about Eddie over the years, and for good reason. He juggled
not one – but two careers – as a pastoralist and as an aviator.
As well as Connair, he was owner of Narwietooma Station. He
was a school teacher, political strategist, business leader, and
a family man. He was driven by a burning passion to develop
the Territory. He saw its potential, and he wanted it to succeed.
He made it his life’s work to open this land up to pastoralists,
civilians and tourists, and to bring services to those already
residing in this remote part of Australia.
He was an impressive man.
The theme of your conference – “The Business of Balance” – is a
neat descriptor of Eddie’s own working life.
He managed to find a balance between his two careers. He
balanced all of the internal factors, and the external factors,
that influenced the successes and failures of each enterprise. I
use the word ‘failure’, as this is how Eddie saw the final years
of Connair. And I use the word ‘success’, as this is how he saw
Narwietooma Station.
In the introduction to his book Failure of Triumph – completed
just before he succumbed to cancer in 1983 – Eddie wrote:
“Today, having completed the seventh revision or editing of this
book, I sit in my homestead at Narwietooma, and look back with
mixed feelings over the past forty-five years during which I made the
Territory my home.
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We’ll all have successes and failures
throughout our working lives, particularly
in business. But balancing these out
– so that the successes don’t let us
become complacent, and the failures
don’t overwhelm us – will hopefully
mean that we can all be satisfied
with the innings that we have.

The story I have written here is one of triumph followed by failure.
But where I sit, I am enjoying the end result of another story which
is one of success.”
In Eddie’s eyes, his success was the selection of 1,050 square
miles of unoccupied crown land which he chose in 1938 when
conducting his first of two pastoral survey flights. Years of
nurturing and hard work got Narwietooma into a position
described by Eddie as one of the most highly developed cattle
stations in the Northern Territory.
And his failure, to use Eddie’s words, was “due to my failure
to rid myself of the straight jacket of subsidy, although I tried
desperately to achieve this from 1946 to 1979”. In 1980 he
sold the business to East-West Airlines. In collaboration with
the Northern Territory government, they wanted to become the
third major airline operator in the country. This went against
Connair’s philosophy, which was to provide a successful regional
service to ensure that the Territory continued to thrive.
For those of us who have experienced the ups and downs of
business, balancing the successes with the failures can be one of
the hardest things to achieve. One week you might be travelling
along nicely, with the books looking healthy and the staff
looking happy. The next, something can knock the business
for six. As Administrator – having divested myself entirely of

the family business – such responsibilities now rest on my sons’
shoulders.
However in the 20 years of running Hardy Aviation with my
wife Marie, this business of balance kept us up at night. There
are, of course, the internal factors, such as staff recruitment
and staff management. One of Eddie’s practices was to be
meticulous with the hiring and training of pilots and engineers,
and this is something which we also implemented. However
like Eddie, the lure of the major airlines was always there, and
hanging on to competent staff was sometimes a challenge. Then
there are the external factors – some of which you have some
control over, and others which you don’t. I won’t list these for
the pastoral industry, as you know what they are far are better
than I do.
In aviation, it is mechanical failures, landing incidents, the
weather, fluctuations in industries like tourism and mining, and
regulation changes – to name a few. At the beginning, if you
have all of your funds tied up in one plane and it has engine
troubles, it can be catastrophic for the business.
Someone asked me recently how we dealt with these risks, and
my answer was hard work. Working hard to distance ourselves
from disaster, accumulating reserves, and proper planning to
mitigate any unforseen risks was all that we could do. Accepting
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that I was going to wake up at 2 in the morning to work
through these plans was going to be par for the course. And
accepting that there would always be a nagging thought in the
back of my mind that the business could come to an end at any
stage – well, that was par for the course too.
Eddie may have seen those final years of Connair as a failure.
But if we look back, there was so much that pointed to his
success:
•

He established the first official mail run in the Territory in
1939, providing an important source of contact for those
living in remote areas.

“I guess we are all heading for that same last destination, however
slowly. But as far as I am concerned, it does not worry me. I am
well satisfied with the innings I have had. I was nearly cleanbowled or caught out or something quite a number of times!”
Perhaps we can all learn from that thought; we’ll all have
successes and failures throughout our working lives, particularly
in business. But balancing these out – so that the successes don’t
let us become complacent, and the failures don’t overwhelm
us – will hopefully mean that we can all be satisfied with the
innings that we have.
On that note, I wish you all the very best for your conference.

•

This peaked, with frequent and regular services to 132
remote stations and communities.

Thank you to all who have travelled small and large distances to
be with your peers and colleagues.

•

He provided the aircraft and crew for the Royal Flying
Doctor Service until 1973, during which time more than
4,000 medical flights were made.

Thank you for the vital work that you do, and for your
contribution to Australia’s pastoral industry.

•

And he was one of the first people to see the potential of the
tourism industry, opening up Uluru to tourists.

In some of his writings before his death, Eddie wrote:

And I hope that you all benefit professionally – and personally –
from today’s proceedings.
It is my pleasure to declare the 32nd Annual Conference of the
Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association, open.
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FOREIGN INVESTMENT
WHO OWNS THE FARM AND DOES IT MATTER?
Presentation by David Williams to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference.
Alice Springs, Northern Territory, Friday 18 March 2016

THOSE of you who know me know that I don’t have that
much experience on the land; what I do have a lot of experience
in, is foreign buyers and foreign investors. We (Kidder
Williams) sold quite a number of abattoirs, probably 6 or 7
in the last few years, and quite a number of meat value-added
businesses; so I have quite a good understanding from Coles
backwards to the farm, but not so much on the farm. I’ve also
got a very good understanding of Chinese and Indonesian and
other foreign buyers so I thought today I’d talk a little bit about
foreign investment and national investment; super funds and
what they’re doing and what they’re not doing.
As I flew up here I thought to myself ‘what sort of mood will
this audience be in’ so I could taper my message to that – I
thought that most of you (the audience) would have seen a bit
of rain in the last couple of weeks, which is a good thing; most
of you know that the live trade in Indonesia is back and they’re
paying enormous prices; most of you know that the Chinese
have now said they’ll take a million head (live) – I doubt it’s
going to happen, but let’s wait and see – and we’ve still got the
live trade into other places like Vietnam and Israel and all the
others; there are people working on protocols for taking live
animals into the US – if that happens it’s a massive boost to the
industry; we know that Coles and Woolworths can’t get as much
meat as they want because the US trade is booming (the boxed
trade) and their herd is down, so there’s an enormous amount
of meat going into the hamburger market over there. So I’m
thinking that most of you aren’t going to be that interested in
talking about foreign investment – but I’ve flown up here so I’m
going to talk about it anyway.
In addition to that, what I see is happening is that in the last
year the Federal Government’s got itself really revved up about
the North. For the last 50 years you’ve been the poor relation
sitting down by the toilets at the wedding –nobody wants
you anymore, everyone’s pointing the finger at you saying
‘listen we’ve thrown so much money at the North over the
last 50 years (and) nothing’s worked. If the floods didn’t get
you, the heat got you, if the heat didn’t get you, the diseases
got you, if you could get all that right you couldn’t get the
labour up there; the North is dead and northern experiments
are dead’. But suddenly everybody’s back! Every department’s
here, it’s like ‘Farmer Wants a Wife’ on steroids happening in

David Williams
MANAGING DIRECTOR
KIDDER WILLIAMS

David is Managing Director of the Investment Bank Kidder
Williams Ltd, which specialises in Mergers, Acquisitions
and Capital Raisings in Agriculture, Food and Beverages.
He has advised many of Australia’s largest aquaculture,
dairy, almond, sugar, grain, fruit and fertilizer companies,
being well known as long-time corporate advisor to
Bega Cheese. David is not just an Adviser; he bought the
bankrupt salmon producer Tassal for $42m, turning the
business around to create Australia’s largest aquaculture
company now capitalised at nearly $800 million. He is
also one of the largest owners of water in Tasmania. When
the Tasmanian irrigation system faltered through lack of
farmer interest he bought all the remaining water to allow
the scheme to progress.

the North – the bus has arrived but instead of a whole lot of
tricked up women on the bus, you’ve got the Department of
Ports, the Department of Roads, the Department of Defence,
the Department of Infrastructure, the Federal Treasurer, the
Minister for Ag – they’re all on the bus! They want to love you
and kiss you; suddenly you’re back in town, it’s unbelievable –
it’s ‘Farmer Wants a Wife’ on steroids with the Feds.
So I’m figuring that you must be very happy right now – you
don’t necessarily want to hear about Foreign Investment.
I’m sorry, I got a little ahead of myself. I should have, in the
traditional way, thanked the traditional owners of the land,
which – as you know – is Gina Reinhart, Twiggy, Harold
Mitchell, and Brett Blundy and so forth…well, they’re not the
traditional owners, as you know, but they’re sucking up a lot of
oxygen in the system. Let me say something about people like
that, not only the trophy hunters, if you like, but the people
like the National Mutual’s and the AMP’s who, as you know
everyone’s beleaguered – all the Federal politicians are saying it’s
a disgrace: trillions of dollars not going into agriculture etc etc.
What I know, after doing this for 32 years, is that every 5 or
10 years these people pop up and they stay around for 5 years
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or they stay around for 10 years but generally they’re gone after
10 years – you are the only bunnies who want to hang around
for longer. These people buy because they think it’s a good idea,
then they’re gone.
A lot of these trophy hunters, they’re not going to be around
in 10 years’ time – we went through all this rubbish in the late
80’s and the early 90’s when the Japanese just about bought up
everything in the meat processing industry. 10 years later half of
them are broke and now we’ve got Nippon left, and we’ve got a
few traders; Mitsui and Mitsubishi’s trying to do a bit of trading
and so forth, but essentially they’re gone. Some of the businesses
have gone broke, some of them have made a lot of money – we
hope they make a lot of money when these foreign investors
come in, we hope all of these people make a lot of money – but
I can guarantee you that most of the trophy hunters will be out
in 10 years.
So what’s happening in Canberra – what is all this noise coming
out Canberra? On the one hand they’re trying to encourage
development in the North – fantastic. On the other hand
they’re trying to scare the living sh*t out of every foreign
investor that wants to come into the country. And if you’re not
scared about it you better get in a queue mate, because you’ve
got to get on a list if you’re buying something more than $15
million – it costs you more than $15 million to buy a 7-Eleven
store in Melbourne now – you’ve got to get yourself on the list,
got to get yourself registered, and if that doesn’t scare you we’re
going to kill you by a thousand cuts in the FIRB.
So try and sell Nicoletti Station; try and sell VDL; try and sell
Kidman’s; try and sell a big cotton property, you are guaranteed,
just about, to be held up for months and months and months
with questions and questions and questions, and then you
might not even get it done. So imagine those poor buggers –
the two major bidders at the moment for Kidman – who are
both reportedly Chinese. The process started probably a year
ago. People thought the valuation, and the valuers thought the
valuation, should have been around $300 million. We’re now
talking prices of $370 million and it still can’t get through.
We’ve still held it up – Oh! We’ve found a rocket range on one
of the properties! Sh*t, what were we thinking! Why didn’t we
remember that! One of them’s too close to Pine Gap, why didn’t
we remember that!
So now we’ve got people like Scott Morrison and some of the
other pollies going around saying ‘It would be a shame if this
wasn’t bought by an Australian’. Ok – fine – but the Chinese
bidders, in good faith, have probably spent a million dollars
each on land surveys, on water surveys, on accountants, on
lawyers etc and they’re still left hanging in the lurch.

Look at VDL – Van Diemens Land – up in the north west
of Tasmania – 20,000 milkers and 20,000 cattle on the
property – it’s been on the market for 3 years. 3 years and not
one Australian’s put up his hands. The Chinese have come
along and paid a price that I think is way over the top – but
they paid the price – and suddenly Jan Cameron, ex-owner
of Kathmandu, who happens to live nearby, and others, have
come out of the woodwork and said ‘This is unfair! It should
be sold to an Australian’. Where were you 3 years ago when the
train was leaving the station? If we’re going to have this foreign
investment we should allow it to happen in an orderly way
and in a way in which people can make firm decisions. We’re
just killing some of these potential buyers and some of these
potential investors.
The other thing I find curious, before I go into the details of
what’s happening with foreign investment, is just the concept
– do we want foreign investment or not? Let’s just take VDL
for example, which is a very clear cut example. Van Diemens
Land in north-west Tasmania, one of the most beautiful pieces
of land ever. As I said, 20,000 and 20,000 (milkers and cattle),
the Chinese are buying it; they’re going to take it to 40,000
milkers, it will be the biggest dairy farm in the country by a
million miles. That is going to take a sh*tload of money; for
extra water; for extra fences; for extra dairy milking cows.
And when they get to 40,000 head they will put up their own
dryer. That’s an $80 million investment and they’ll take their
own brand and they’ll take the product into China etc etc.
That’s the plan. What’s wrong with that? VDL is the oldest
company in this country, it wasn’t even started in Australia, it’s
a UK company started in 1824 with a royal charter – you don’t
make changes to this company by going to ASIC, you go to
the Queen because it’s a royal charter, you literally have to go
to the Queen’s office to ask her to change it. This is a company
that was started by the Brit’s in 1824 and it stayed that way for
over 100 years. It was then bought by a New Zealander who
unfortunately died in a travel accident, it was then bought by
a very logical buyer for a dairy farm and a beef farm: The New
Zealand New Plymouth Council – a local Council, believe it or
not, bought Van Diemens Land – what is that about? Well that’s
exactly what the local rate payers started to ask as well by-theway – could anybody just tell me what happened here, I must
have missed it: we’re a Council in New Zealand and we buy a
dairy farm in Australia – what is that about? Anyway, the short
story is that since 1824 Van Diemens Land has been owned
by the Brits and the New Zealanders. The New Zealanders,
because they’re under a bit of pressure at home – the rate payers
asking ‘why are we in a dairy farming company?’ – they decide
to sell it. No Australians put up their hand; no institutions, no
dairy farmers, no future fund puts up their hands – the Chinese
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put up their hand and they pay an enormous price and they’re
going to invest in it. Hallelujah! Now people say: ‘it shouldn’t
be foreign owned!’ – mate, it was started by foreigners, it’s not
even an Australian company for f**k’s sake! It was started by the
Brits, owned by the Brits, owned by the people across the ditch
and now somebody else foreign wants to buy it. What can you
object about that? And the guy’s going shove probably $100 –
200 million into it. Tell me what’s wrong with that? How long
does it take you to think about that in order to approve it? Well,
apparently a long time according to the FIRB.
Now, with respect to the northern meat industry – this is an
industry in the north of Australia – if you go back again to
the turn of the 19th century when it became feasible to take
frozen beef in ships, some entrepreneurial Brits (that’s where
we came from by-the-way) said ‘wouldn’t it be good to take
some beef from Australia to Britain?’. So they set up companies
like Borthwicks, companies like the Angliss Family, companies
like the Vestey Family; they set up some abattoirs in northern
Australia and they set up some pastoral companies in northern
Australia and started exporting carcases to the UK – frozen. It
was a very short killing season because, you know, roads weren’t
so good and you could only do it in the dry season and so on. It
was a foreign-owned industry, and all the beef in this country,
essentially, went to Britain. As did the offal and as did the sheep
and so on and so forth. Over time more abattoirs came up and
in the first instance a lot of abattoirs didn’t come out of private
investment – they came out of local councils – and so local
councils set up abattoirs. And the Feds, all they did – which is
what they should be doing today – was to set up the beef roads,
the roads that actually help the graziers to get the animals to the
slaughterhouses and extended the killing season. And so, those
roads serviced the abattoirs that came up in Townsville, Rocky
and Mackay, and Tennant Creek and Darwin etc etc. It was a
foreign-owned industry. More recently, as time went on, private
money started to come into it with the Teys’, the Smorgon’s, the
Tancred’s, the FJ Walker’s, the Gilbertson’s, etc etc. So it became
quite a vibrant industry. But this is an industry which was a
foreign-owned industry and at the start was mainly foreignowned – it wasn’t private capital that went into it. People like,
for example, the Future Fund keep saying ‘I wish AMP was
in, I wish National Mutual was in’, what about Future Fund?
What have they got? Something like 60 billion? Why aren’t they
buying VDL? Well, that’s a very good question.
I’ll tell you a very interesting anecdote: the guy that runs
the Future Fund and the agricultural land investments is a
guy called Barry Brakey, and he is an ex-dairy farmer from
northern Tasmania – he’s the last person who wants to buy
VDL. These insto’s (institutional investors) are not coming to

invest – despite a little bit I’ve seen in the press where Barnaby’s
beaten them up and they’re saying ‘well, you know agriculture’s
coming into its own, yes we’re thinking about it…’ - they’re not
thinking about it! They’re not going to take the sort of returns
that you guys are having to put up with for the last 20 years,
that’s bullsh*t. They’re saying they’re thinking about it to make
Malcolm and Barnaby happy but they ain’t coming mate, they
ain’t coming anywhere near this industry because they don’t
want 3% return over the longer term. And, in my 32 years, I
see every 5 or 10 years National Mutual pops up and they’ve got
$500 million worth of property – beautiful. And 2 years later
the guy who did it has gone, and then somebody goes, ‘whose
idea was it to buy this? Let’s get rid of it’, and they sell it out
again. Out it goes and (usually) what do they do? They usually
sell it to the guy who owns the farm next door. You guys aren’t
prepared to bid when they’re bidding against you because you
can’t afford it – you just want to spend your time bleating about
how little money you’ve got, right? ‘I’m a poor farmer, I don’t
make any money, there’s nothing in it, there’s nothing available’,
you don’t get your hand in your pocket at all do you? Until…?
Until…the farm next door comes up for sale – then it comes
whistling out from under the mattress, Rabobank’s on speed
dial, let’s get it in, come on! – that’s when it happens. But you
ain’t going to beat these guys, you ain’t going to beat these guys
and they are not coming. And the guy that’s the first to come
will probably lose his job two years later because they just don’t
have the rate of return.
So how is it that the foreign investors are coming and are
paying the rate of return? There’s a couple of things: the easy
ones are that many of them are coming with very very low
cost of capital; so we’re (Kidder Williams) dealing with some
Chinese at the moment who want an all-up equity return of
5% (there isn’t an institution in this country that isn’t looking
for 10-15%). So they’re coming with a much lower cost of
capital; a much lower hurdle rate that they have to invest. The
second thing they’re coming with, and bear this in mind – this
is what we really need as a country – they’re coming sometimes
with a market. They come and they say, ‘I’ve got a feedlot in
Indonesia’, ‘I’ve got 3,000 pharmacies in China’, they’re coming
with that market, and because they’ve got that market they can
add extra value to the investment itself – that is a very powerful
thing. And when you think about it, that’s exactly what the
Vestey’s did, what the Angliss’ did, what the Borthwick’s did;
they came and said, ‘I’ve got a market in Britain and that’s why
I can afford to set it up’. That’s not what Harold Mitchell’s got,
that’s not what Gina Reinhart’s got, that’s not what Twiggy’s
got – although he’s now got himself an abattoir as well. That is
a very different thing, and you can add significant value to that.
The third thing they’ve got is that they’ve got very, very deep
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pockets. And some of what it takes for your farm to make more
money is just really simple – capital.
I’ve been on a couple of farms just recently - what I call ‘trophy
farms’ – that are running 20,000 to 30,000 head that could
easy do 50,000 or 60,000. Why not? Well, nobody’s prepared to
write a cheque. These people can write a cheque (international
buyers). And so if you look at, for example, what KAI has done,
over in Kununurra in the Ord II Scheme, Mr Yinn: they’ve
already spent probably $180 million clearing 8,000 – 9,000
hectares, and by this time next year, it’ll be 18,000 hectares. In
addition to not only clearing it, irrigating it, putting roads in
etc etc, they’ve bought the old sugar mill; they’ve bought the
country club; they’ve set up a Case dealership; they can bring
fertiliser in in boats, so they’re not only getting the economies
of scale for themselves, but they’re changing the whole dynamics
of the industry itself and can get significantly more out of it.
So if you want to know what to do and where to go, have a
look at what Mr Yinn’s doing at KAI, have a look at what Brett
(Blundy)’s doing at Beetaloo, have a look at what Malcolm
Harris is doing, have a look at what Trevor Lee’s doing, because
this is all a part of trying to get more value out of your dollar.

So here we’ve got industries that have been started in this
country by foreigners, that in the early days were owned by
foreigners, and now we’re turning around and saying ‘we don’t
want foreigners’.
The third thing some of these foreigners have got, especially
the Chinese, is that they’ve got a different psychology, and this
is a serious point. I’ve got a few young kids who work for me,
they’re 29-30 years old, and they’re all hell-bent on buying
property at the moment – I’m talking about a house – and
they’re very expensive in Melbourne and Sydney as you might
know. And I’m saying to them, ‘look, I think the market’s about
to collapse, so just hold off for a year or two, you might get this
30-40-50% cheaper’. Kids don’t see that, because these kids
are 29-30, since they left University or school all they’ve seen is
increases in property prices. For people in this room, in terms of
rural prices, and for people like me, in terms of residential prices
in say, the Melbourne market, we know that in 1990 the market
just collapsed. Young people don’t see that because they’ve only
lived in an environment where they’ve seen good times and they
just don’t believe when I tell them that the property market
can go down. The same is true with the Chinese; in the very
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recent past, which is all we’ve got to go on with China – like
the property developer who bought the Ord Stage II, Mr Yinn
and his partner – all they’ve known for the last 10 years is that
if they put up a half a billion dollar building in Shanghai, two
years’ later it’s worth a billion and a half dollars. So that’s their
psychology. And when they come here, they’ve not only got
deep pockets but they’ve got a different psychology about how
the market works and how profitable it’s going to be for them.
We know differently, of course – we know that prices can go up
and down, we know that the Indo. market can die tomorrow,
we know that JBS and Teys might never open Townsville or
Rocky again for another two years because they can be pri*ks
about it if they wanted to, we know all that. We know that it’s
happy days today, it’s ‘Farmer Wants a Wife’ on steroids today
baby, but in two years’ time – and it’s probably going to last
another two years – who knows where it’s going to be. So we’ve
got a very different psychology about investing, and so too have
the institutions in Australia, not just because of cost of capital.
The Chinese don’t do that, they’ve got a different psychology,
they’ve got a different market, they can bring their own market,
and so on.
This is one of the great ironies of course – we’ve got the Federal
Government saying ‘build up the North, build up the West’,
and we’ve got some very positive things happening, not just the
Feds – I’ll come back to them in a moment because it’s a bit of
bullsh*t – but the Western Australian Government and where
I see the Northern Territory Government heading is very very
positive in terms of what they’re going to do with leaseholds.
So they’re very open, especially at the moment (particularly the
Western Australian Government), to giving away freehold land
in return for development – to do the sort of things that Mr
Yinn and his mates are doing – to say to somebody, ‘you’ve got
100,000 hectares, if you develop up 100 hectares of that in the
following way, in five years’ time we are going to give you that
as freehold’. And they will do those deals and they have done
those deals. And so Monty House, who’s the ex-Minister for
Ag in WA, is now Chairman of Landcorp and is the one who
negotiated the Mr Yinn / KAI investment in the Ord. So I think
there’s a lot of interesting things happening there.
We need this capital though; this country needs this capital,
and we need the capital for a number of reasons: It needs it
because some of you might want to exit and in many cases we’re
seeing a lot of properties being sold at the moment – not so
much in the Territory – but around the country there are a lot
of properties being sold in the last 12 months that have been
on the market for 2 or 3 years. VDL was on the market for 3
years – we just got a buyer. So this is a way of releasing capital
back into Australian’s hands; it’s a way of building up the assets;

it’s a way of getting farm betterment; it’s a way of bringing
new markets into the country that we wouldn’t otherwise have.
These are all very positive things that the country needs and
we should be embracing these people. It’s not just a matter of
new capital, look at Denilliquin – it’s opened a new abattoir.
Look at Dandenong (the old Castricums site) – opened a new
abattoir. $60 million went into the old Castricums site with
Joey Catalfamo (who had Tasman meats) and Chinese investors.
They’re bleeding! They’re tearing up dollar bills every day, but
they are breathing new life into communities where assets
have been closed for 10 years. They’ve got Denilliquin up and
running, they’ve got Dandenong up and running, they’re killing
it, they’re doing 300 head a day and they should be doing
1,000 – 1,200. That’s what’s happening, you’ve got abattoirs
all over the country and they can’t get enough animals through
and they’re bleeding and the benefit is finally to you, because in
the last 3 years these guys have made out like bandits and now
they’re hurting a lot. But what I’m saying is that that foreign
investment is opening up new cities, it’s opening up new towns,
it’s giving new employment where there was none before and
that’s got to be embraced. From my perspective the Feds should
be embracing that and taking it by force.
This capital – by the way – is coming from everywhere. I told
you about Mr Yinn, he’s a property developer in Shanghai, I
told you about Joey Catalfamo, who’s opened 2 new abattoirs;
he had Tasman Meats – we (Kidder Williams) sold it to JBS.
When we sold it, of the 10 bidders we had, 3 of them were
governments and 1 of them was Avraham Abramovich from
Russia – the wealthiest man in Russia. He doesn’t have any
meat, he just wanted to get the money out of Russia in case
things go pear-shaped.
What is driving governments buying assets? Food security. What
is driving people investing here out of Norway; out of Russia;
out of Greece? It’s a matter of getting their money out of what
they see as a Euro-crisis; a Euro-zone crisis; a crisis in the Euro
itself. There’s a lot of reasons why people want to put money
down here and if it’s available, we should be taking it.
Now, do I care? Do I care who buys our assets? If you’re a
seller, you don’t give a rats – just give me a good price, get me
the capital and I’m out, right? But as a country we probably
do care and as a seller you probably do care because some of
these buyers, if they come with a lower cost of capital; if they
come with an existing market; if they come with the ability and
capital to expand the business itself, you’re going to get a better
price, and as a country we’re going to get a better result. So it
does matter, but the process of going through a sale process
itself should solve that for us in any case.
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It’s not all about foreign investment – wherever I go in the
country (visiting clients) I see an enormous number of people
who have got the blinkers on; when you get too close to the
trees, as you have to do when you’re running your own business,
sometimes you don’t see the ability to change your farming
methods and get more out of your farm. I think there’s two
things that can help here:
1. Ask yourself the question: ‘how can I farm differently so I
get more output; how can I increase my herd? How can I
increase my turnoff rate? How can I tap the aquifer? How
can I change my breeding?’. Sometimes it’s just as simple as
capital. I’ve been on some farms recently where the managers
say ‘You know what, I can take this to 40,000 head from
20,000, but I just need a cheque’. So you’ve got to find
a partner. Sometimes it’s as simple as tapping an aquifer,
maybe, and taking it from 20,000 head to 100,000 head.
You need a partner; you need somebody with deeper pockets.
So I’m looking in my own client base for ways in which to
expand and improve the business of farming itself.
2. The second part, which I think is even more important, is to
start thinking of yourself as not just a price taker. Not just
‘I’m sitting here and I’m going to have 2 or 3 good years out
of 7’. What is going on around the country that is pulling
some people out of that? One of the things that’s going on
is that a lot of people are starting to play on the provenance;
they’re starting to say ‘I’ve got a brand here, I’ve got a brand
and I know what the brand is’, it might be the region, it
might be the breed. Get yourself a provenance and see what
you can do with that. Have a look at what’s happened in the
wine industry over the last 10 years – the glut of grapes – the
guys in the wine industry got on their planes and they went
around the world and now there’s hardly a place in the world
where you can’t find Australian wine. Not off the back of a
big distributor, off the back of small local distributors. Now,
you’re not going to get a provenance brand with Coles or
Woolies; they want their own brand. But there’s plenty of
ways in which you could tie up with people in Japan, people
in Vietnam, people in Indonesia, and so on and so forth.

still aren’t open, then I think ‘now what?’, and I have to take the
price off Colin McKenna at Midway, and that’s not going to
be pretty, and I’m going to have to pay $50 a head to get them
down there.
Let me say something about Canberra – we love the North,
we’re going to do everything for you, we’re going to build you
a new port, we’re going to build you a new road, we’re going to
build you a new dam – beautiful. What I want to know is – do
we really want a new Tanami Road? What about fixing up the
Buntine Highway? As you get towards that WA border you’ve
got the West Australian’s on one side, you’ve got the Northern
Territory on the other and it peters out. It’s as though neither
Government actually knows that it connects. And when you
go onto the Federal Government website that looks at the
road network – I looked up the Buntine Highway (and for the
10th of the cost of the Tanami, you can fix it), it says ‘Serious
mass limits’, ‘Maximum 13 axles’, ‘Dangerous’, ‘Empty travel
encouraged’… Empty travel! I’m trying to get 1,000 head up
the road for Christ’ sake. Who are these people talking to? Talk
to the farmers, talk to the drivers, and you’ll get a different
answer. At the same time I saw yesterday ‘Aquaculture in the
Northern Territory’ came out, another white paper, 300 pages
– now, I bought Tassel out of receivership for $42 million,
it’s now worth $800 million. It employs 1,400 people, it’s
the most profitable aquaculture business in the country and
it’s worth more than every other aquaculture business in this
country combined – did anybody come and ask me about the
aquaculture in the north? Nobody.
So I think to myself ‘what the f**k is going on in this country?’
that’s what I think.

I act for Bega Cheese, for example, we’ve just started a deal
with a chain of 3,000 supermarkets in China, in the middle of
nowhere in a place you would never have heard of and the guy
wants a Bega branded UHT milk. We don’t produce milk, but
we’re doing it for this guy. So if you start to think about ‘how
can I make more out of my business? Why do I want to do
that?’. I want to do that because I want to get better returns,
I want to get more consistent returns, and I don’t want to just
be a price taker and wait for when the Indonesian market fails
and then I look towards Townsville and Rocky and the abattoirs
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FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS
MORE AUSSIE BEEF ON GLOBAL PLATES
Presentation by Angus Gidley Baird to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference.
Alice Springs, Northern Territory, Friday 18 March 2016
WHAT I’m talking about today is Free Trade Agreements and
how they’re going to benefit the beef industry of Australia.
Unfortunately, there are a whole lot of mechanisms that impact
the ability to trade between different countries around the
world, so it’s very hard to isolate the individual benefits and
quantify them down to the individual level.
However, I’m going to work through some of the information
that’s available and some case studies that we’ve seen in other
countries, and in Australia, as to how Free Trade Agreements are
actually having an impact.
Free Trade Agreements have been a popular topic of
conversation in the last couple of years; we’ve had some major
goals kicked, and you would have to have been living under a
rock to avoid some of the press around Free Trade Agreements.
The major agreements Australia has entered into recently are:
Korea in 2014, Japan in 2015, and China in 2015.
It’s not just Australia looking for free trade agreements though,
we’ve got other countries seeking out arrangements; Europe and
the US are trying to come to some sort of arrangement; the TPP
(Trans Pacific Partnership) is also currently on the table and it’ll
be interesting to see how that plays out through the remainder
of the year (obviously the outcome of the US elections are going
to have a big impact on its progression).
But what does it all mean? This is a map which shows Australia’s
current trade agreements with other nations (see diagram A).
All the countries highlighted in green have an agreement with
Australia, whether it’s as a bilateral agreement at an individual

Australia’s
trade agreements
Diagram A Australia’s Trade Agreements
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country arrangement, or a regional agreement. There are also a
couple of countries in the Asian region which come under the
ASEAN banner, and Australia and New Zealand’s agreement
with that group.
There are about 15 nations in the green shading, but there
are also a number of other countries that Australia is having
discussions with at the moment (highlighted in yellow); some
of these are countries in the TPP (5 to 7 regions), and others
include Europe and the Middle East - the Middle East is a large
important market, particularly from a sheepmeat point of view,
but it is also a growing beef opportunity. But, as Free Trade
Agreements often do, these agreements will take a long time to
eventuate; the Japanese agreement took about 10 years from
when they initially started talking to it actually being ratified
last year. So these aren’t short-term processes, which is one
reason why I’ve got some questions as to whether or not any
benefits from TPP will actually flow through this year.
I should just quickly mention that the countries highlighted
in green are important from a cattle and beef perspective
because they cover about 34% of the world’s population
and, interestingly enough, about 34% of the world’s beef is
1
consumed
in these countries, which is really important to note.
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From an industry point of view it just goes to show that the
agreements that we’ve got will have major flow-on benefits for
the Australian beef industry.

Korea

I thought I’d pull out the five main markets that the Australian
cattle industry supply to - whether in boxed form, or live
- and just quickly run through some of the details of those
agreements. Most of you are probably already aware, or
know some of the changes that were brought into play, but
I thought I’d bring them up anyway so we all have the same
understanding.

Indonesia

USA

The Australian/USA agreement has been around for a long
time now; it was signed in 2005. Through that process (and
I’ll use this as a case study in a minute), we actually got an
increase in our quota allocation to the US. The US has quota
allocations for a number of countries - although not Canada
or Mexico, where they import a majority of their cattle and
beef - but every other nation is wrapped up in some form of
quota allocation and Australia has the largest allocation. It was
originally set under the WTO rules at about 378,000 tonnes
and it’s going to increase by about 70,000 tonnes by 2022; we’re
at about 418,000 at the moment. The next largest importer is
New Zealand, which I think is about half of Australia’s initial
allocation. So we’re, by far, the most important market for the
US.
China

This is the big one from last year that occupied a lot of time in
the press and was a major milestone for us given that it’s the
growing market that everyone wants to get into. Under the
agreement we’ll see a complete elimination of the tariffs for beef
– both cuts and carcases – going into China over a progressive
time period out to 2024. This will provide us with many
advantages.
Japan

This is not actually a free trade agreement because it’s not ‘free
trade’, but we’ve seen the tariff rate that’s currently applied at
38.5% reduced – depending on whether the product is fresh or
frozen – down to about 28-31%. Again, Japan is quite unique
in the sense that they don’t actually have a trade agreement with
any other nation that includes a reduction in their beef tariffs.
So we’re very lucky, and it gives us a great advantage when
competing against other major countries selling into Japan, such
as the US.

The current 40% tariff will be eliminated over a period of time.

Our agreement with Indonesia is currently through the ASEAN
(Australia/New Zealand) Free Trade Agreement that was
originally signed in 2010 and it’s just gone through a revision to
finalise the protocol. Again, Indonesia is an important trading
partner and I think there are a number of benefits beyond
simply that measurable reduction in tariffs, and the impact this
has on prices.
What does all this mean for the Australian cattle producer?
This is where people start talking about various economic
modelling and the listeners start to glaze over and say ‘well, it
doesn’t actually make much difference to me because I can’t see
it in my hip pocket’, but for a start – it’s great for the pollies,
they get a lot of wonderful opportunities to take pictures with
Heads of State, and important dignitaries and occupy a lot of
the press. But I think one of the key things with Free Trade
Agreements is not just that quantifiable reduction in tariff,
but the ability to actually improve the business-to-business
relationships. There are a number of cases where, while you can’t
isolate Free Trade Agreements as being the sole reason, you can
see in countries where an agreement has been formed it’s almost
like a green light for Government-owned entities or individual
private operations to actually reach out to that trading partner
and start to form business relationships – securing up and down
the supply chain partnerships that allow them to source supply
or, find a distribution outlet into that country.
I think this is really important – it’s very hard to quantify it, but
there are a number of examples that I’ll talk about shortly.
Obviously free trade, or reductions in tariffs, or improvements
in quota allocations, you would expect to lead to increased
volumes flowing between the countries. The other point, as
David Williams quite cleverly mentioned earlier today, is the
ability not just simply to sell beef or to sell a product, but all
the other services and investment and interest that might come
as a result of the increase in trade; there are a number of things
beyond just simply a reduction in beef tariffs that are involved
in these agreements that include access to financial services,
education, and a raft of different services and products. So I
think that ability to actually open those lines of business up is
another critical thing. And of course we all hope that there’s
going to be increased returns to the individual.
Some of the modelling that has been done, and I’m just
mentioning it as an indicator, includes a report done by Deloitte
which looked at the benefits of the China Free Trade Agreement
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– they estimated that the price of live cattle would go up 1%
as a result of the removal of tariffs into China and the overall
impact to the industry would be about $350 million worth
of benefit. Similarly there was a report done by the Centre
for International Economics looking at the China Free Trade
Agreement which estimated that there could be an 8 cent per kg
(liveweight) improvement in cattle prices. However, it’s important
to remember that this is all modelling that’s based on assumptions
and there are a number of other variables in the beef and cattle
trading market that will also impact the prices received just as
much, if not more so, than the actual Free Trade Agreement.
I mentioned that I was going to quickly talk about three case
studies:
New Zealand Exporting to China:

This is an interesting one, the graphic shows the balance of
merchandise trade for New Zealand (see diagram B) over the
course of the last 25 years or so. As you can see – between 1990
and 2008 it was gradually trending down as New Zealand
imported more and exported less to China.
In 2008 New Zealand signed a Free Trade Agreement with China
and it had major implications for their industry. As we all know,
New Zealand is a dairy-producing country; they’re one of the
largest exporters of dairy products in the world, so I’ve overlayed
the volume of dairy exports to China in this diagram. You can
see that the merchandise trade reversal has been driven by the
volume of dairy exports to China. There are a number of things
that led to this – it wasn’t just the Free Trade Agreement, it’s also
good timing – New Zealand was gearing up for this and they had
what the Chinese wanted; they produced a lot of powdered milk
and they’ve had a lot of conversions out of their traditionally red
meat producing country into dairy producing and there was, I
suppose, the fortuitous melamine scare in China which created

Australia Exporting to the USA

It was quite a talking point last year with the volume of exports
going out of the country as a result of the dry conditions in
Australia – we haven’t seen slaughter numbers like that for 35
years. Diagram C shows the US quota and the impact it had;
you may recall in about August last year that there was talk that
we might reach our quota level in exports to the US.
The arrangement with the US under the Free Trade Agreement
was that the quota level was going to increase over a series of
years out to 2022. We started in 2005 at about 378,000 tonnes.

US without the FTA what could
have been . . .

NZ China FTA - good timing

Diagram B NZ China FTA - Good Timing

Diagram C US without the FTA what could have been...
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a lot of uncertainty as to the Chinese product and placed an
interest in the possible volume out of New Zealand. So there are
a number of things that contributed, but it’s an interesting coincidence of timing with the increased volume and the increased
trade position of New Zealand. What does this mean for the New
Zealand dairy farmer? During the period between 2004 through
to 2012/13 there was a trending increase in the farmgate price.
So, as processors want more milk, obviously they drive it by
providing more incentive and the volume starts to flow through.
New Zealand is an interesting case study though: in 2013/14,
you can see that it caps out and in 2014 it drops. Again – there
are a number of factors that come into play here, and it’s not
necessarily the Free Trade Agreement or the result of the increased
access they had to China. It was related to the volume of product
that they sent to China and China’s ability to regrow its own
production bases, meaning that they had a lot of stock on hand
by 2014 and decided that they didn’t need to import as much as
in previous years. New Zealand had geared themselves up quite
heavily to the Chinese market and, as a result of that drop in
demand, we can see what happened in the subsequent year; the
New Zealand dairy farmers at the moment are really feeling the
pinch of the reduction in prices.
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are trademarks owned or licensed by Eli Lilly and Company, its subsidiaries or affiliates. ©2016 Elanco Animal Health, A Division of Eli Lilly and Company Australia Pty Limited. EAH16176
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A side note is that if an exporter exceeds their quota level, there’s
a 25% tariff on all out-of-quota product.
By 2015 our quota had increased as a result of the Free Trade
Agreement, and we were sitting at about 418,000 tonnes. If we
hadn’t had the increase in quota, we would have well and truly
exceeded the actual volume and would have been faced with
a tariff on the product that was over quota. So, on one hand
we were able to send more product without being penalised
through tariff application and that worked out at about $270
million worth of product that we sent over and above that
initial 2005 quota level - so this agreement was very valuable for
the industry.
As a bit of a hypothetical I thought I’d map what happened to
cattle prices at the time (see ‘EYCI’ line on diagram C). The
EYCI is just an indicator and not necessarily the price that each
producer receives at the sale yard, but it gives you an idea as
to how prices tracked during that time. There are a number of
arrangements that the Australian Government has to adhere to
as part of the Free Trade Agreement, one of them is that once
we reach 85% of the quota level, the government has to send a
notice to all of the exporters and it moves from being a freely
traded market, effectively, to the government allocating the
remainder of that quota to exporters based on their previous
export history. That happened on the 31st of August and you
can see the price dip between August and September (diagram
C). There was a bit of concern in the market because people
were worried that they’d reach their quota level and may be

restricted on how much they could send to the US, or that
they’d be penalised by tariffs; the market got a little bit scared, as
a result prices came back.
Hypothetically, if we didn’t actually have that increase in quota
level and we were still at 378,000 tonnes, when would we have
reached that point under those levels? Would it have been
June or July? We were lucky in the sense that through AugustSeptember while the prices came back we saw rain start to kick
in and an improved wet season with rain in northern parts of
Australia – this resulted in optimism in the market again and
prices went back up. But if the price had dropped earlier in
the year when we were still experiencing very dry conditions,
would they have gone back up? They probably wouldn’t be
anywhere near the levels they are at the moment. It’s a bit of a
hypothetical, and it’s very hard to quantify, but it’s an indication
of the value we might be extracting out of that increased quota.
The quota level will move to 450,000 tonnes by 2022, but we’re
not going to export anywhere near the volumes we’ve exported to
the US in the last two years; it will probably take another 10 years
to get up to that volume based on history as we’ve seen it so far.
Australia Exporting to China

This is probably more of a forward look as to what’s going to
happen in this market. As I said earlier, we’ve got a Free Trade
Agreement with China that sees a complete elimination of our
tariffs into China and that’s going to provide benefits to us. The

Tariff reductions improve our
competitiveness, but . . .

Diagram D Tariff reductions improve our competitiveness, but . . .
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graph on diagram D is the Chinese demand for beef. As we
know, it’s a big country, it’s always been a big country with a
huge population and it’s got strong growth, particularly in the
middle-class population where there is an increasing demand for
red meat and protein.
We estimate that in 2025 China is going to need an extra
2,000,000 tonnes of beef and the majority of that is going to
come from imports. Yes, they’re going to gear up their own
production, but it’s not going to be able to compete with the
domestic consumption increase. The logical countries for this
extra beef to come from are Australia and Brazil; two of the
biggest beef exporting nations of the world. The US also gets a
lot of product into China through Hong Kong, similarly there’s
a whole grey trade that comes through India and the South East
Asian market into China as well. However Chinese officials are
cracking down on this grey trade. So, if we’re looking officially,
Brazil and Australia are the only two major exporting nations
with official access into China at the moment. Diagram D
shows that in January this year Brazil imported to China close
to 9,000 tonnes of beef, Australia exported just under 5,500
tonnes. If we compare this with last year’s numbers we would
see that Brazil had 0 and Australia had about 4,000 tonnes.
I was quite surprised to see the Brazilian per unit price in US$
per kg was actually more than ours and I’m trying to chase
down my Brazilian analyst to confirm that. I do note though
that the February number for Brazil is actually down to $4.26/
unit – a number of variables are having implications there; the
Brazilian Real has depreciated enormously against the US$;
they’re starting to gear up the volume of production; there are
poor economic situations in Brazil at the moment, so a lot of
their product is going to export.
I was speaking to my counterpart in Brazil and trying to
ascertain whether that price will continue to go down and he
thinks it probably won’t; he thinks they will probably sit at
the $4.26/unit mark for a while. If you factor in that, at the
moment, Australia has about a 2% tariff advantage, given that
our tariffs are being gradually reduced over time, and we’re
moving to having a 12% advantage over the course of the
agreement on cuts of beef into China – it’s going to make a
difference. When the Chinese buyers are looking at the Brazilian
and Australia product and weighing those two up it’s definitely
playing in our favour, but obviously a number of factors are at
play, including how much Brazil can gear up their production,
what the Brazilian and Australian exchange rates are going to
do, and also the Chinese economy and their ability to purchase.
I thought I’d touch quickly on two other things that sometimes
get wrapped up and confused with Free Trade Agreements:

Free Trade Agreements are specifically about sitting down and
negotiating quota and tariff levels etc, and often they get confused
with ‘fair trade’ or ‘technical barriers to trade’. Following Free
Trade Agreements where countries agree on reduction of tariffs,
we also see technical trade barriers being used a lot more heavily;
things such as HGP requirements into China; Bluetongue zones
for live cattle exports into China; the limitations on boxed
beef going into Indonesia (secondary cuts etc). A lot of the
animal health, phytosanitary, in some cases animal welfare, and
geographic indicators (e.g country of origin labelling etc.) are
much more prevalent. I think it’s incumbent on industry a little
bit, once the governments have sorted out the tariff and quota
schedules, to develop the appropriate ties so that if those sort of
situations emerge that the two industries can work together and
try to resolve the issue without it becoming a trade barrier.
I also wanted to touch on some of the spin-offs from Free
Trade Agreements, and I think these are just as beneficial as the
reduction in tariffs.
There are a couple of cases:
1. A partnership formed by a New Zealand meat processing
company with one of China’s large distributors and marketers
of red meat in China; they’ve co-branded a product out of
New Zealand and they’re getting access into that market –
they have the product, and they’re using the distribution
network of their Chinese partner.
2. The other is the online opportunities; China is one of the key
markets where this is growing at a phenomenal rate. There are
obviously issues in terms of some of the cold chain storages
and logistics in China and online sales opportunities allow
people to manage some of those difficulties. Devondale – a
recognisable Australian brand – are currently selling product
into China through a Chinese online platform.
These opportunities, I think, are key in terms of being able
to secure markets and being able to protect against some of
those competitive pressures that we’re going to find from
particularly South American countries with their low cost of
beef production.
So what does it all mean? I thought I’d give you a quick
snapshot, again going back to the 5 countries, of how I think
trade agreements are going to impact in the short term – the
next 12 months or thereabouts – in terms of trade with these
various countries:
1. The US will continue rebuild their herd and production;
Australia is going to be constrained in its ability to actually
export to US just because of supply – we don’t have the same
volume that we’ve had before. Are the trade agreements we
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have with the US going to make a material difference to us in
the next year? Probably not. They’re still useful – they played
a very important role last year, but this year probably not as
much.
2. China: trying to establish and build supply chain
relationships in China is going to be important. As I showed
with the case study, tariff reductions will be beneficial but
at the moment it’s at about 2% and that can come and go
depending on the movement of competing currencies or the
volume of exports coming out of Brazil. The competitiveness
coming out of the South American market is also a factor.
At this stage the impact of the China trade agreement will
be based more around the fostering of business relationships
than the benefits received from the small reduction in tariff
that we’ve had.
3. Japan will be a big opportunity for us. We have a 10% tariff
advantage over the US at the moment – this is a result of the
phase down of the tariff, plus the US has an extremely high
exchange rate at the moment. This will provide enormous
benefits for us.
4. Korea is a similar story to Japan – Australia has an 8% tariff
advantage over the US.
5. Indonesia: the supply pressures that we will face here in terms
of the domestic prices of live cattle going into Indonesia
coupled with politics, will have just as much an impact
as a small reduction in tariff would. I think that from an
Indonesian point of view, a trade agreement with them would
have similar benefits to that of China in drawing the nations
together to work more collaboratively and cooperatively
in a business-to-business sense, rather than the material
difference of any sort of tariff removal or reduction. I also
know the technical trade barriers there – related to Brazil and
India – are working in our favour at the moment because
the Indonesians are currently not allowing imports from
Brazil or India because of the health status in those countries.
But, depending on what happens with pressures – it will be
interesting to see how that one plays out.

Diagram E
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quantitative easing happening in various parts of the world
to different extents and with different effects, and they’re all
looking to trade themselves out of it. I think this diagram
is an important one in the context of balance and what this
conference is looking at: trade doesn’t drive growth, growth
drives trade.
It’s important to have these Free Trade Agreements, they need
to be there and it does provide competitive advantages, but
if you haven’t got the product to sell it’s not going to make a
lot of difference. I think in that context, it’s always important
to progress our trade relationships and agreements with other
countries, but it’s also important to put it in the context of:
‘how do we actually make sure we’re one of the most efficient
and one of the most productive cattle producing nations in the
world’ so that we can actually go to the table and offer them a
product that they want to take on. When you grow the industry
and grow those business relationships you’ll always be able to
manage the trade aspects around that.

I thought I’d end on this note (see diagram E):
This came from our economist who gave us a presentation
last week. His outlook on the economy is a lot more dire than
the presentation that I’ve given today but he ended with this
diagram. It was in the context that we’re currently seeing a
global economic situation where we’ve got reserve banks and
governments all in this competitive position trying to reduce
their currency valuation and try and trade themselves out
of some of the economic situations they’re facing. We’ve got
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We offer high-quality fuels, lubricants and equipment at
all key supply points across the nation, safely, securely,
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Bulk fuel supply (diesel, petrol, OPAL, aviation fuels)
Self-bunded fuel tanks and pumping equipment
Castrol and Valvoline lubricants
Pumacard - Australia’s most widely accepted fuel card
In-house maintenance team
National network

PUM3950A

Our investment in the bush means you’ll be dealing with
local depots, run by local people. If your business can’t
afford compromises, give Puma Energy a call.

Products & Services

Proud partner and foundation member of the NTCA

1300 723 706

pumaenergy.com.au

We’re focused on your community’s growth
Proud supporter of the Northern Territory Cattlemans’ Association
We’re an agribusiness bank. That’s why we’re committed to the growth of your communities
and businesses. Our local experts live and work where you do. This exclusive focus is just one
of the reasons we have the most satisfied clients in the industry, and it’s why we’re proud
to support the Northern Territory Cattlemans’ Association.

RAB00611-4254

Rabobank. One focus.
Call your local Darwin branch on 08 8930 1200 or visit www.rabobank.com.au

MINISTERIAL ADDRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF
TRADE, CONSISTENCY AND MOVING FORWARD
Presentation by The Hon Gary Higgins to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference.
Alice Springs, Northern Territory, Friday 18 March 2016
THANK YOU Tracey, his Honour the Administrator, the
honourable John Hardy OAM and his lovely wife Marie,
parliamentary colleagues, also welcome NTCA president Tom
Stockwell, fellow guest speakers and attendees, thank you very
much.
I think it is actually a bit of an honour to get up here and
speak in front of you all today, so bear with me. As the newly
appointed Minister, I’m very much looking forward to working
with the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association, and all of
you, on initiatives which will support and grow the industry in
the Northern Territory.
Let me just pay some acknowledgment to my colleague, the
former Minister, for his effort in this space. A lot has already
been done, and is being done, but we’re always willing to listen
to, and discuss with you the issues. My speech today is about
the importance of trade, consistency and moving forward. I
know I don’t need to tell anyone here about how important
trade is to your industry, but there are a few points I’d like
to touch on which are relevant, and sorry if I’m repeating
information you’ve already come across.
The record numbers of live cattle exported through the port of
Darwin, and the record price paid for export steers in recent
months are a major reason for the noticeable rise in industry
confidence. The pastoral industry and associated businesses
make up a significant portion of the Territory’s agricultural
sector. The direct and indirect impacts contributed more than
$496 million in 2013-14, with indications this figure will
continue to grow. Live cattle export is the Territory’s largest
export commodity, and there are many people behind the
industry who have worked hard to make the Territory the
largest supplier of live cattle in Australia, accounting for about
37% of Australian live cattle exports in 2015, with a total of
488,000 head exported through the port of Darwin, of which
59% were Northern Territory cattle, far exceeding the previous
record of 365,000 head in 2008.
The live cattle export industry is a great Territory success story,
and has been operating now for more than 30 years. I’m pleased
to see the Northern Territory live buffalo exports through
the port of Darwin, also on the increase. From a low of 628
head in 2012, to more than 5,000 head in 2015. Shortly after
taking office this government provided an additional $300,000
ongoing in 2013-14 to the Department of Primary Industries

The Hon Gary Higgins
MINISTER FOR PRIMARY INDUSTRY & FISHERIES

in order to establish a live animal export market development
unit to increase the focus on emerging markets. We continue to
strengthen economic links into South East Asia, and DPIF is
currently collaborating with East Kalimantan, to assist them in
developing their own livestock industry, with imported breeder
cattle from northern Australia.
During the last two years there’s been a significant increase in
market access across the South East Asian region, including
Thailand, Cambodia, and more recently China, and is
consistent with the forecast for strong growth in the global
demand for agricultural products. The Northern Territory is
a trusted and reliable supplier of safe high quality cattle that
are widely accessible to domestic and export markets, and our
world class biosecurity and compliances are essential to this.
The government has been involved with the development of
new markets for Northern Territory cattle throughout South
East Asia over many years, and has been working with industry
since 1999 in Vietnam, conducting feasibility studies and
training, promoting the Northern Territory live cattle export
trade. While Indonesia remains the Northern Territory’s largest
and longest standing living export market, the most significant
development in the live trade particularly for the Northern
Territory has been with Vietnam. It’s now our second-largest
live cattle market, and largest live buffalo export market.
Vietnam represented a genuine opportunity for the live cattle
and buffalo export industry to diversify its customer base. And
here is what I believe is a key contributor to a stronger industry
– market diversity. Market diversity is vitally important for
industry, as it is equally important that we continue to service
our existing markets. It is equally important that we continue
to work together to build and further cement our relationships
with trading partners. I’m aware that these relationships and
networks are an integral element of doing business in South
East Asia. The Northern Territory Government is committed
to continuing to build on the already strong relationships
with our trading partners, and to increase agricultural trade
opportunities, particularly in relation to live exports.
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My recent visit to Vietnam was part of that effort. While
in Vietnam I met with both government and industry, to
promote trade and investment opportunities in the Northern
Territory agribusiness sector, and hopefully provided them
with continued confidence in the Northern Territory’s supply
chain. The visit reinforced that there is a lot to be positive
about in relation to trade between Vietnam and the Northern
Territory. The Territory Government recognises the critical
role that markets like Vietnam play, in sustaining and growing
our industry, and making it more resilient, and as such we’re
committed to furthering that growth.

Northern Territory herd, the current estimate is about 2.3
million head, and increasing by 3% per year. We hope to see
the Northern Territory herd grow to 3 million within the next
decade, and rise above that in due course. To carry these extra
numbers, sustainability and profitability will require stations
to develop their water, paddocks, grazing systems and plan
improved pastures or fodder crops. DPIF conducts research into
all of these topics, and is ready to provide advice to the many
stations that are investing in these forms of development. As
well, the Department will provide advice with regard to land
tenure constraints, and diversification permits.

There is a lot to be positive about in relation to the live export
industry, the biggest worry now for Exporters may be actually
filling quotas. The success of our northern cattle industry in
overcoming hurdles and achieving recent record successes in live
exports is by no means an accident but rather a testament to
strong leadership, strategic focus, hard work and determination,
particularly by our pastoralists and our exporters, and
government is doing all it can to assist our pastoralists to
diversify their businesses, to assist with ongoing success.

While appreciating current good climatic and market
conditions, it would be a mistake to forget the lessons of the last
few years. Although the long term outlook for beef is strong,
markets can always be volatile. Producers need to fight for the
farm-gate price. The global beef and cattle price has been strong
for five years, Australian producers missed the opportunity to
get good farm-gate prices for three of those, due to the eastern
states’ supply glut by the drought. Drought preparedness
is essential when living in an unpredictable and variable
environment; it must be invested in.

At the beginning of 2014 we changed the Pastoral Land Act to
make it easier for pastoral properties to diversify their income
by investing in alternative enterprises on pastoral land, and
these changes have been warmly welcomed by industry. The
momentum of taking up these opportunities is growing. In
order to provide additional business advice, we launched the
pastoral business development program. This is an innovative
assistance package designed to support the decisions that
pastoralists make when assessing whether their diversification
is appropriate. This includes business planning, mentor
support, integrated management systems, technology solutions,
employment solutions, and business solutions. There are some
great examples of how cattle enterprises can co-exist with
alternative operations. The Federal Government’s White Paper
for northern development will also further stimulate the take up
of agricultural development in the Northern Territory.
Another area which impacts on trade is the role of research and
improving productivity and reducing risk. It’s great for industry
to now be a position where the outlook is so positive. Investors
certainly have a mile of interest, from which is now converting
firstly to understanding and then, confidence in the future of
our industry. We’ve seen a surge of interest from prospective
investors, both from Australia and overseas, and several
properties have changed hands recently. We anticipate more
significant transactions through 2016.
To meet the growing demand for your product, the Northern
Territory Government supports an increase in the size of the

General opinion is that the NT still has potential to increase
the productivity of our cattle herds. This can only come by
identifying opportunities in relation to soils, pastures, genetics
and infrastructure. DPIF has major research programs that aim
to improve reproduction, growth rates, and better meeting of
market specifications across the Northern Territory industry.
This involves studies on genetics, nutrition, herd management,
pastures and rangeland management. Here in the Alice Springs
region, the performance of cattle on “Old Man Plains” has
demonstrated the great performance possibilities in the Arid
Zone, with optimal grazing management.
Research during the past six years has shown the consistent
supply of a quality product is possible even under an
unpredictable and extremely variable climate if the right
stocking rates and grazing systems are used.
Another priority program is to assist the Central Australian
producers to access premium markets that require Meat
Standards Australia grading and in some cases organic beef. The
Alice Springs region produces some of the world’s best products,
so, you should be getting some of the world’s best prices.
Research is currently underway in collaboration with Murdoch
University, to address the issue of meat colour, one of the last
challenges limiting access to certain premium markets for
Central Australian producers. The long-running research by
Ninti One and the Cooperative Research Centre for Remote
Economic Participation, in collaboration with my Department,
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is achieving major results in the field of remote cattle handling,
and using techniques to better manage herds, on extensive cattle
stations. The development of a precision pastoral management
system will increase productivity through the precision of timely
information for improved decision making.
The government is assisting industry to investigate options
to diversify and thereby optimise the use of natural resources
in a sustainable manner. The viability of fledging industries
such as camel and horticulture in the southern region is being
assessed, taking into consideration the entire supply chain,
market opportunities and risk. One such example is a study on
the viability of the commercial camel meat industry in Central
Australia, which has just been completed in collaboration
with the office of the Chief Minister and the South Australian
Government.
Another area of importance the affects industry and trade is
biosecurity. As you all know, the Northern Territory cattle
industry contributes more than $1 billion to the Northern
Territory economy, with two thirds of the cattle marketed
each year for live export. The ability to maintain and grow
this critical industry is reliant on being free of significant pests
and diseases, the highest food safety standards, traceability,
and excellent animal welfare standards. Biosecurity is a shared
responsibility, it is critical we all play a role in protecting the
economy and environment from pest, weed, diseases and
residues. Good biosecurity credentials are essential for trade, not
forgetting the important industry productivity implications and
broader community good arising from “free” status or wellmanaged issues.
The clear market advantage for agriculture in Asia is our clean,
green image. And we can only maintain that image through
solid and robust mechanisms. Progressive northern development
expanding national transport networks and the significant
strategic position of Darwin as a port and gateway to Asia are
all important factors for growth, however they also increase the
biosecurity risk.
The Northern Territory cattle industry are essential players in
the national biosecurity system. The industry relies on each
person being the ears and the eyes on the ground for the
Territory. Early reporting of pest, weed and disease issues is
essential for an effective response. And as you all know, your
individual on property biosecurity strategy is also essential.

strategy will put a strong focus on stakeholder and community
extension and engagement to drive a community based response
to biosecurity, forward for the Territory.
I look forward to the ongoing involvement of the Northern
Territory Cattlemen’s Association in the proposed biosecurity
consultation. Within DPIF beyond the “business as usual”
biosecurity efforts, recent progress has been achieved with
increased priority given to an emergency management planning
and policy unit. Appointments to significant biosecurity
leadership roles, purchase of new IT software for response
information, management and the return of cattle dip testing
local services. The Northern Territory Biosecurity will be
launched in the near future.
In conclusion, the Northern Territory Government is serious
about supporting and enhancing your industry in all these areas,
and across other significant issues. And if I could just, before I
finish there, I know I am the new minister so I thought I’d just
actually give a bit of my background, it’ll be very brief. I was
born in Griffith, western New South Wales. My involvement
with the land itself came through a property we had at Yass, it
was mainly sheep and wheat, but we did have some cattle. My
wife and I, my wife is always by my side, we came here 30 years
ago for two years, the last 16 years we owned the Daly River
Mango Farm, so I do have a strong connection in horticulture.
But I’ve also got with me my team here as well, you’d know the
CEO of DPIF, Alister Trier, Alastair Shields who I’ve known for
almost all of those 30 years, from Land Resource Management,
I’ve also got my Chief of Staff, Mike Delosa with me and I’ve
also got, who joined my team this week who I’m sure you’ll be
very pleased about, is Dave Warriner, so he’s here with me today
as well, but I think with that team backing me, I think I’m
going to get plenty of good advice.
But anyway, look my door’s always open to the Association and
individual pastoralists, and I’m always happy to discuss with you
your hopes, dreams and concerns. Finally I’d like to thank the
Association for their kind invitation to speak today, and thanks
also to all of you, and I will just say you’re the backbone of this
vibrant, wonderful industry. Thank you very much.

Understanding the importance of effective biosecurity to the
Territory and our future development; the Northern Territory is
pursuing a strong, effective and strategic approach to biosecurity
for the next decade. A draft of the Northern Territory Biosecurity
Strategy was released in 2015 for public consultation. This
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THE BALANCE BETWEEN PETROLEUM RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT AND PASTORAL INDUSTRY
SUSTAINABILITY
Presentation by Dr Tina Hunter to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference.
Alice Springs, Northern Territory, Friday 18 March 2016
THANK you very much for having me. Today I’m going to
talk about something that I think is going to be the most
controversial topic that is happening at the moment in the
Territory. What I want to talk about is this issue of shale gas
development and it seems to be the elephant in the room pretty
much wherever I go.
Before I start I would like to make the declaration that I’m not
for or against anything; what I’m really about is an approach
that is sensible and balanced and is about science. I’m a
geologist as well as a law academic; I’m not a lawyer, I’ve never
practiced and I never want to. I work with Governments and
I work with Industry Bodies but I don’t work with companies.
When I do work, the only thing I do is to make a regulatory
framework that is sound and science-based. So I’m going to be
drawing from those experiences that I’ve had, working primarily
here in Australia. I live and work in Aberdeen (Scotland) now
because shale gas development in the UK and throughout
Europe is huge at the moment and many of the issues that we’re
going to talk about today are the issues that are global.

Dr Tina Hunter
READER IN ENERGY LAW, ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY

Dr Hunter is the Co-Director of the Aberdeen University
Centre for Energy Law (AUCEL) and the Associate
Professor in Energy Law at the University of Aberdeen.
She teaches and researches in the UK, Australia, Norway,
Canada, the USA and Iceland in the area of national and
international petroleum law, resources law in the Arctic and
shale gas law. Her expertise in the regulating of petroleum
activities has been sought by many governments. She
has analysed petroleum laws in numerous jurisdictions,
drafted legislation and consulted to governments, industry
groups and NGO’s worldwide. Dr Hunter is a member of
the EU’s European Science and Technology Network on
Hydrocarbon Extraction and was previously a member
of the South Australian Roundtable for Unconventional
Gas Projects, and the working group for the Queensland
Modernising Queensland Resources Acts Program.

So – what am I going to talk about today?
The first thing I’m going to talk about is – What is co-existence?
What do you see as co-existence? And what do you think coexistence is going to be like?
Then I’m going to talk about things like – What does a robust
framework look like? The title of my presentation is exactly that:
The NT Framework – is it a robust framework that’s good enough
to support co-existence.
Then I’ll talk about what the framework looks like in terms
of co-existence, and in terms of the actual activity itself; I’ll
touch very briefly on land access, but I won’t talk much about
that because I’m going to talk about the big issues - the really
important ones.
I’ll then talk about not what hysteria and misinformation tells
us, but what science and what research tells us. Some of that
research is grounded in Australia and some of it we take from
other petroleum industries e.g the North Sea, Norway and the
UK.
Then I’ll talk about where we should go from here – what’s the
answer?

Before I begin on co-existence I want to talk about what we’re
not. In this room we’re talking about shale gas in the Northern
Territory. We’re not talking about the US; we’re not talking
about ‘Gasland’; and we’re not talking about coal-seam gas in
Queensland – they are all very different. The reason for that
is simple – in the US the development is either in places like
Texas and the central areas (Oklahoma etc) where there are a
lot of issues with abandoned wells and with well completion
not being done to the best standards. There are also issues with
what we call ‘orphaned wells’; wells that nobody owns, nobody
wants and nobody loves. This is one of the biggest issues in the
USA, particularly in previous petroleum jurisdictions – that
doesn’t happen here, and for that I think the Territory, Western
Australia, and those places that are going to embark on shale
gas, should be incredibly grateful – because those legacy issues
are some of the biggest issues.
We also are not the Marcellus – the Marcellus shale is found up
near Pennsylvania (New York), where Gasland was filmed. We
know that there have been scientific studies that have said there
are problems there, and that there’s problems with the shale and
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the geology. As I said – I’m a geologist, and I can understand
why there’s problems there. This is also why Canada has
actually gone to this concept of ‘basin-based regulation’ where
you regulate according to the geology, not according to some
national, or some provincial regulation.
What we are here in the Territory is completely different – the
Territory has what I believe to be great geology – the older the
geology the better because it’s very stable, it’s well compressed
and has a whole range of features that makes it more suitable to
these activities. We’ve also got a legal regime in Australia that is
quite different to the Territory and I’m going to talk a lot more
about this.
There are two types of regulation:
1. Prescriptive: a bunch of rules – if you’ve met all those rules
then clearly you must be safe.
2. Object-based: about meeting an objective.
If we have objective-based regulation then we have a future;
if you have prescriptive regulation it will pretty much spell
the death-knell for regulation in the Territory. The Territory
Government has embraced objective-based regulation: it’s a
gutsy approach and it’s one that they should be applauded for.
There’s certainly work to be done on regulation in the Territory,
but it’s about building on the fundamentals. In my estimate
I’d say the Territory is 80-90% there – there are things that
need working out, and I’ll talk more about that, but we’re there
because we’ve embraced objective-based regulation.
To put it in context – if you look at Deepwater Horizon (the
massive explosion that occurred in the Gulf of Mexico), that
was prescriptive-based regulation. In fact they had ticked every
single box, and BP – on the morning of Deepwater Horizon
– had celebrated a million man hours injury free. Then the
catastrophe occurred and that was because a bunch of blokes
from BP had ticked some boxes. That’s not how we’re going to
be regulated in the Territory and that is not how we should be
regulated – let me make that clear.
What is Co-existence

Co-existence occurs where there are two completely divergent
principles that are going to be brought together (or are forced
to come together), and that’s really what we’re talking about
here. We’ve done this before – if you spoke to your forefathers
as pastoralists and said to them 150 years ago ‘I think the
traditional owners and pastoralists are going to work together
and it’s actually going to be a happy relationship’ they would
have laughed at you, but we’ve gotten to that point in the
Territory. The question now is – can we do the same thing

when we talk about shale gas? The answer is that whether we
think we can or not, we’re going to have to. There are laws that
state that we can extract petroleum and minerals, and there
are laws that state pastoral activities can go ahead – it’s about
getting the two to co-exist together, and that’s a journey –
we’ve been there before; it’s about old things and new things
coming together. It’s no different to diversification on what
were traditionally pastoral leases. I went out to a farm yesterday
(in Alice Springs) where they’re growing grapes and pumpkins;
that’s diversification that’s very new. Human nature is such that
when something’s new, we find it threatening. But if we can
base our knowledge and decision making in science and in risk
management and best practice, then we should get somewhere.
So why are these two industries in conflict? The biggest issue is
the fact that petroleum and pastoralism seem to be an oxymoron – it’s a bit like military intelligence; one of them doesn’t
seem to agree with the other. But there’s lots of risk that goes
with both; if you have a pastoralist that undertakes an activity
in a reckless manner – doesn’t look after their pastures, wastes
water, those sorts of things – you’re going to have issues with
that activity. The same goes for shale gas. The biggest issues are
the ones that, in my experience, are not being talked about –
the biggest issues are about water: water contamination, water
use, water processing.
Let me give you a scenario: everyone’s worried about fracking –
it’s the ‘F’ word in the room – we’ve got things like the ‘nofrack alliance’ or whatever you want to call it – ‘fracking’ is an
incredibly emotive term. The reality is that if you’re worried
about fracking then you’re misguided, and the reason for that is
simple: everyone’s worried about the chemicals going down the
well, but I think everyone here will agree that we’ve all swum
in a swimming pool? Swimming pools are full of chemicals –
hydrochloric acid, chlorine, probably unspeakable things that
I don’t know about and probably don’t want to know about
– but because the chemicals have been diluted enough we’re
happy to jump into it. I’ll wager that none of you want to jump
into a vat of chlorine that has been undiluted, and if you do
you’re pretty much stupid because that vat of chlorine will kill
you – there’s absolutely no doubt. It’s the same with the risk in
relation to this activity – if you take undiluted chemicals that
are being stored on the surface that is a much higher risk than
a diluted chemical that’s been put down a hole. But there’s
another half to that and that is that you have to make sure
that where you’re pumping those diluted chemicals has to be a
closed environment – that means the well can’t leak. It can’t leak
from above or you’ll get a well blow-out and it can’t leak into
the surrounding geology – we call that ‘well-integrity’ and it’s
actually the thing that the government regulates.
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That’s the powerful thing about government regulation – the
fact that they can and will and do regulate the wells. But there’s
some really good news because the other critical issues (and I’m
sure that John Cotter will be speaking about these) are things
like transport, noise, seismicity. In the UK we had a major
problem with seismicity – the first two hydraulic fractures that
occurred in the UK caused frack-induced seismicity – people
were hysterical. The reason for this comes from the age of
the geology – it’s very young geology and it’s also not under
tension like it is in Australia, and it creates all sorts of problems.
It’s nowhere near as big an issue here because of our geology.
In terms of transport: from the airport to here we nearly got
cleaned up by a B-Double, so I’m pretty sure that a single truck
coming in with some water or chemicals on board is not going
to be an issue in the Territory. Noise: pretty much the same
thing, this is not likely to be a problem in the NT. Yet in places
like the UK these are both massive problems, so the Territory
has a good start in terms of these sorts of things.
The question that is also asked is: ‘is the regulation robust
enough’? What does robust regulation mean? This is the
lawyer-y part of the talk: it’s defined as the regulation in which
the basic design principles stay the same over time, or if there’s
some sort of challenge – like a leak – they are fundamentally
OK but need to be adapted and operationalised over time as
they develop (depending on the situation). The only thing that
can cope with this is objective-based regulation, which identifies
the goals and objectives and finds a way to get that point.
So, what are the objectives in the Territory? The objectives, until
now, had not actually been part of an objective-based framework
– we had pretty much a prescriptive-based framework at that
time. In 2012 I undertook a study here in the Territory (which
can be seen on the NTG website) that included a whole series
of recommendations and the Territory Government responses
to them. This came after I’d done a review of the Western
Australian framework where a whole stack of new laws had been
implemented – this is pretty much where the Territory is heading
now. Basically the problem is the fact that there is the use of the
schedule - the legal enforceability of a schedule is poor because it
is not what we call subordinate legislation or delegated legislation,
so it has the legal enforceability of a dead cow in a paddock,
and it’s very prescriptive. There has been a decision to move
away from that, instead it will be replaced with a completely
different framework that will be principle based. What does
that mean? It means that there is a regulation, there’s one for the
environment that is on the website and I will be commenting
on, but there will also be ones about resource management and
administration, which is where your well integrity and your
principal-based regulation of well-integrity will be articulated.

Underneath that will sit a bunch of guidelines that will feed
into the regulations. There’s also interaction with other acts e.g:
The NT Environmental Assessment Act, any Water Acts, Waste
Management Acts, those sort of things – and these are just as
critical, and they interact with each other. If you’re reading the
regulations or the Act, don’t expect it to have everything in there
– all of the Acts work together.
As I’ve mentioned, the good news for the NT is that we use
an objective-based framework – I come from Queensland
originally where a prescriptive-based framework is used. It
consists of 1,400 pages of legislation; it’s a nightmare. I spent
my entire career in Australian dodging it, for the simple fact
that it is the most difficult piece of legislation that I’ve ever seen.
I was on the Qld Government’s ‘Modernising Resources Acts
Program’ and they were wanting to move to an objective-based
framework. I remember the first meeting that I went to and
the person who was heading up the group said ‘we’re going to
do objective-based framework’ and I got very excited – I did
my PhD on objective-based frameworks – right up until the
time that he said ‘does anybody know what an objective-based
framework is?’. That terrified me because if you don’t know it,
don’t implement it. Here in the NT there is an understanding
and the understanding is that it’s about goals, it’s about an
objective, and the objective in the Territory is about 2 things,
according to the new regulations:
1. Ecologically sustainable development
2. Reducing the risk to as low as reasonably practical
I’m not an environmental lawyer, or an environmentalist
(I don’t want to be); I’m a scientist and I deal in things like
risk about wells and that sort of thing. In 1988 there was an
accident off the shore of Aberdeen called ‘Piper Alpha’ where
167 men died. They died, not in vain, because what came
from that was this concept of ‘ALARP (As Low As Reasonably
Practicable)’, which is a risk-based approach to managing
petroleum activities where the risk is reduced to as low as
reasonably practicable. Somewhere along the way from the UK
to here ‘as low as reasonably practicable’ got a bit confused,
the Federal Government offshore confused it – I’m not saying
anything that I haven’t already published – I don’t necessarily
think that it’s well done Commonwealth framework but I think
it’s getting better.
The principles of ecologically sustainable development are:
•

Decision-making integrates both long and short term
economic, environmental social and equitable considerations;

•

Precautionary Principle: where there are threats of serious
or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific
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certainty should not be used as a reasons for postponing
measures to prevent environmental degradation;

Enquiry’ that took place in late 1989-90; it was implemented in
the UK.

•

The principles of inter-generational equity should apply;

•

The conservation of biological diversity should be a
fundamental consideration in decision-making; and

•

Improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms
should be promoted.

No jurisdiction is without the risk of something happening,
but it seems to me ironic that Australia has had Montara, the
US has had Deepwater Horizon and the UK and Norway, who
use the objective-based regulation system, have not – maybe
this tells us something. Having said that, I think that risk-based
regulation is the best that we’ve got.

It’s really about balancing social, economic, and environmental
aspirations and trying to get it all together to get it to work. It’s
about things like ‘intergenerational equity’, which I think is the
most important term – if you take nothing else away from this
talk I want you to take two things:
1. Well integrity
2. Intergenerational equity
It’s about making sure we that leave our land for our children in
a state that is either as good as it was when we got it, or better,
certainly no worse.
What about the principles of ALARP; reducing risk to as low
as reasonably practicable. It’s used in the Commonwealth in
the off-shore, post Montara. Montara is a difficult thing to talk
about in the Territory, but I’m going to talk about it; Montara
is about ‘good oilfield practice’. If you can define ‘good oilfield
practice’ then I applaud you because I have spent 10 years
trying to define it and the answer is that you can’t. It’s defined
in Section 5 of the Petroleum Act as ‘all things that are good
and reasonable for petroleum activities’. What it really means
is what a bunch of Texan cattlemen think when they’re sitting
on a Sunday afternoon at the country club sipping Mint Juleps;
that’s what it really means. And that doesn’t have a place in
petroleum regulation in my view, but ALARP does because it’s
about science; it’s about identifying a risk; mitigating a risk; and
reducing the risk to as low as reasonably practicable; it’s about
quantifiable risk assessment (QRA).
The next question is: ‘what is reasonably practicable?’. The
definition comes from a 1949 case called ‘Edwards & The
National Coal Board’, it defines it as ‘a narrower term than
‘physically possible’ or acceptable’. It implies that you’ve
‘computed the risk’; you’ve balanced the quantum of risk against
the sacrifice involved – money, time, effort etc. It’s only when
this sacrifice is at such a high level that it has a negligible impact
on the reduction of risk that you reach the point of being ‘as
low as reasonably practicable’. It’s not about whether you can
afford it or not, it’s about whether the amount of money you
throw at it is no longer going to make any difference to the risk;
that’s the point you know you’ve done everything you need to
do. This is based out of ‘Piper Alpha’ and the resulting ‘Cullen

Let’s talk about the really important things – the wells. Many
of you may have a well on your property, we know that. So the
question is – what is the most important thing? In my mind
as a scientist, a legal professional, as a legal analyst, and as an
academic the wells are the critical issue. I do a lot of stuff in
the Arctic and I talk about exactly the same thing. If your well
is not sealed or constructed properly and, most importantly, if
your well is not cemented properly you will have leaking and
that is how you will have contamination. That’s what happened
in Deepwater Horizon and Montara; Montara wasn’t cemented
properly, neither was Deepwater Horizon. The environmental
impacts flow from a failure of well integrity; groundwater
contamination is about wells leaking. When wells blow out
they cause problems on the surface – you have formation water
flowing, so wells are fundamental to the issue.
The other thing that’s fundamental is related to people and land,
and is about people on the land and the industry – how do you
get them together? Regulation 9 of the Draft Regulations is
about preparing an environmental management plan, and part
of that plan is about engaging with you – the stakeholder; the
people on the land. It talks about a whole range of collaborating
and the question is whether it goes far enough. Regulation 9,
Part 2 says: ‘Appropriate engagement with the stakeholder at the
relevant location may include any of the following:
- Corresponding
- Discussing
- Consulting
- Collaborating
What it doesn’t discuss – and in my mind needs reforming,
and I’ve spoken with the NT Government about this and am
working with them to be able to let them know what I think
– we have to be able to engage, negotiate, coordinate, and
agree, because it’s about working together; it’s about sighting;
it’s about getting benefits. There are some questions that are
still unanswered: Who’s going to bear the cost? If you, as
pastoralists, have to engage lawyers, advisors, who pays for that?
Does the company? Do you? What about the knowledge gap?
The company knows everything about petroleum, you know
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nothing – how do you bridge that gap? What about your time?
There’s a lot of evidence that comes from research that tells us
that time is a big issue – responding to enquiries, responding to
agreements, all of those sorts of things. Who pays for that?

not allow research through action and through something being
undertaken, such as a well being drilled and hydraulic fracturing
occurring, how do you know what is good and what is bad? We
need a scientific approach.

And land access – the framework is very different here – I
presume John Cotter will talk about the Land Access Code in
Queensland, which is where I’ve done a lot of research. The
Land Access Code is basically Governments regulating private
arrangements/agreements between two private parties – the
company and you. I’m not convinced that the regulation of
what you have to talk about works, and the reason I say that
is because we’ve done a whole stack of interviews with people
around the Roma area and they said that forcing people to talk
about certain things that are articulated doesn’t work because
you are actually not always addressing the real issues. But for
Queensland it’s probably very very valuable. What the NT
needs is a framework that says that parties need to be equal,
that you need to negotiate together to be able to come to an
outcome. But what I do know is that before a consent to be
able to even put a drill in the ground will be given – you have
to have reached an agreement, and that’s a positive and sound
framework because it’s about trying to get balance.

How do we get to this ‘coming together’? The answer is pretty
simple; we accept that co-existence has to happen; we recognize
that there are risks associated – those risks are things like: use
of water, use and storage of chemicals. It’s about making sure
your well is constructed in the appropriate manner; it’s about
using objective-based regulation which is what’s happening in
the Territory; it’s about risk analysis, you do it for your business
– you don’t want to make a poor investment. You manage and
identify the real risks, not the perceived risks, not the risks that
are being touted – hydraulic fracturing is not your problem,
there’s lots of other risks out there – I’ve spoken today about a
few.

So what does the research tell us? The research tells us that land
access is not necessarily the right way in Queensland, we’ve seen
this – there is a power imbalance; a lot of the companies very
early on pulled out the ‘unfettered right’ card saying ‘I’ve got a
licence to drill, so you know what – either let us do it and get
out of our way, or we’re just going to take you to court’. Those
days are pretty much over but it’s an attitude that’s pervaded in
the perception.
What about overseas? If you think you have problems, you
don’t, and the reason I say that is because the UK is probably
going to be the most challenging place to undertake this
activity; compared to here where when I went out on that tour
yesterday of the properties around Alice Springs I don’t think I
actually saw a house and it took us three hours to find a toilet.
In the UK there are people everywhere; there’s 65 million
people squashed into the same area as from here to Katherine.
It’s a massive problem – country roads that you struggle to get
a car down, let alone a truck. But the EU has looked at this and
said that the things that need to be regulated are: water, mine
waste, nuclear waste, environmental impact – all of the things
that I’ve talked about as being absolutely critical.

To sum up let me give you half a dozen take-aways:
•

The unthinkable can become the thinkable: in the same way
that indigenous land owners and pastoralists 150 years ago
were at loggerheads – they’re now co-exiting quite peacefully;
we’ve done it before. In my opinion the Territory and
Western Australia are some of the best places in the world to
do this.

•

We need to identify the real risks – fracking is not the real
risk and it’s not the only risk.

•

We need to use objective-based frameworks to regulate the
risks – this is being done.

•

Water use and water disposal are at the heart of the
issue – if you don’t have well inspections there will be a
major problem. Australia is the only advanced petroleum
jurisdiction in the world that does not do mandated well
inspections or well certifications and that has to change.

•

Stakeholder engagement is not enough – there needs to be
negotiation and agreement.

•

The regulations that are out for comment at the moment
are an exceptionally good start and I think it’s the best that
it’s going to be in terms of the fundamental basis of the
framework and we need to make sure that that framework is
fit for purpose.

Thank you very much.

Now, the question of moratoriums come up – moratoriums are
not the answer. Not because I’m pro anything, what I’m about
is – you have to have knowledge and you have to have science,
you can’t get that if you don’t undertake the activity. If you do
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AVOIDING CONFLICT
LESSONS LEARNT
Presentation by John Cotter to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference.
Alice Springs, Northern Territory, Friday 18 March 2016
TO PRESIDENT Tom, and CEO Tracey – thank you very
much for the invitation. I think I was up here in Darwin a while
back talking to some government people and I was certainly
impressed with the way that this organisation was acting in a
very mature and adult way in dealing with these issues and I
congratulate you for that.

John Cotter
CHAIRMAN
GASFIELDS COMMISSION QUEENSLAND

To other distinguished guests and ladies and gentlemen; can I
just say from the outset that I would never accept an invitation
with the pretext that I’m telling you how to do business.
That’s not the way, but I would certainly like to give you a few
thoughts on the hard road that we’ve come that might make
your life easier going forward. But certainly, I am absolutely not
here about telling you how or how you should not do things
– that’s something you will develop over time, and you will
develop what’s relevant and best for you and your communities.
Co-existence between the rural and resource industries is
about finding the right balance, which is very topical for your
conference. Here in the Territory you’re at the beginning of
developing a shale gas industry. As land owners the journeys you
will embark on and the issues you’ll be grappling with won’t be
that different from what we faced in rural Queensland when the
Coal Seam Gas industry emerged about a decade ago.
Today I’d like to share with you some of the lessons we’ve
learned out of hard-won battles. To understand these lessons I’d
like to go back to the beginning.
Pre-2010 - Difficult Beginnings

In Queensland, we have had a conventional gas industry for
many decades. However, it was largely out of sight in western
areas like Roma and across the Cooper Basin in the far south
west. It wasn’t until 2008-09 that the unconventional gas
industry got going in the Surat Basin in southern Queensland.
Flying over that region as AgForce President at that time, I was
overwhelmed by the numbers of wells and evaporation ponds
dotted across the land.
There were a host of challenges:
• No land access code or adequate regulatory framework was
in place for the gas industry;
•

Limited information was available from gas companies about
their proposed activities;

•

Little information was available on the science of environmental
impacts, especially critical issues such as groundwater;

John Cotter, Chairman of GasFields Commission
Queensland works with his fellow Commissioners to
manage and improve sustainable coexistence among
rural landholders, regional communities and the onshore
gas industry in Queensland. Mr Cotter is a landholder
and beef producer with more than 30 years of experience
in rural advocacy. He is a former President of AgForce,
the peak rural industry organisation in Queensland and
has successfully negotiated the rights of rural property
owners in challenging times. Mr Cotter has a track record
of bringing onshore gas company senior executives,
landholders, heads of government and advocacy groups to
the table and leading open and frank discussions.

•

Rural businesses and regional communities found their local
towns were filling up with gas workers decked out in flouro
outfits, driving white Toyotas with flags;

•

Trust levels were low between gas companies and landowners
– and this was made worse by gas companies simply turning
up at landowners’ gates and demanding entry.

By 2010, tensions in the community had reached breaking
point. Hundreds of rural landowners and local residents came
out to protest at a rally at Cecil Plains in April that year and a
Community Cabinet meeting in Roma in July.
At that time, Queensland’s rural towns had been going through
a steady decline in population and job opportunities. This new
onshore gas industry provided a possible opportunity to help
rebuild these towns and their local economies. But it was going
nowhere unless some of these conflicts between the various groups
could be resolved. Using my knowledge and experience from
30 years of rural advocacy in Queensland, I saw the potential to
improve coexistence between the rural and gas sectors.
2010-2015 – Developing Coexistence

From 2010 to 2012, I chaired a group of rural landholders,
gas company representatives and government agencies, known
as the ‘Surat Basin CSG Engagement Group’. The aim of this
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group, established by the government at the time, was to get all
the parties around the one table. With better understanding of
each other, we could look for mutually beneficial solutions to
the challenges we faced.
Investing time and effort into our relationships, we started to
find a way forward building trust and respect. In early 2012,
the government established a formal engagement body, known
as the GasFields Commission Queensland. In April that year,
I was appointed the Commission’s Chair. My first task was to
work with government to develop the legislation to establish the
Commission as an independent statutory body.
Extensive public consultation while we were developing the
legislation helped determine what the Commission’s functions
would be and what it would look like. The Queensland
Parliament passed the GasFields Commission Bill in April 2013,
and the legislation came into effect from 1 July 2013.
The Commission has broad functions and powers, including:
•

Reviewing the effectiveness of legislation and regulation

•

Obtaining and publishing factual information

•

Convening parties for the purpose of resolving issues

•

Promoting scientific research to address knowledge gaps

•

Making recommendations to government and industry.

To capture these functions, six portfolios were established.
Each focuses on a priority area and is led by a part-time
Commission with relevant skills and experience:
•

Land access;

•

Water and salt management;

•

Science and research;

•

Local government and infrastructure;

•

Community and business; and

•

Gas industry development.

1. Land access – aimed at levelling the playing field in land

access negotiations between rural landholders and onshore
gas proponents.
•

Chaired by Don Stiller – grazier and experienced
negotiator.

•

Provided tips, guides and one-on-one assistance for
landholders.

2. Water and salt - ensuring that groundwater used for

agriculture and by communities is protected.
•

•

chaired by Ian Hayllor – irrigator and groundwater
specialist.
Promoted groundwater information and research.

3. Science and research - aimed at developing relationships

with agencies and organisations to share knowledge and
direct research into the onshore gas industry.
• Chaired by Professor Steven Raine – experienced soil and
irrigation scientist and head of the Institute for Agriculture
and the Environment at University of Southern Queensland.
• Provided engagement with science community, and
produced technical papers on range of groundwater and
other topics.
4. Local government and infrastructure - aimed at guiding

local governments to better plan and manage impacts and
upgrades to services and infrastructure.
•

Chaired by Ray Brown – Mayor of Western Downs
Regional Council in heart of CSG industry in Surat Basin.

•

Aimed at providing a voice for local government on roads
and other vital community infrastructure and impacts.

5. Community and business - improving the long term

sustainability of regional communities by maximising
opportunities for business from the onshore gas industry.
•

Charied by Shane Charles – Chair of regional economic
development group - Toowoomba and Surat Basin
Enterprise.

•

Aimed at engaging with local business community to help
position for long term opportunities with gas industry.

6. Gas industry development - driving greater transparency

in the onshore gas industry and ensuring it is governed by
rigorous standards and codes.
•

Chaired by Rick Wilkinson – worked in gas industry across
the world and currently Chief Technical Officer for APPEA.

•

Aimed at Improving industry transparency – CSG Globe
initiative

What have we learnt?

So what have we learnt in Queensland that could help
landowners and resource industries in the Northern Territory?
It has not been an easy road and we are not there yet. But we
have laid the groundwork for agriculture and the gas industry
to work better with each other towards mutually beneficial
coexistence. Like any business relationship - it requires constant
attention and goodwill from all parties. Problems will not
disappear altogether – but if the relationship is sound – most
problems can be resolved.
Here are six key takeaways to leave with you today:
(1) Land access is a business to business relationship
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AVOIDING CONFLICT CONTINUED

(2) Robust and trustworthy regulatory framework
(3) Industry to understand all impacts on the community
(4) Facts not emotion – trusted science on geology and water
(5) Effective communication and engagement
(6) Leverage legacy opportunities for local communities
(1) The first lesson I would point to is that land access is
a business to business relationship

You, as landowners are the key to enabling resources to be
developed on behalf of your community. And that means
getting the process right for companies to have access to your
land.
The Queensland Land Access Code, developed in 2010 in
consultation with the rural and resource sectors, sets out basic
principles for resource companies to follow in entering private
land. In addition to the principles under the code, there are
some common sense ground-rules. A business to business type
approach is fundamental. That means treating the relationship
like any other business relationships. It also means getting to
know each other’s business.
The State has travelled some distance since those conflictriddled days of 2010. As of June 2015, approximately
2,200 Queensland landholders with CSG infrastructure
on their property had negotiated about 5,000 conduct and
compensation agreements. Compensation paid under these
agreements is estimated to total $238 million – Individual
amounts can range from small payments for minor works to
over $1million for major gas field developments.
There are also other types of compensation, such as new fencing,
roads, grids, sale of gravel and water, and other property
improvements. In some areas, landowners have gained access to
treated CSG water – to put to beneficial use on their properties.
(2) The second lesson is the need for a robust regulatory
framework

Queensland’s framework covers all aspects of the industry
including: tenure requirements, project approvals, land access;
environmental management including groundwater; and health,
safety and social impacts.
The State has also worked to build relationships between the
Government regulators and landowners and industry. As an
example, the Coal Seam Gas Compliance Unit within the
Department of Natural Resources and Mines responds to
landholder concerns to gather the facts and liaise with the gas
companies. It also undertakes audits of gas company activities
and infrastructure. The groundwater team in that unit works

with groups of landholders across the Surat Basin to monitor
their water bores and help improve their knowledge of the local
geology and groundwater.
Sometimes, when relations break down between landholders
and companies, there is a need for intervention by a third party.
The Commission often works in this space - bringing the parties
together to work through issues to find solutions.
(3) Industry to understand all its impacts

Thirdly, I’d like to emphasise the importance for local
governments in engaging early with the industry. The
immediate impacts of the industry on the landscape are very
obvious - wells, pipelines and other infrastructure. But for local
communities, the issues are much broader. They include dust,
noise, roads, traffic, privacy, security, drains on community
infrastructure (such as the town water supply and waste and
sewerage management).
Industry needs to engage with local government early in the
process. Councils working through the issues with the industry
can reap benefits for their communities. For example, in the
heart of the Surat Basin CSG industry, the Western Downs and
Maranoa Councils have seen the industry contribute hundreds
of millions of dollars in upgrades to their roads and other
community infrastructure over recent years.
(4) Facts not emotion – trusted science on geology and
water

Fourthly, I cannot stress enough the need for keeping up to date
with the facts about groundwater. There is a wealth of scientific
research that underpins the onshore gas industry, in particular,
research into impacts on groundwater. However, the general
community cannot get easy access to this information.
One of the Commission’s key roles is sharing information about
the science through fact sheets and technical papers on our
website. In Queensland, the Office of Groundwater Impact
Assessment (OGIA) - oversees the research, modelling and
monitoring of groundwater impacts across the Surat Basin. This
includes forecasting impacts on landholders’ bores in the region.
OGIA is about to release an updated regional groundwater
model for public consultation, based on research of the past
three years. This will continue to help predict potential future
impacts on individual landholder bores as the CSG industry
develops.
(5) Effective communication and engagement

Nothing can be achieved without effective and meaningful
communication:
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•

between individual gas companies and directly affected
landowners

•

between gas companies and directly affected communities

•

between the onshore gas industry in general and the broader
community and the onshore gas industry

The companies have come a long way in their communication
with the first two of these groups. Unfortunately, the industry
as a whole has been slower to address the communication needs
of the broader community. Here in the Northern Territory
cattle industry, I’m sure you know the perils of communication
that targets an industry, as you experienced first-hand with the
2011 live export trade ban. When I was involved in AgForce in
the early 2000s, we initiated “Every Family Needs a Farmer” – a
community education campaign about farmers and where food
comes from.
This campaign lifted the profile of farmers among city residents
to one of the top three respected professions. The gas industry
needs to spend a bit more time explaining to consumers how
energy is produced and delivered safely and sustainably and how
it is an important part of their everyday life. I have called it the
BBQ test – what people are thinking and saying about the gas
industry while enjoying a prime cooked steak on their gas-fired
BBQ with family and friends. The BBQ test is as applicable in
Brisbane, Sydney or Melbourne as it is in Darwin or Katherine
or here in Alice Springs.
(6) Legacy opportunities

Finally, local businesses and communities need to be informed
and involved. The industry has gone through its construction
boom in Queensland. But that does not mean the end of
opportunities for local businesses and communities. In 201415 – largely after the boom in Queensland - total direct
spending by the industry was $10.6 billion – including direct
wages, purchases, community contributions and royalties. Over
3,500 Queensland based businesses benefited, including 1,000
businesses based in the Surat Basin in towns like Roma, Miles,
Chinchilla and Dalby.

Anecdotally, we have seen other encouraging trends:
• Unemployment in the Darling Downs-Maranoa region was
just 2.5% in December 2015 – one of the best regions in
Australia
•

The number of enrolled residents in the Western Downs
region has risen by 10% over past 8 years – bucking the
trend of population decline for most of rural Australia.

•

Importantly, the gas industry has created new opportunities
for young bush kids to get a job and have a career within
their own community outside of agriculture.

Conclusion

The Northern Territory has already begun its own journey
toward coexistence between landowners and the onshore gas
industry.
You have some useful foundations in place:
• A regulatory framework;
•

The recommendations of a public inquiry into hydraulic
fracturing;

•

General agreement between NTCA and APPEA around land
access matters.

Hopefully, some of Queensland’s learnings can add value to
these.
In finishing, I would like to share a short video of one
Queensland grazing family – Peter & Nicki Thompson from
Echo Hills near Roma. The Thompsons have been pioneers
in negotiating and coexisting with the coal seam gas industry
over the last decade. ABC TV News visited the property last
October.
The video can be found here: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=0jZ2BeAZdRE
Thank you and I look forward to taking questions during the
panel session and throughout the rest of the conference.

While the major construction phase is now completed, the
CSG industry will continue to drill and maintain wells to
produce sufficient quantities of gas to fill the pipelines and
LNG boats. Over coming decades, the major gas operators
in the Surat Basin expect their combined spend to be over $1
billion each year in ongoing gas field development, operations
and maintenance. This is equivalent to the cost of building
the proposed North East Gas Interconnector to connect the
Northern Territory to Australia’s east coast gas market via Mt
Isa.
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E-COMMERCE
THE DIGITAL BEEF ROAD TO CHINA
Presentation by James Campbell to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference.
Alice Springs, Northern Territory, Friday 18 March 2016
THIS discussion is about e-commerce – the digital road to China
and the question of whether it’s the new black. What I’d like to
talk about is our (Bindaree Beef’s) strategy and let you decide
whether it’s the new black because our story is one that is actually
still unfolding. But what I like about this discussion is that we’re
able to share a real story and it’s a case study that’s ongoing.

James Campbell
CEO
SANGER AUSTRALIA

James’ career spans 15 years in professional services at KPMG
and ANZ Banking Group with a consistent specialist focus
on agricultural business. A mobile approach to his career
resulted in roles managing Institutional Banking portfolios
in New South Wales, Queensland, the Northern Territory,
Victoria, and China. James’ appointment as CEO of Sanger
Australia in August 2015 resulted in his return to Australia
after four years based in Shanghai as Head of Agribusiness,
China at ANZ. During his time in China, he served 2 terms
as a Director of the Australian Chamber of Commerce in
Shanghai. James is a Director of the Australian Meat Processor
Corporation and a Councillor on the NSW Export Meatworks
(Beef) Processor Council, and the National Export Meatworks
(Beef) Processor Council within the Australian Meat Industry
Council.

I would like to set the scene first because we’ve been up to a fair
bit – particularly over the last year or so and there are names in
our supply chain that you’ll recognise, but they all come under
what’s called the ‘Bindaree Beef Group’.
I’m going to talk about the Bindaree Beef Group, then I’ll talk
about some of our drivers – what we’re ‘adopting to adapt’, if
you like. Then I’ll go into ‘online in China’, a place where I
spent the last four years – I’ve only been back in Australia for
seven months. Then I’ll talk you through the First Cut (case
study) experience and I’ll finish up with ‘wins and learns’ from
that ongoing and quite significant experience.
We are a branded, program driven, supply chain and, if nothing
else, what we are looking to do is get a producer and a consumer
closer together. As some of David’s (Williams’) well-made points
discussed, that’s what a supply chain does. What we’re doing
is focussing on what we’re really good at; what we think we’re
really good at, which is two things – we take a live animal and
we put it’s product into a box, but not just a container. We’re
looking to put as much of a product into a retail pack that
sits at eye-level in a retail offline supermarket, domestically or
internationally, but also, importantly, on a PC or Smart Phone.
So here’s our supply chain (See diagram on facing page):
We have a backgrounding set of assets (15,000 – 25,000 cattle
capacity);
•

Myola Feedlot, which has a 20,000 head capacity, located in
the Golden Triangle in NSW;

•

Bindaree Beef, this Inverall plant processes 1,200 cattle a
day (it’s at capacity);

•

Sanger – I represent Sanger. Sanger in its own right is
a significant business, it’s a 40 year old, traditionally
commodity trading, wholesale business that is now really
the tip of the spear – it’s the sales and marketing division of
the Bindaree Group. But at the same time we’ve also got this
wonderful business that’s been created and built into what
represents 50% of the group revenue, which comes under

our status as the largest ‘non-packer’ in Australia.
•

The Australian Meat Emporium is located in Alexandria
in Sydney, I strongly encourage you to visit if you are down
there (it’s 2kms from the airport) and it’s just terrific. It’s
where we showcase all our brands; it’s fully operational and
the largest single retail meat shop in Australia.

•

Hungry Hound is a pet food business where we push
condemned product down.

We split the business up into ‘Buy, Make, Sell’ – this is just a bit
of a drill down into the above.
Buy: includes the backgrounding asset (Myola – 20,000 head

feedlot with plans for expansion), as well as purchases from
grass-fed farms.
Make: all about Inverell – we are the fourth largest single

processor in Australia. It’s a fully-integrated processing plant
and we’re really all about trying to become much more efficient
and drive a staged CAPEX program through the business to
really elevate our productivity, efficiency and all-round returns.
Something that keeps us awake at night, and should keep
everyone awake at night – certainly the processing industry
– is that it costs us around about $300 to process an animal
in Australia. It costs $150 – 200 in the US, and it costs about
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$100 in Brazil. That’s not great for a country like ours that’s
competing in global markets particularly considering – as the
Rabo team put together today – that quite interesting research
that shows Brazil now as the largest exporter to China, which is
directly competing with the Australian frozen product.
Sell: I mentioned Sanger before. We are located in our key
markets – China, US, Middle East – and we’ve got our heavy
domestic business: we supply ALDI, we supply a pretty heavy
part of the domestic business through the Sanger trade business,
as well as AME and in the Hungry Hound business. We have
60 employees, 6 sales sites, 350 customers in 50 countriesthat’s what’s been built over that period of time with respect to
Sanger, and here these businesses are coming together to allow
that incorporated supply chain, which is quite compelling, in
our view.

There’s been quite a bit of press about our capital raising with
Shandong Delisi Group. They will, when the process of finishing
this transaction takes place, purchase 45% of the group for $140

million. Shandong Delisi are the fourth largest processor in China
and a lot of what David (Williams) mentioned today resonates
quite well with me, both in my past as a banker facilitating
acquisition finance for Chinese countries in China, and also
now in this role, where there is a heavy degree of complimentary
ability of two companies to come together and focus on what
both are best at – the distribution capabilities of a business like
this is very complimentary.
It’s interesting in China – the Chinese agricultural landscape is
a little bit like Australia’s in terms of the fact that there’s only
a few major players, and those major players have certainly
consolidated very well and they’ve aligned themselves to their
various distribution channels and networks, and this is a good
example of one.
When I was at Beef Week, then again at the AMIC (Australian
Meat Industry Council) conference in the Gold Coast, David
McKinna put together some quite interesting research around
some of the macro themes of the beef industry. What I’m
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E-COMMERCE CONTINUED

pointing to here are some of the drivers that have really come
to our attention with respect to our own strategy. This is not
theory, this is what’s really driving our behaviours and our
decisions around what we’re looking to do. We want to be
customer-facing in our key markets - we call that localising in
our major markets. This really comes back to us wanting to
be far closer to our customer and therein linking the producer
closer to the consumer; it’s a very very active part of our strategy
to make sure that we are closer to our customers.
It’s not just about trade relationships, it is in a commodity
space – we’re driving program business, we’re looking for that
pull-through as opposed to the commodity push through
(if that analogy makes sense). Historically there are certainly
examples within the assets in our supply chain where there has
been a commodity emphasis i.e: ‘here’s a wall of meat, I need to
place that somewhere’. What it’s now about is :‘this is what the
customer wants/demands, what do we need to do to make sure
that we’re identifying that raw material and processing it into
that product which is what that customer demands – and that’s
evolutionary - but that’s really where we’re focused and I think
to be able to emphasise that certainly is a good segueway into
the first case study, which I’ll go through shortly.

three fastest growing areas of e-commerce in China, I actually
think it’s number 1 now. That’s where our ‘First Cut’ product is,
so this is not about shot-gunning China, this is about trying to
be very very strategic and trying to place a product in what is an
incredibly wide and growing market with respect to government
emphasis on tricking up that population with respect to
technology. Another point is that by 2018 we’re looking at
the online business in China being incredibly significant and
eclipsing the total online trade in two of the most developed
countries in the world.
One of the facts of life with respect to China is that there’s
a constant effort to get ahead over there – particularly in the
online space. So what we see is a heavy use of discounting
to win volume on price, and we’ve experienced that too,
particularly because our product is a fresh product and it goes
in with a shelf life. Depending on what the environment looks
like we may have to discount it at times, but that’s a fact of life
and isn’t related to whether the product is selling well or not,

A World of Opportunities

Technology is upon us, we need to live with it, but we also need
to make sure that we’re directing it to our advantage, because
there certainly are a lot of advantages with respect to that. Then
you come to the other points that you’ve heard today about
provenance and branding – in China when I was there it was
all about Australia being clean, safe, reliable, traceable. That is
absolutely our asset, it really is, but as the consumer becomes far
more savvy and more developed (as you would expect) they’re
looking for something beyond that.
Let’s talk about ‘online’: There’s 1.4 billion people in China
(give or take) and the Chinese Government has a target that by
2020, 1.2 billion (or 85% of that population) will have access
to 3G and 4G as we know it. Today there’s 300 million online
shoppers and there’s this little thing (holds up smart phone),
which is what we need to get on. It’s not just about a PC, it’s
about a smart phone because 47% of all retail online sales
in China happen through smart phones. If we look at it this
way: there’s $40 billion of cross-border consumer e-commerce
in China today – which is about 6% of total e-commerce in
China; so about $600 billion or over half a trillion dollars of
online transactions through e-commerce and that $40 billion
is 6%, which is what we’re involved in. It’s growing at 50% per
year and for it to grow at 50% per year there has to be scalable
outcomes; there has to be products that are going into that,
there has to be activity. So, can you imagine how competitive
that space is? It’s incredible. Also what’s interesting is that the
fresh food – or what they (China) refer to as fresh – is in the top
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E-COMMERCE CONTINUED

it’s because it’s sitting there with a number of other products.
Online operators view the system as being able to cut out
certain middle men and that’s successful to a point, but what’s
so important is that we’re able to keep our logistics and, in
essence, keep our loop closed, particularly for a product such as
‘First Cut’.
Let’s talk about First Cut. I was actually quite pleased when
Angus Gidley-Baird had it on one of his presentation slides
this morning. First Cut is the only fresh-chilled retail product
packed in Australia and sitting online in China today. It was the
result of a significant amount of market research that followed a
delegation tour led by t he then-Trade Minister, Andrew Robb.
At that time I was working with ANZ and I remember the
session that we were all in when Tim Sullivan, who works with
me at Sanger, saw this concept at a company called JD.com and
ran with it. It was launched in December 2015 with JD.com,
which has a very significant market share in its own right.
The scale of JD.com is obviously very compelling in terms of a
$47 billion US market cap; they have 54% of the online retail
market and they’re running about 42 million SKU’s across
around 30 warehouses across China, and they’re growing. We
looked at that and said ‘Why?’ – it’s sort of glossed over now but the answer is rising middle-class incomes, rural-urban shift
etc. Then we looked at the constraints such as dietary habits,
personal incomes, the rising price of red meat, etc. Red meat
in China is very different to the States or here where we would

say it competes with Chicken and Pork. In China chicken and
pork are staples, particularly pork. So we look at beef in China
as being a specialty item and with what we’re putting into that
market in a retail pack as being what we call premium.
So the traditional drivers are important, but there are markets
within markets, and I look at China as being a little bit like the
European continent but drilled down further – Shanghai has 25
million people, Chongqin has 32 million – within those cities
there are multiple eco-systems absolutely no way is a country
like Australia going to be able to service a city in China, let
alone the whole of South East Asia, as some of the ‘food bowl’
commentary started to think about - but then has obviously
corrected itself.
So we’re looking for the high-income earner, we’ve gone in for a
chilled product verses the traditional frozen. Frozen is certainly
a lot easier to handle and it’s a lot easier to store, there’s also
a longer shelf life – up to a year or so before you need to do
something about it. We led First Cut with safety, you can see
by the pack that it looks quite sterile and that’s very purposeful
– a lot of research went into how the pack would look and the
purposeful simplicity.
The other thing we get out of JD.com and an online
environment is that we get access to big data. These big
companies such as JD.com, Tmall and Alibaba are now able
to sell big data on what’s happening and what the sales are
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with respect to all of their products. This is very enriching for
companies to know what consumer behaviours are and whether
they are matching the products available. Being able to access
and understand big data is certainly an advantage, particularly
in that growing online market.

I talked about that ‘producer-consumer closer together’ – what
we’re getting is the customer experience in a live feed, and we
just need more. The partnership with JD.com is strong, they’re
very very helpful, they’re very encouraging and they believe in
the product.

We partnered with JD.com to develop the product exclusively
online. We launched with an Australia Steak, Imperial Steak,
Beef Strips and Beef Fingers; more recently we’ve added Shin
Shank and Brisket. It’s on strategy, and I think this comes back
to that question: ‘is it the new black’. For us it works in with
our strategy and it’s certainly not for the faint hearted and it’s
not without risk, but it works for our provenance; our brand.
China is a priority market - it’s not the only market, but it’s a
priority market for us – so it matched what we’re doing as a
business.

It’s interesting – because we’ve done this and one other
conference and new business has flowed from the experience
– so we’re creating new business as we go because people are
genuinely interested in the experience and certainly, as they
understand the Bindaree story, we’re able to execute.

It’s also important for me to talk about ‘AuthenticateIT’, which
is a company that enabled us to track a barcode on the First
Cut pack back to the batch which is scanned on the hour at the
plant – so we can’t go back to the specific animal, but we can go
back within an hour of the processing being done and packed in
the modified air-pressure room that we pack the product in at
Inverell. This traceability is very very important to the Chinese.
When we launched the product it was done in quite an intimate
environment; we had key opinion leaders from China that
were hand-selected to come in. They may have 10,000, 20,000,
2,000 ‘wechat’ followers. (Wechat is the facebook of China; a
quick messenger service – you can do anything on it and there
are 600,000,000 users. First Cut is on wechat and has its own
page – the idea being that we get onto people’s smart phones).
The board that the meal was presented on was set up to hold a
smart phone on it so they could take a photo of their food. We
also had a key leading chef talk us through the courses, so it was
a bit like a degustation process.
The website and the digital presence have taken a long time to get
right – we’re on a journey and we’re not there yet. First Cut is a
story that includes videos, social media pages, JD.com – there’s a
lot of interaction that goes with building up a premium brand in
China. I would mention our partners who we certainly couldn’t
have done this without; MLA has been absolutely fantastic.
Wins and Learns

We did not do this perfectly at all and it’s still not perfect. We’re
selling online and the product is selling; it’s actually moving.
Our ‘first mover’ advantage is intact, which also may suggest
that we’re a little bit crazy because no-one else has jumped on
the chilled product.
But what we’re getting that is so encouraging is exceptional
customer feedback because this is an experience for customers –

The learns: I would say we did the hard bits very well and
some of the easy bits we just took for granted but in China, it’s
all hard. Our content and marketing is now our focus – what
we’re doing now is we’re driving and elevating our story and
we’re trying to get out beyond our starting gate with respect to
marketing and media content, and that’s a process in itself and
it’s not inexpensive. At the start we felt that the platform itself
would be a form of marketing that would probably offset the
degree of marketing that we would normally do, and that was
a mistake; the platform is a platform, it’s like a supermarket
shelf. It’s on our onus to do the marketing ourselves and drive
it ourselves, so we’re a little behind in that. Certainly the
difference between consumer online and consumer offline is vast
– we knew that and I think we got it relatively right. Some of
the products aren’t selling as well as others but offline tends to
be the traditional cuts (such as shin shank and brisket), whereas
online you will have a younger consumer; the upper middle
class executive or an increasingly well-paid individual who’s
looking for that quick ready-to-cook steak (oyster beef strips
etc). Our market mix and product mix is still being worked
through and every day it’s a bit like adjusting the steering wheel
when you’re driving a car, we’re still trying to get that exactly
right. We’re complimenting this with offline programs on First
Cut too, we went online and now we’re pushing offline with an
umbrella process to drive that awareness. There’s certainly not
the awareness that there needs to be with respect to chilled vs
frozen and the benefits within that.

Obviously being a first mover has its challenges, but we really
believe in this product and we’ve got some terrific people
around us who continue to believe in this product – as I said,
it’s selling, we’re continuing to pack it and we’re just going
through that next stage after that first three months of life
online in China.
I’d like to thank you for listening, I know it’s been a bit of a
change of view from perhaps the rest of the day but that’s our
story – it’s an example of the style of program, the style of brand
driven innovation that Bindaree Beef Group is looking to attack
and grow on the back of.
Thank you very much.
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GLOBAL BEEF POSITION
EMERGING TRENDS
Presentation by Richard Norton to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference.
Alice Springs, Northern Territory, Friday 18 March 2016
This afternoon I will focus on the future trends of South East
Asia, both from a red meat and livestock export point of view.
I’ll also talk about research and development in the red meat
industry and conclude by looking at some of the key dynamics
that have an influence on the cattle market in Australia.
This time last year, as an industry, we were really confident and
buoyant about the cattle market. The current dynamics of the
cattle market are very strong, but we should be a little more
cautious and maintain a close watch on certain aspects of the
market.
Through this presentation I hope to demonstrate to you the
positives for our industry.
Australia has low cattle numbers, however globally - and in the
US - over the last couple of years there has also been very low
cattle numbers. As an industry, for about three decades, through
your levy payments we have invested in de-commoditising
Australian products globally and that is now paying off.
For example in China, Australian red meat has a reputation of
being clean, green with strong traceability systems – that didn’t
happen overnight. We have worked hard to convince a country
of 1.6 billion people that Australia has the best product in the
world and the best integrity systems in the world; and that’s
what your investment in your industry has delivered.
There are a few things that we do need to watch; including
Brazil’s access into some of our key markets and the political
landscape in South East Asia, and what impact that might have
on our live export trade. More on that later.
About MLA

I’ll start with a little bit of housekeeping. I have been with
MLA as Managing Director for two years. We’ve made progress
at MLA; we said for the last two years that we’d be a lot more
transparent as an organisation and if you go to the website now
you can see where all the levies go, where all the money is spent
and how it’s spent. You can drill down to a program level and
eventually you’ll see milestones and you’ll see what the reports
are and how your levy investments are being invested.
We cut costs last year and we’ll most likely look at doing more
cost-cutting this year. This is in order to protect programs and
spending as the income from levies decreases over the next 4
years. We’ve done a lot more consultation, particularly grass-
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roots consultation, and redesigned our R&D to have more levy
payers involved in what those programs will be going forward.
It’s now onto the next stage of MLA’s development, which
revolves around the levy income. We can’t always assume that we
will have matched R&D funds available from government. So
MLA’s clear target, and what success looks like in 2020, is that
25-30% of income will come from levies and that we’ll match
that spend with other income sources throughout the industry on
R&D, along with the government matching funds as well.
We have worked very hard to employ the best people at MLA,
especially those individuals who are very commercially focused.
On the R&D side we’ve now got some very commercial
people who are driven by outcomes that help to deliver income
streams. We’ve worked hard on our IP negotiations and our
royalty streams and I’ll run through a couple of examples of
those later.
MLA has said it is a global marketing company, but if
we examine MLA closely we’ve still more to do before we
can actually stand up and say we are truly a leading global
marketing company.
75% of your beef is now exported and that’s going to increase
as the Australian consumer becomes more aware that global
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food prices are dictating what prices are here in Australia. We’ve
got to have better systems and more resources in our global
marketing. So that’s what we’re aiming at, certainly over the
next few years in MLA.
The MLA Board

How do you get on the MLA Board? You get on the MLA
Board by applying and going through a selection process
with the MLA Board Selection Committee. The Selection
Committee is made up of:
•

3 producers from the grass-fed sector

•

2 producers from the sheep industry

•

2 representatives from the feedlot industry

•

2 MLA Directors who have no voting rights

The US herd has been at a low not seen since 1951; back to 80
million head. They currently have low corn prices and plenty of
product in storage, but they’re getting through it. I’m sure there
are plenty of processors who say they are losing money with
product going to the USA but at the moment with the lack
of numbers coming off in Australia, cow prices in the physical
market are just about where they finished late last year, if not
even fractionally higher.
I also want to talk about Free Trade Agreements and how they
come about with countries like Japan, Korea and China. I
always like to talk about the positives of our industry – about a
week ago I received a note from Lyall Howard (Andrew Robb’s
Diagram A MLA Offices and Representatives

This structure came about following a resolution that was put
up and voted for by industry at the 2014 MLA AGM, passed
at levels of 85%. I’m continuously told that processors dictate
what MLA is doing. There are no processors on the MLA Board
and when your levy dollar comes in as a grass-fed producer levy
payer (which is for MLA $3.66 for marketing and 0.92c for
R&D) it can only be spent on grass-fed marketing and R&D.
MLA has strong representation around the globe. In terms
of budgeting, we consult with industry and decide what the
budget will be for each region, for example in North America
which, even though it’s one of the largest markets for cattle,
is actually underpinned by the sheepmeat levy of about $2.5
million, with about $1 million worth of grass-fed levies, and
about $700,000 worth of feedlot levies – the processors also put
some money in.

Diagram B Beef Exports 2015
Amounts shown in $A (estimated based on 11 months data).
Weight in shipped tonnes (full year data)

MLA does not make these decisions (around where your
marketing dollar is spent) in isolation, we certainly provide
strategic insights, the critical thinking, the dynamics of the
growth and economic opportunities in those markets, and make
suggestions on where industry should make those investments,
but it’s a consultative approach across the whole of industry
about where these funds are spent.
Beef Exports for 2015

We have seen growth for our product around the world,
especially in North America.
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Chief Negotiator) who was offering congratulations on the fact
that when these free trade agreements were carried out there
was one stand out industry – an industry that was organised,
equipped with the information, and knew what they wanted and that was the red meat and livestock export industry. This
was a big compliment. He said we were the easiest to deal with
and far better organised than any other industry. As a result of
this work, the red meat industry will capitalise to the tune of
a predicted $20 billion in income by 2020, from these 3 free
trade agreements.
The US Economy

Another positive story for our industry is that of grass-fed
product going to the USA (increase in value and volume), made
possible through programs such as PCAS that Cattle Council
have introduced.
In regard to the US economy - when you’re talking about
currency you have to look at what’s happening in the USA.
It doesn’t appear there will be any rate increases in the USA
until early next year, which means that our Aus dollar could
well keep rising. Recently Deutsche Bank was very positive
about the USA economy. Continued middle income growth
is positive as their economy is starting to recover. If this
happens our currency will be under pressure to decline, which
is obviously good for us. But, by all accounts the US economy
is not bumping along the bottom anymore, it’s on a growth
cycle. However, like a lot of producers around the world, the
US is now very conscious about where their food comes from.
We’ve heard that in Western countries red meat consumption
is declining, Australia is an example of this, due in part to our
wide demographic mix. For example parts of Sydney have a
large Asian population, who consume less red meat. Our red
meat consumption per capita over the last decade in Australia
has dropped from 32% back to 28%. However, in other parts of
the world, large populations have increased their consumption
of red meat. The factor of consumers wanting to know more
about where their food comes from and how it’s produced is
more prevalent in our global markets than it is here in Australia,
where 95% of the consumers that we test trust Australian
farmers and trust the food that you produce.
China

As James (Campbell) mentioned earlier, China has ‘markets
within markets’ – retail, online, wet markets, hyper
supermarkets and Chinese supermarkets. MLA’s strategy to
promote your product in China can’t be all things to all people
and at this point in time is very much based around high
end food services and high end supermarkets, and obviously

online with companies such as Bindaree Beef and JD.com. The
Chinese economy is predicted to slow down but China’s average
salary is on an incline, what that means for us as the red meat
industry is more disposable income in China.
The country that we need to watch, in terms of trade access to
China, is Brazil. Australia is the only country that has chilled
access into China, and with chilled access you’ve got to aim for
those high end markets and really promote Australian product
into the high end affluent areas of China. However, Brazil now
has access to China and our volumes will subsequently start to
decline. We’re under pressure from Brazil in a number of markets,
but not just Brazil. Uruguay has worked very hard to develop an
individual cattle identification system (similar to NLIS) and is
selling grass fed products into more traditional markets.
We are all concerned about Brazil’s access into the US market.
One of the important things happening in the US at the
moment is the election, which may dictate when Brazil is
allowed into the US market. There are a few other barriers
which will allow Australia to keep a competitive edge in terms
of both tonnage and tariffs, but really we just don’t want
Brazilian product being a major competitor to Australian. Our
information says that if it doesn’t happen by later this year it
may not happen until after the US election.
Live export to China is pretty much not going to happen
until China can address certain protocols. From northern
Australia to southern China you need 60 days pre-quarantine
for Bluetongue testing and that’s one of the real barriers. There
are some key protocols there that are inhibiting the live export
trade to China. It will happen, and in great demand when the
Chinese show movement on these protocols and it becomes
more economical for the live export industry to start sending a
lot more feeder and slaughter cattle to China. The Middle East
market has grown significantly in the last three years but as a
frozen grass fed market we’re under pressure from Brazil who
now have access back into the Middle East and that’s why our
forecasts have come down a little.
South East Asia

In South East Asia, the challenges are in the supply chains.
We’ve had all sorts of challenges getting product through
South East Asia because of some of the distribution models
throughout the region – but we’re very much aware of these
challenges. We’re also very aware of the opportunities in what
is a diversified market. You can see cuts on the shelf that are
branded as ‘True Aussie’, the Australian red meat brand that
we’ve launched globally and there are globally owned hypermarkets now going through China. The challenge is where we
position your product in all those different market segments.
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Live Export Program

I’d like to run through what’s been happening in the Live
Export Program (LEP) and where your money has been
invested over the last five years. Hopefully you’d understand that
LEP is funded through your transaction levies, which again is a
decision made by your grass-fed industry representation through
the Cattle Council of Australia, the live export industry,
and the live exporters. But MLA’s role is not as an industry
representative – when we survey levy payers in Australia, 80%
still think that we’re the industry representative, we are not.
In the live export industry your industry representative is the
Australian Live Export Council (ALEC) and what a good job
they have been doing. MLA’s role under the LEP is market
access, supply chain efficiency, in-market training (managing
the animals once they arrive in country) and communications.
Under the LEP, the bulk of the spend has been related to animal
welfare programs.
But it’s not all livestock export, we do a lot in market access
and trade development. Two weeks ago we had up to 300
butchers from South East Asia in Bali teaching them how
to cut up Australian carcases and prepare high end meals for
the restaurants and the wholesale food industries that they’re
servicing back in their countries.
So the bulk of the spend goes through Asia as well as the Middle
East and then the R&D component that we put under ‘animal
nutrition’ for cattle that go up and onto feed, nutrition on the
boats and managing the animals once they get there and the
subsequent in-country training.
The implementation of Exporter Supply Chain Assurance
System (ESCAS) has been expensive but certainly has had
enormous benefits throughout the live export industry across
the world – not just in South East Asia. There are parts of the
Middle East that have banned home slaughtering just so they
can continue to get Australian livestock, particularly sheep,
through their systems. The total investment throughout South
East Asia has been $14 million over the last five years and the
return from the investment in the live export industry equates
to every $1 put into the LEP a benefit of $14.50 (12.5%) came
out. These figures come from an independent evaluation that
many of your industry representatives engaged with, to ensure
openness and transparency.
Over 3,000 workers have been trained within these supply
chains to meet ESCAS requirements. Stunning in Indonesia
in 2010 was 2.8%, by 2015 it was 93.5%. Protocols, not just
market access and technical barriers, have been worked on by

your live export industry and MLA, particularly over the last 5
years. We also carry out a lot of in-house training in countries
around animal welfare and we’re now up to a point where a lot
of that training is not run by Australian ex-pats, but by locals.
The bulk of our product into South East Asia (in tonnage) has
been sent into the Philippines but it’s come down a little which
is, I suspect, because of the prices and lack of product coming
out of Australia.
The bulk of product sent to the Indonesian market is frozen
grass fed product and Indonesia is still our 5th largest market
for boxed beef globally. Indonesia is such a large market right on
our door step and I do believe that the growth for the red meat
industry, particularly beef, is going to come out of South East
Asia. Only 4% of the protein consumed in Indonesia is beef and
veal, which suggests significant opportunities for growth.
South East Asia is moving to a grocery market. By 2017,
Indonesia along with Vietnam, is going to move to a grocerytype market and the opportunity within that market is
enormous. However we’re not the only ones who export into
Indonesia, we share the market with countries like USA and
New Zealand.
The population of Asia in the coming years will consist mainly
of young people (64% of their population) and these are the
people that we need to further target around the benefits of
buying Australian red meat.
MLA levies and R&D

Today your levy spend is roughly 0.25% of your income (if your
average income is around $1,200 a head). When your incomes
were very low in 2013 your spend to MLA (remembering that
MLA doesn’t get the whole levy) was 0.87% - still under 1%.
I am often asked the question of why the levy isn’t increasing
farmgate price. It’s a pretty powerful levy that can go against
the trends of an enormous drought in Qld and other market
fluctuations - but what the levy has done is deliver research and
development that ensures rewards over a long period of time.
Ffor example the psyllid-resistant Leucaena, a legume that is
high in protein and drought resistant, that has been developed
for northern Queensland and took 12 years to develop.
We talk a lot about emissions and how we retain our social
licence with the 90% of Australians who already trust you as
beef producers. The message is that you must link anything
around emissions to productivity. For example, red algae - when
fed in a concentrated form - increases productivity up to 10%
and reduces emissions by 60-80%.
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There are many exciting developments in the offing, for
example: taking technology from the gaming industry and
converting it into livestock assessment tools, that allow
producers to read 80-90% accuracy on rib-eye fat across the
hind quarter of an animal. The technology converts that into
a 3D image that can be used to market your cattle and allow
you to better understand the fat cover and muscle score of your
animals prior to slaughter.
In regards to Meat Standards Australia (MSA), I compliment
this industry that, 15 years ago, decided that the most
important person in the value chain is the consumer and you
subsequently developed Meat Standards Australia (MSA).
MSA is going to have a global footprint over the next five
years. MSA has been returning back to the farm gate over $200
million a year for the last few years. The whole MLA budget,
including government matching funds, has been around $180
million - so one program that your industry invested in has
delivered this back in its entirety.
A more robust system of objective carcase measurement is being
introduced, and hopefully you’ve seen some of this; there’s a lot
of robotics and automation coming into the red meat processing
sector. This will in turn lead to a value based pricing. Your levies are
being invested to develop systems that will remove the subjective
nature of carcase measurement (like intramuscular fat scores and
meat color) and make it completely objective through the use of
sensors and other new technology. In the future we’ll do that by
using cat-scans that will then talk to robotic cutting machines and
deliver a better and more efficient processing system.
Much of this work is carried out through our subsidiary, the
MLA Donor Company (MDC). No producer levies are used to
fund these programs. The funding is through private investments

with matched government funds with MLA managing the
governance of these programs on behalf of industry.
Conclusion

In terms of cattle availability we’re heading for a low not seen
since 1994. Adult slaughter is going to be at a 20 year low in
2017, at 7.6 million head, compare that to when we had the
massive selloff we were up to about 9.3 million head, so we’re
heading for a very low slaughter period. There is close to a
million cattle on feed in Australia and there’ll be a lot more
going onto feed to meet demand. As a comparison - there
are 200 million head of cattle in Brazil, so a 2% increase in
productivity there overtakes our entire herd.
I said at the start of this presentation that MLA is doing
more to ensure there are commercial people employed by the
organsation. The great thing about having people who have
come out of Coca Cola is that Coca Cola is a very aggressive
company that’s driven by performance management. So when
we employ someone who’s been a Senior Executive at Coca Cola
to take on domestic meat & beef marketing we simply say to
them: ‘here are the targets, here’s what you must meet, if you
don’t achieve that you don’t have job in 12 months’ time’.
My commitment to you is that at MLA we have a Senior
Leadership Team and a Board of Directors who are very
much focused on performance management and ensuring the
organisation delivers in key areas where it hasn’t previously,
and as outlined in our Strategic Plan. An example is MLA’s
‘You’re Better on Beef ’ campaign that was developed off the
back of detailed consumer insights and subsequently targeted
young mums. As you can see from the results, this has helped
to stop the decline in red meat consumption in Australia in an
environment where the domestic price has gone up by 40%.
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HARNESSING THE FUTURE MERGING NEW IDEAS
WITH ESTABLISHED PRACTICE
Presentation by Jill Rigney to the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association Annual Conference.
Alice Springs, Northern Territory, Friday 18 March 2016
THIS is a tough topic to cover in 35 minutes, but I admire the
fact that the Future NTCA participants have come up with
it. The reason I admire it is because when we talk about the
future, the title ‘merging new ideas with established practices’
is the whole point. Our capacity as businesses and as an
industry to actually be able to take new ideas, new generations,
new technologies and bring them into existing practices or
organisations, and the way that we do it, the level of efficiency
that we do it with will actually dictate the future that we get.
I could have taken quite a technical approach about what
things need to be addressed, but I’m not going to do that
today. The business that I’m in is, by and large, the business
of performance; that’s literally working with people and
organisations for performance; I specialise in that. Having said
that, a large part of my work is about conflict – we can’t have
high level performance whilst we have any form of high level
conflict. Given the amount of work that I do in the conflict area
that actually emerges from when new things and new people
come into existing organisations, that conflict actually stifles the
ability to focus on performance.
In the short time that I’ve got I’d like to give you one observation
in one area that, if addressed really well, can radically change the
way that we’re able to do that as an industry.
The photo below represents to me what I see a lot of the
time when I look at my client base; it represents a lot of the
difficulties that take place.
In order for a great industry and great businesses such as yours
to be able to progress there needs to be a constant injection
and emergence of new talent, new generations and new
technologies. Although we already know that and we need
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to move that forward, the only reason that I actually get my
conflict work is because of the piece in the middle. So my
fascination is not with the established business or the new stuff
that’s coming through; my fascination is with the gap in the
middle – what is that tension? As soon as we bring these two
things together we get things like resistance, stagnation (being
unable to move things forward), and as a result we end up with
conflict.
Putting that into context – what is the gap? If things don’t go
forward and it has to end up in a conflict 9 times out of 10
there will be this whole series of stress points. For about the last
10 years I’ve been working at identifying stress points and then
finding ways to manage that stress. You’re probably wondering
why I’m talking about stress in relation to emerging ideas –
when it comes to stress we can take the example of the Future
NTCA members who stood up here today and spoke to you
all, they’ve experienced a fair bit of stress over the last 24 hours
as a result and now they’re getting some relief – I’d like you to
remember those two words (‘stress’ and ‘relief ’) because I’m
going to bring it into context. In order to be able to actually
take new and emerging things into an existing industry you do
have to manage the stress point in the middle.
I’m going to take a slight diversion and talk about what my
understanding of stress is and how to manage it. I’m going to
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make the suggestion right now that everyone in this room can
actually handle an awful lot more stress than you currently do
or have and I’m confident in that statement because it’s not the
stress bit, it’s the other bit that you don’t understand that you
can do in order to handle it.
In terms of stress itself I want to use the analogy of building
a muscle because I’m of the belief that you sit in this room
because you are all chasing some level of performance;
performance in the industry or performance within your
business. I don’t know any other way to achieve performance
without having some level of stress. We need to think of stress
and how to handle it as a muscle; how do we actually get greater
performance out of a muscle? We put it under an enormous
amount of stress. If we overuse a muscle, i.e you don’t give it
any rest, you’ll get atrophication – the actual muscle breaks so
much and so often that you literally lose the use of that muscle
and therefore you can’t utilise it anymore. If you don’t use a
muscle for a period of time, you also lose the use of it. So the
concept is that the only way to get growth or performance is
to have constant stress as well as relief. You need to understand
that concept and think about it in relation to your personal and
business lives.
I don’t actually think that we, particularly in Australia, have a
problem with stress. We’re really good at it. But I think we’re
really crap at relief. So as a result, instead of getting performance
where we have stress-relief-stress-relief and we end up on a
rising plane of performance - and this goes for businesses as
much as it goes for individuals. What we have a tendency to do
is put ourselves under stress and rise to a point of improvement,
but then we get to a point where the stress doesn’t come off
and the only thing there is to do is to plateau. Eventually if we
maintain enough stress in any area of our life we know that we
actually also have to drop off in order to be able to cope. We
need to think about performance and growing things, instead of
being a lineal line, as being just a series of oscillations that need
to be managed.
That concept is one that I’ve been working on for 15 years and
actually comes from two fellows by the names of Jim Loehr and
Tony Schwartz – if any of you are familiar with the tennis world
you may be aware that Jim Loehr was Pete Sampras’ coach. All
Jim Loehr did with Pete Sampras was design all of his days, all
of his weeks and all of his years around stress and pressure relief.
All of Sampras’ days were based around training, eating and

sleeping on a rising plane until he would achieve his optimum
point of performance. When Sampras retired, as happens to
all good coaches, Jim Loehr was invited into the corporate
world to help businesses boost their performance. Jim ended
up working with Tony Schwartz and one of the first companies
he ever went into was Procter and Gamble. When he got inside
the company he was horrified – he found wonderful talented
people with huge drive and passion who wanted to perform
and help the business perform. But what he found was that the
people had got to a point where they were no longer performing
and no change in a forward direction was occurring. When he
had a look at their daily, weekly and monthly work rosters he
found that there was absolutely no relief in the system. Over a
six month period he took the people within that organisation
through nothing more than redesigning their days and weeks
in order to have more energy through ‘pressure on-pressure off’;
he would make them have breaks. He changed the performance
output of one particular department by 13% in the first 6
weeks, that actually then ratcheted up to 40-50% over a 12
week period and was maintained. The reason I give you that
is when I look at your industry my challenge is that for all of
the stuff that you do I’m going to suggest that you don’t have
enough relief in there at times in order to be able to take it to
the speed that you want to, therefore you have breaking points.
If we’re to get growth and performance it’s out of building
muscles. So my challenge is knowing what muscles you need
to build in your business, where are your stress points and do
you have the relief. I hope you’re aware that relief will come
your way one way or another; if we don’t give our bodies relief
it will get it through becoming sick, which is the most common
form. When businesses and industries don’t have relief they
also end up with huge dysfunctions. If we don’t get relief from
giving ourselves relief, or from getting sick, we go seeking it; for
humans that looks a lot like self-medication. In case anyone’s
wondering what self-medication is, it usually involves alcohol,
nicotine, sex, food, and occasionally some people actually
use exercise (which is probably the better of the bunch). But
when we have continuous stress we will seek relief from it and
our businesses do the same. So if we want to go on a forward
trajectory of performance I’m challenging the industry to
actually add another agenda item to you planning and that is –
do you know where the stress points are? Do you know when
they get over-stressed? and do you need to design something in
between?
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If I’m to move this into the topic itself I’m going to use the
language of established businesses, or established industries,
which have been in place for some time. One of the most
beautiful things about an existing or established industry is
that it usually has a tendency to have some degree of stability, a
very good foundation point, and quite often a lot of knowledge
that is incredibly useful and valuable. If we want to bring new
stuff in, one of the things that comes with it is a huge amount
of energy, usually a lot of creativity and often a completely
different type of energy, sometimes there can be a different
type of money. What I find is that if we’re able to have those
two together at all times (established and new), I have the
expectation that there is going to be tension; it can be stressful.
I believe that stress is good when managed and that tension is
good when managed, and that’s probably not the issue. What I
see and get to work with is when it gets out of balance. So if we
are in the business of balance I guess I’m looking to find ways of
making sure that this doesn’t happen. As an example there’s an
established accounting firm that has recently been bought out
by a very young firm and brought with it a lot of young people;
they are quite different cultures and quite different things to be
coming together. The transition was genuinely unmanaged and
the time frame they did it in has basically meant that the level
of stress without relief has continued to a point of time that has
actually resulted in high level conflict – so the tension that is
incredibly healthy to move things forward has actually turned
into conflict.
I’m also a negotiator and mediator and a lot of my historical
work has been in family succession and this scenario is a bit
representative of what I see in family businesses, particularly
those that have been established for a long time – the business
has a beautiful point of establishment, it’s done good things
and has good things in place. But the ‘new’ could be the new
generation coming through and how that is managed and the
things that have to be addressed and the conversations that
need to be had in the right time frames are important. At what
point do we stress that forward and at what point do we back
it off? This is a bit of an art form. The same things happens
fairly regularly when the new generation comes through because
they’ve got all the energy, creativity and new ideas, and it does
clash with existing things and yet neither of them are right or
wrong. It’s probably one of the messages I was hoping to leave
you with today – that I absolutely believe that you can have that
lovely cross-over where the established and the existing practices
and businesses out there are genuinely appreciated for what
they’ve created and the legacy that they’ve built so far, along
with the stability and the foundation. At the same time they
are absolutely engaging in and harnessing and embracing the

energy and the creativity that comes from a new and emerging
generation that comes through. But if we stifle that process
or we interrupt it unfortunately we will get conflict because a
process hasn’t been able to occur in the right time frame or in
the right way, which sometimes results in a separation of parties.
This is usually where relationships are damaged and people also
get damaged in that process. If we can manage along the way
the oscillation to avoid that break apart, I think the capacity to
take the industry forward operates at a whole different level.
If I’m to leave you with something today there are a couple of
underlying pieces that go with it. It would be really nice that if
we have huge appreciation and acknowledgement of both of the
worlds that come into contact; there’s neither better nor worse,
nor right, nor wrong. I think regularly we forget to talk about it
and include the other at a level that they need to be included at.
Which brings me to the point of communication: the level of
communication that exists within businesses and organisations
will determine the capacity to have those conversations. In
order to do what I’m suggesting here, the ability to manage
tension before it becomes conflict through the management of
stress relief will be dependent to a large degree on the ability to
communicate at high levels. Not everyone has the same level
of communications skills, if you don’t have it but you want a
future together my challenge to you would be to go and get
those skills or buy them in – but it’s inappropriate to not do
anything because of the risk that exists in the departure that
goes with it along the way.
Communication is an absolute, but you also need to have
communication to the degree that you actually know why there
is an ‘existing’ and a ‘new’ and a clear direction for it. The final
point is that for any of your planning processes I would ask that
you at least include a discussion about whether you actually
know at what point both parties are going to be stressed and
are you prepared to put some things in place to stop that. I
know there is a good number of corporates (pastoral companies)
in the room and although I’ve used family a little bit as an
example, even in the corporate world I see the merging of really
established leadership and the group that’s coming through
here. So the same things exist even in large organisations.
The statement I’d like to leave with you is to ‘Listen to yesterday,
but speak of tomorrow’, if we can do that and incorporate both I
think there’s a greater chance of being able to have both of those
worlds coming into play. Picking up on Jack’s (Wilcox) comment
at the beginning of this session that one of the great things he
learnt along the way during the Future NTCA program was
about getting some balance in life between work and play. When
I use the analogy of a muscle in relation to stress relief, I actually
think he’s probably picked up the basis of what I’ve been trying to
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get across today; that we have a generation that’s coming through
that actually does understand that there’s a balance with work and
life and that there’s nothing wrong with going out and asking a
lot of people, and putting them under an enormous amount of
stress, and to work hard, but at the same time to give them relief
so that they can come back and do it harder and better the next
day. So I put that to you that if we’re working on performance
that we can bring it back to working on that little gap in the
middle I think that it may well remove a lot of conflict. If you
want to go down the path of not doing it and continuing to have
conflict that’s fantastic because that’s actually where I make most
of my money, but I’d be perfectly happy not to be engaged again.
There’s beautiful energy that comes from tension, so engage with
the tension and stress – the energy that comes with tension is
positive, but the energy that comes with conflict is not positive
and it’s very costly.

From a speaker’s point of view I believe we live in very exciting
times and you are involved in a very exciting industry and I
think for the bit that I’ve been involved with a number of young
players I also think we have a very exciting next generation
coming through – they are the emerging and the new, and they
do appreciate that which comes with the old, and I think the
old, by embracing them, makes for a very great future.
Thank you.
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BRINGING THE APPLES BACK TO THE TREE
THROUGH THE FUTURE NTCA 2015 PROGRAM
Tom Ryan

THE Future NTCA was first established in 2014 to foster and
develop leadership skills within the Northern Territory beef
industry’s next generation of leaders. Now approaching its third
year, the Program has seen participation by a diverse group of
young Territorians with a wide range of backgrounds and skills;
all aspiring to contribute to strengthening the pastoral industry.
The program has been successful in optimising the potential
of the industry’s youth; capturing new ideas, networking and
injecting renewed enthusiasm.
Among the achievements of the Future NTCA program is the
successful “Barry the Bike” campaign, which used a simple
bicycle to raise awareness and funding for rural mental health
awareness. The campaign raised over nine thousand dollars
which was donated to Mindspot Clinic, an online resource for
people in isolated areas suffering from mental health issues. The
successful promotion of the issue culminated with the 2014
Future NTCA organising an expert in the field of rural mental
health to speak at the 2015 Conference.

meetings with other members, and members of the NTCA
Executive.
Joella reflected on her experience in the program and the
networking opportunities it provided.
“It made it more clear to me that we are the future of the cattle
industry and not to sit back but to take part in the conversation
and have a say. Going to the branch meetings are very
important and you can take a lot home with you in just one day,
not only talking about the issues but talking about the positive’s,
and it’s a good way to stay connected and in touch with other
members around the community. The trip to Darwin was the
highlight with learning so much more about industry but also
the DPIF and how important they are and can be, it opened
many new doors with the contacts that were made” she said.

Another initiative is the development of the “Youth in the
Northern Territory Beef Industry Survey”, which gauged the
issues most affecting the younger demographic employed
within the NT Beef industry. The survey targeted people aged
between 15 and 35 years who are working or studying in the
beef industry and was designed to get young people to provide
information regarding their employment status, regional
location, likes and dislikes about the industry/workplace,
aspirations and perceived issues facing the NT Beef Industry.
The program has also realised the launch of the Future NTCA
Facebook page to further the program’s influence. The page now
has over 800 followers.
Participants in the program have received the opportunity to
undertake personal and leadership development courses, as well
as create their own initiatives and projects.
In 2015 the program participants were Joella Klein from
Orange Creek Station in the Alice Springs Branch, Amanda
Brown (nee Baglot) from Eva Downs Station in the Barkly
Branch, and Jack Wilcox from Beetaloo Station, also in the
Barkly Branch.
While quite a small group, the three participants have now
become active members of the NTCA, and garnered a lot of
experience and knowledge from their interactions at Branch

Amanda Brown speaking at the NTCA 32nd Annual Industry Conference
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Australia’s largest independent
property valuation practice
NT WorkSafe provides advice and information to
assist businesses in making their workplace safe.
If you would like to know more about work health
and safety, dangerous goods, electrical safety or
workers rehabilitation and compensation, contact
NT WorkSafe.
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*Incident notifications can be made 24 hours a day, seven days a week
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Over 60 offices around Australia,
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independent valuations and advice on:
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and the Ord/Kimberley
Directors
Terry Roth AAPI, CPV
Frank Peacocke AAPI, CPV
Will Johnson AAPI, CPV
Herron Todd White (Northern Territory) Pty Ltd
GPO Box 4247, Darwin NT 0801
Darwin – T: 08 8941 4833 F: 08 8941 4855
Alice Springs – T: 08 8950 8107
e: darwin@htw.com.au

htw.com.au

8-10 Stuart Tce, Alice Springs, NT

Tom Ryan (NTCA EO) on stage at the Conference with 2015 Future NTCA participants Jack Wilcox & Amanda Brown (absent: Joella Klein)

FUTURE NTCA CONTINUED

Amanda said that prior to joining the Future NTCA Program,
she had not considered attending Branch meetings.

station manager for a corporate company, it’s interesting to hear
different sides of the same story”.

“I started attending NTCA meetings which is something that
I had not previously considered doing and have been really
enjoying the discussions regarding relevant issues. I now have
intentions of being involved with my branch into the future”
she said.

The NTCA would like to congratulate Amanda, Jack and Joella
for their contribution throughout the year.

“Another really important and enjoyable aspect of the program
was meeting new people in the community, both the other
participants of the program and pastoralists attending branch
meetings. I found it interesting to hear different perspectives
on issues we all face, whether it be from a private owner or a

At the 2016 NTCA Conference, the participants in the 2017
Program were announced as Georgina Chisholm (Top End
Branch), Steve Hayes (The Garden Station, Alice Springs
Branch), Kate Webster (Top End Branch), Tom Hayes (Deep
Well Station, Alice Springs Branch), Grayson Webster (Top End
Branch), Josh Stephen (Willeroo Station, Katherine Branch).
The year ahead is shaping as a very exciting one, and the NTCA
is delighted to be continuing to foster its leaders of tomorrow.

THANKS TO OUR FUTURE NTCA SPONSOR
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Steve Beatty
Mobile 0407 774 769
Alec McInnes
Mobile 0419 188 616
Paul Thomson
Mobile 0417 123 536
Cnr Stuart Hwy & Elizabeth Valley Road, NOONAMAH NT 0837
Phone (08) 8978 4300 Fax (08) 8978 4322

QUEENSLAND / MT ISA

Mike Bailey
Mobile 0428 989 434
150 Old Mica Creek Road, MT ISA QLD 4825
Phone (07) 4743 2500 Fax (07) 4743 2982

twitter.com/iorpetroleum
facebook.com/iorpetroleum

Proudly Australian
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QUEENSLAND / LONgREAcH
John Rogers
Mobile 0427 973 212
10 Happyjack Court, LONGREACH QLD 4730
Phone (07) 4658 1145 Fax (07) 4658 0933

QUEENSLAND / QUILPIE

92 Quarrion Street, QUILPIE QLD 4480
Phone (07) 4656 1314 Fax (07) 4656 1405

WESTERN AUSTRALIA / BROOME
Glenn Smith
Mobile 0429 515 636
Lot 5 Port Drive, BROOME WA 6725
Phone (08) 9192 6188 Fax (08) 9192 6988

LOCK YOUR GRIZZLY IN FOR THE
COMING SEASON NOW.
Get your grazing or hay country back into shape with the Grizzly TINY,
fitted with 28”- 42” discs. It’s a mountain of a machine destined for a
mountain of work.

TINY
Call us today 1800 637 250 www.grizzlyag.com.au

NTCA & NORTHERN STOCK WATER
LADIES LUNCH 2016
The 2016 NTCA & Northern Stock Water Ladies Lunch was hosted by the Barkly Branch, and attended by 100
ladies (and some gents) from across the Northern Territory and afar.
The 2016 ladies lunch sold out within a matter of weeks and
proved that once again it’s one of the most popular events
around the NTCA Annual Industry Conference.
The day was centred on the unique opportunity to catch up
with old friends and make new ones. Canapes were served in
the beautiful outdoor area of Tali Restaurant, giving ladies much
time to meet, greet and relax, while taking in the atmosphere.
Lunch was enjoyed inside the venue, and afterwards Dr
Rosie King, renowned Australian Sex Therapist and Medical
Practitioner, provided an abundance of insight, understanding
and humour during her presentation.
We had the pleasure of the company of many special guests
including Mrs Marie Hardy, wife of the Administrator of the
Northern Territory; Mrs Woro Sawitri Soedewo Consul and
Mrs Arinta Puspitasari Vice-Consul, Consulate of the Republic
of Indonesia; Ms Alison Penfold (former) CEO, Australian
Livestock Exporters’ Council (ALEC).

Coffee Table Book containing stories and photographs
from people across rural Australia. Puma Energy also held a
competition with the prize consisting of 3 beautiful Paul Arnold
prints of the Northern Territory landscape.
This year’s gift bags were AACo cooler bags, overfilled with
treats from our generous sponsors – AACo, Westpac, Arthur
J Gallagher, Paspaley, Olsson’s, Mombasa, Lavish, Country
Connections and Kent Saddlery.
A note of thanks must go to the Barkly Branch ladies for all their
efforts and success in organising the day – Amanda Johnson,
Amanda Baglot, Emma Sauer and Jane Armstrong. The annual
Ladies Lunch continues to connect women involved in all areas
of the NT Cattle Industry, so a very big thank you to all the
sponsors for helping the NTCA to perpetuate this special event.

The amazing door prizes of the day were a stunning pair of
Paspaley Australian South Sea pearl stud earrings, a fabulous
skincare pack from Country Connections, a Mombasa Day
Spa & Hair Lounge treatment package, and the Kent Saddlery

THANKS TO OUR LADIES DAY SPONSORS
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1.

2.

3.

5.

8.

4.

6.

7.

9.

1. Arinta Puspitasari (Indonesian Consulate), Carley Bidstrup (NTCA), Mrs Woro Sawitri Soedewo (Indonesian Consulate) 2. Colleen Costello
(Indiana), Pam Davis, Catherine Driver (Elkedra), Amber Driver (Elkedra), Anna Weir (Ammaroo) 3.Bev Stockwell (Sunday Creek), Tiani Cook
(Suplejack Dns), Loretta Cook (Suplejack Dns) 4. Leza Cook (Suplejack Dns), Katherine Warby (Phillip Creek) 5.Gabriella Drewe (Arthur J
Gallagher), Annette Howie (Country Connection), Katie Stephenson (Arthur J Gallagher), Susan Spence (Arthur J Gallagher) 6.Barbara Dann, Mrs
Marie Hardy, Patty Buntine 7. Fiona Mitchell, Margo Nott (Alcoota) 8. Jo Stanes (Lyndavale), Raquel Costello (Andado), Lily Culbertson (De Rose
Hill) 9. Patty Buntine, Bernadette Burke (AACo), Mrs Marie Hardy.
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2016 NTCA LADIES LUNCH

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.
5.

7.

6.

8.

1. Jade Andrews (CPC), Sally Courtney (Kent Saddlery) 2. Briony Wills (AACo), Jane Armstrong (Barkly Pastoral), Sally Towne (AACo) 3. Letty Cook
& Tiani Cook (both Suplejack Dns) 4. Emma-Rose Talmachoff, Sarah Hore, Marnie Hammond (Territory Rural McPherson) 5.Liz Bird (Indiana),
Laura Heaslip, Jan Heaslip (both Bond Springs) 6. Dr Rosie King (guest speaker) 7. Barkly Branch ladies Amanda Johnson (AACo), Jane Armstrong
(Barkly Pastoral), Amanda Baglot (AACo), Emma Sauer (AACo) 8. Angela Frith, Carley Bidstrup (NTCA)
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2016 NTCA WELCOME DRINKS & CONFERENCE
IN PICTURES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1. Anthony Cox (AACo), Jak Andrews (CPC), Chris Nott (Alcoota) 2. Chris Keane (AACo), Paul Bambach (Mack Trucks) 3. Peter Raleigh, Luke
Giblin (both AACo) 4. Robi Agustiar (Edith Springs), Bev & Tom Stockwell (both Sunday Creek), Annabel Johnson (CCA), Markus Rathsmann (Mt
Ringwood) 5. Jane & Andy Hayes (The Garden) Anne Stanes (Lyndavale), Steve Hayes (The Garden) 6. Roy Chisholm (Napperby), Scott Moritz
(Senturion Steel) 7. Scott Barnett & Daniel Wyant (Pioneer Water Tanks) 8. Matthew Barrett (AACo), Paul Bambach, Simon Paul (both Mack Trucks)
9. Matt Linnegar (Aust’n Rural Leadership Foundation), James Campbell (Sanger Australia), Andrew Simmonds 10. Helmut Reiter, David Dywer
(both Olsson’s), Dalene Devonshire (Elders), Mark McKay (Coopers), Ben Coutts (Landmark) 11. Sally Leigo (CRC-REP), Amy McCardle 12. Tony
Davis & Gordon Lillecrapp (Todmorden Cattle Co)
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

20.

19.

21.

22.

23.

13. Gen McAulay (Rabobank), Greg Vickers (Delmore Dns), Peter Robinson (Rabobank), Anna Weir (Ammaroo) 14. Nicole & Ben Hayes
(Undoolya), Letty Cook, Bill Cook (both Suplejack Dns) 15. NTCA President Tom Stockwell welcomes the crowd 16. Michael Schildkraut, Shaun
Coutts (both Coopers) 17. The team from Pioneer Water Tanks (L-R) Scott Barnett, Jeremy Delost, Anina Delost, Mark Pape, Daniel Wyatt, Patricia
Pape 18. Kimberley McKay (Umbearra) & NTCA CEO Tracey Hayes 19. Mrs Woro Sawitri Soedewo (Indonesian Consulate), Jenny Hill (DPIF),
Indonesian Consul Pak Andre Siregar, Robi Agustiar (Edith Springs), Arinta Puspitasari (Indonesian Consulate) 20. The crowd enjoying the
Pioneer Pub 21. Michael Johnson (AACo), Deputy Chair of NTCA Barkly Branch introduces speakers during the ‘Natural Resource Security’
Session 22. The conference audience 23. Henry Burke (AACo) & Geoff Warriner (CBRE Agribusiness)
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2015 NTCA AGM AND GALA DINNER
IN PICTURES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1. Matt Bran from ABC Country Hour 2. James Pratt, Sarah Fairhead (both DLRM), Grant Heaslip (Bond Springs), Luis Da Rocha (DLRM)
3. Ben, Laura & Jan Heaslip (all Bond Springs) 4. Amy McArdle, Roy Chisholm (Napperby), Mark Ashley (NT Bushfires) 5. John Cotter (Qld Gas
Commission) & David Williams (Kidder Williams) 6. Ewan Crook (Ridley Agriproducts), Jason Strong (AACo), Ray Hall (ExOz Environmental)
7. Jimmy Cocking (Arid Lands Environment Centre) speaking during the Resource Security panel session 8. Questions from the audience for
the Resource Security panel 9. Tiani Rykers (Puma) draws the Puma raffle with Michael Johnson (AACo) 10. Jo Stanes (Lyndavale), Peter Rogers
(Santos), Anne Stanes (Lyndavale) 11. Ashley & Lyndee Severin (Curtin Springs), Doc Cunningham (Trailco)
12. Jane Armstrong (Barkly Pastoral) & Meg Humphries (DLRM)
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

13. Richard Galton & Bryan Gill (DPIF) 14. Tony Hayne (NTCA Exec.) & David Eagleson (Territory Rural McPherson) 15. Tass Davies (Helimuster
NT), Gordon Lillecrapp (Todmorden Cattle Co), Bob Savage, Bill Cook (both Suplejack Dns) 16. Donald McGaughie (AACo) & Roy Chisholm
(Napperby) 17. Chris Nott (Alcoota), Nigel Tomkins (MLA), Barry Hughes (Gulf Cattlemen’s Assoc.) 18. Georgina Hamlyn (Delmore Dns), Margo
Nott (Alcoota), Amber Driver (Elkedra) 19. NTCA CEO Tracey Hayes & Matt Linnegar (Aust’n Rural Leadership Foundation) 20. Peter Dummett
(Darwin Port) & Tom Ryan (NTCA) 21. Mark Handley, Sally-Anne Caldwell, Chris Keane (all AACo), Peter Dummett (Darwin Port) 22. Robi
Agustiar (Edith Springs), Prof Charles L Kaunang (Dean, Sam Ratulangi University), Dr Chusnul Hanim (University of Gadjah Mada), Prof Ali Agus
(President Indonesian Society Animal Science/ISPI) 23. Anthony Cox (AACo), Jimmy Cocking (Arid Lands Environment Centre), Luke James (Mt
Ebenezer), Peter Gawler (Mt Riddock)
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2016 NTCA CONFERENCE AND GALA DINNER
IN PICTURES

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

4.

1 NTCA President Tom Stockwell 2. Final panel session of the day ‘Industry Matters’ 3. Final panel session of the day ‘Industry Matters’
4. Peter Hughes (Georgina Pastoral) with a question for the panel 5. Comedian Peter Rowsthorn had the Gala Dinner crowd in stitches 6. Tania
Moloney & Karli Weinert (both DLRM) 7. Howard Smith (Cattle Council) & Alison Penfold (ALEC) 8. Anthony Brick & Bruce Waltisbuhl (both
Austsafe Super) 9. Steve, Andy & Jane Hayes (all The Garden) 10.Lily Culbertson (De Rose Hill), Brooke Sette, Bennett Stanes (Lyndavale)
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13.

11.

12.

14.

15.

16.

18.

17.

19.

11. Peter Watkins (AAAM) , Jacqui Cannon (CPC), John Steinfort (Enduro Tags) 12. Mick Tasker (Tanumbirini), Carley Bidstrup (NTCA), Kathy
Tasker (Tanumbirini) 13. Donna Hutchinson (DPIF), Marnie Hammond (Territory Rural McPherson), Brad Crinion (Rural Co), Georgina Hamlyn
(Delmore Dns) 14. Matt Davison (Top End Tax), Tass Davies (Helimuster NT), Stuart Osmotherly, Rebecca Osmotherly (Top End Tax), Josh
Stephen (Willeroo) 15. Mrs Marie Hardy & His Hon. the Honourable John Hardy OAM, Administrator of the Northern Territory 16. Ben & Nicole
Hayes (Undoolya) 17. Back (L-R): Simon Rowe (Puma Energy), Patrick Oldfield (Puma Energy), Pam Davis, Viv Oldfield, Tracey Hayes (NTCA),
Tony Davis, Luke Bowen (NADO). Front (L-R): Peter Festing (Puma Energy), Adam Silzankiewicz (Puma Energy), Shane Oldfield, Debbie
Oldfield 18. Jane Armstrong (Barkly Pastoral), Bev Stockwell (Sunday Creek) & winner of Paspaley Pearl Kimberley McKay (Umbearra) 19. Cam
Cook (Suplejack Dns), Sam Gray (Terracorp), Jason Craigie (NTCA), Les McLaughlin
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NTCA LIFE MEMBER’S MEDAL
BRIAN RADUNZ
Held in high regard by his peers, the industry and many individual pastoralists, Brian Radunz is a worthy
recipient of the 2016 NTCA Life Members’s Medal.
John Armstrong

I highly commend this nomination. Brian has been a friend of
mine from school days where we attended Church of England
Grammar School in Brisbane in the same class for four years
1962 to 1965. Brian, of course, passed with much better marks
than I.
We had the same backgrounds growing up on dairy farms close
to Brisbane. There would have been so silver spoons around for
him, just helping dad with the milking and other chores every
day and either riding a pony or walking to a small primary
school.
I was quite surprised then to see Brian turn up at Willeroo, where
I was running the stock camp, in 1971 or ‘72, as a vet to test
some cattle. Brian spearheaded the Katherine campaign to test
for TB and was there when some of the locals made life quite
unnecessarily uncomfortable for Government vets, even though
they were merely carrying out a task mandated by the Australian
Industry via the Cattle Council under the then presidency of
Wally Peart. Incidentally Wally told us later, in 1996 at the launch
of the book about it and at the declaration of impending freedom
from the disease, that he prophesied the campaign would cost a
billion dollars. It was actually only 960 million.
I remember Brian at an AGM in Katherine where he was given
the job to tell industry about the upcoming BTEC program,
its proposed benefits etc. Brian was asked by someone, I think
John Underwood, what the Department would do if everyone
started the campaign together given their shortage of trained
staff. With rather a succinct manner Brian replied, “We don’t
think that will happen”!
Also in the early times when we were testing at Willeroo, there
was only one other station in the district doing similar testing
which was Hayfield. John Dyer will more than likely recount
how Brian could drive from Willeroo to Hayfield in about three
hours via the Murranji in his Holden Kingswood station wagon.
John used to say they could hear him coming like a jet plane.
John Dyer

Brian Radunz is a very worthy recipient of the NTCA Life
Member’s Medal and it is my pleasure to congratulate him.
As a veterinarian, he did the hard yards from 1972-1982 in
the Katherine region as District Veterinary Officer, working
tirelessly under difficult conditions, testing for both Brucellosis

and TB on properties throughout the north. After testing at
Hayfield in the morning off he would go to Wave Hill in his
trusty old Holden station wagon, continually on the road,
sleeping wherever he could. And not always welcomed! During
that period he managed two other professional vets and up to
10 stock inspectors, becoming Regional Co-ordinator in 1980
with 35 staff.
In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s TB testing was voluntary but
that was to change. I recall a meeting of producers in Katherine
around 1985 when Brian, then Senior Veterinary Office in
the BTEC Unit, under pressure from the Federal Department
of Agriculture and the Cattle Council of Australia, calmly
put the reality of outcomes on the table. Clean up TB or be
quarantined. There were involuntary pauses in his sentences
which allowed the content to sink in.
As Senior Veterinary Officer from 1985-86, Brian continued
his dedication to achieving the best outcomes for the NT and
Top End producers in particular, where TB was prevalent. With
the BTEC Committee formed, Brian negotiated firmly with his
national peers on behalf of the NT cattle industry in developing
a programme to convince everyone that eradication was
possible. The case for the best compensation possible had to be
justified both at Federal Government level and with cattle levy
payers; nationally. Not to mention the stress from negotiating
with the unwilling.
Brian was a wise and steady head under immense pressure
from those with the purse-strings and the anti-lobby group,
developing personal respect from all. It was a massive
undertaking and took a very brave person to say and convince
others, ‘we can achieve this. ’ It is understandable that Brian
took a few breaks from the Territory, returning in 1990 and
completing his professional life in the NT as Chief Veterinary
Officer in 2011.
It is my view that achieving freedom from TB, the consequent
infrastructure and quality herd that positioned the Top End cattle
industry to be a leader in the live export industry was significantly
influenced by Brian’s determination to get the job done.
A career that spanned 33 years in all major centres of the NT,
Katherine, Darwin, Alice Springs and Tennant Creek. Well
done.
On behalf of NTCA Life Members and NT cattle producers,
you are highly regarded, Brian, congratulations and thank you.
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Brian Radunz ’s career has spanned 33 years
in all major centres of the NT, Katherine,
Darwin, Alice Springs and Tennant Creek.
On behalf of NTCA Life Members and NT
cattle producers, congratulations and thank
you.

Peter Plummer

I knew Brian Radunz both personally and professionally for
a period of close to 8 years. During that time I was either
Assistant Secretary or Deputy Secretary of DPI&F and Brian a
District Vet, a Regional Vet and then the Chief Vet.

both Rohan and Tom could tell many anecdotes about Brian,
because he was also very capable of telling an individual where
to go if necessary.

Our work life and our social life was to a large extent bound by
the BTEC. Accordingly I am very aware of the significant role
Brian played in the planning, implementation, negotiation and
dealings with the Industry, the Commonwealth and individual
cattlemen.
Brian was always a professional, objective, determined yet
empathetic to individual needs, From my perspective his advice
was always sound, he was loyal and willing to put his opinions
on contentious issues without rancour. I know I valued it and I
also know I learned a lot from him.
I know that he was held in high regard by his peers, the
Industry and many individual pastoralists. I am also sure that
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ALICE SPRINGS 2015/16 BRANCH REPORT
If you think you are too small to have an impact, try going to bed with a mosquito in the room - that sums up
the NTCAs performance over the last 12 months.

THE NTCA is a small operation with a big heart and is unique
in that it is a single commodity council with a representation
of around 90% of the producers in the NT operating over
68,0000 square kms, managing 2.1 million head of cattle.
Two major milestones were achieved by the NTCA in the past
12 months:
1. Access agreements with the mining industry: Given the angst
faced by other producers in other states this agreement is a
major boost for producers in the NT negotiating access to
their properties with mining companies.
2. Streamlining wild dog baiting applications. What a mission
but hopefully the system will be a lot more user friendly
At a NABRC meeting last year the attendees were asked to
prioritise R and D for North Aust. This is how the first four
priorities were ranked:
1. Business management
2. Profit drivers
3. Benchmarking
4. Biosecurity
5. Disease programs
6. Weeds
7. Enhance grazing management
8. Facilitating improvement in education and training
As you can see 3 of the top 4 priorities were not based on
production, so are potentially areas for peak councils to consider
lobbying various departments to keep the issues front and centre.

Representation at a national level for grass fed producers is
also severely lacking and not from the lack of people who are
passionate about the industry, and who give a lot of their spare
time, but rather financial constraints. The Federal Minister for
Agriculture and Water Resources, Barnaby Joyce categorically
ruled out any tampering of the levy yet it’s that very levy now
which is funding the CCA through a service agreement from
MLA.
Things are pretty rosy at the moment but as sure as the sun
comes up there will tough times ahead and it is those times
when we will need a well-funded well-resourced body to look
after our interests at the Federal level.
But there is still plenty to do:
- Yorkeys Crossing: In the late 80s the road to Port Augusta
was bituminised all the way, this led to the increase in the use
of trucks, albiet only 4 decks, and then later on 6 decks. In
the late 90s Gepps Cross Sale Yard and abattoir facilities were
closed down. By 2010 there was pressure on truck drivers to
conform to driving hours. This has led to the situation where
there is now a bottleneck at Port Augusta where there is no
adequate cross-loading or driver facilities. Since 2002 there has
been approximately 891,000 head of cattle moved to SA and
VIC from the Territory which equates to nearly 69,000 per
year. It could be argued there are sufficient numbers to warrant
a spelling yard, I personally am happy to cross-load and keep
the cattle moving. However, it is the constant cross-loading that
will, no doubt, cause accidents.

Roads

- Dare I say it - we still need a drought policy.

This would have to be one of the most frustrating grievances
the NTCA faces. Not only the problem of insufficient funding
which, let’s face it, will always be a problem. But it’s the fact
there are so many different buckets of money for funding
road infrastructure. There also appears to be no communication
between those with the responsibility of allocating the expenditure.

Thanks again for the great work from the NTCA office Tracey,
Tom, Jo and Nicole Hayes at this end. We must also thank
Tracey’s Mum Jill Napier for looking after the home front to
allow Tracey the time for the NTCA. As I said last year this
organisation is only as good as its support.

Case in point would be 2 bitumen parking bays on the Plenty
Highway when the highway itself is 600kms of dirt; go figure.
Also there has been 5kms of widening at the Stuart Highway
end of the Plenty; would it not make sense to put in 2 x 2.5km
overtaking lanes at strategic points along the Plenty with the
concept that if there is more funding then the gaps can be filled
in, if there is no more funding, which could easily be the case,
then at least the money has been spent in the best possible way.

Christopher Nott
ALICE SPRINGS CHAIR

Also another big discrepancy is the cost of building roads in the
Territory for instance $1million buys 2.2kms in the territory,
4.54kms in QLD, and 4kms in WA
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Mustering
from the air
specialists

Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association

Yearbook 2008/2009

Mustering is our primary focus, providing property
owners and graziers a cost-effective management
tool which includes:

FAWCETT CATTLE COMPANY
• Experienced local pilots with rural backgrounds
Approachable personal attention to property
OFFICIAL
PUBLICATION OF CONTRACTING
THE NORTHERN TERRITORY CATTLEMEN’S• ASSOCIATION
FAWCETT
operations, procedures, strategies and method
Specialising in:
1SPVEMZQVCMJTIFECZ8BMTI.FEJB4FSWJDFT

• Adherence to safe aerial and ground practices
and regulations

Livestock and Bulk Haulage
FWFM (SFOGFMM4USFFU"EFMBJEF4"(10#PY"EFMBJEF4"
• Flexible booking schedules
1IPOF  'BY
196,
&NBJMBENJO!XBMTINFEJBDPNBV
Lot
Coach Road
Adelaide River NT 0846

• Competitive hourly rates

"EWFSUJTJOH1SPPG
Ph: 08 8976
7040 Fax: 08 8976 7090
E: fawcettcontracting@bigpond.com

SBEWFSUJTFNFOUCPPLFEGPSUIFFEJUJPOPGUIF/PSUIFSO5FSSJUPSZ$BUUMFNFO±T"TTPDJBUJPO
Mobile: 0418 897 743 – Tom (Director)  
DLJUUIPSPVHIMZBOEGBYCBDLUPVTXJUIZPVSTJHOFEBQQSPWBMPO
Mobile: 0418 895 625 – Jed (General Manager)
BMUFSBUJPOT QMFBTFDPOUBDU)FMFO-FFPO

Mobile: 0477 880 013 – 
John
(Cattle Manager)
Mobile: 0488 134 090 – Nathan
CZ••• •(Earth
•• • •• • •Manager)
•• • •• •UIFOBQQSPWBMXJMMCFBTTVNFE

At the end of the day,
it’s experience
that matters most.
At Territory Rural, our staff
staff have
have been
been living
living
100years.
years.
and breathing
breathing the
the Territory
Territoryfor
foralmost
over 100
And you don’t work at something
something for
for that
that long
long
without getting good at it.
Territory Rural offers complete
complete rural
rural services
services
including, livestock sales and
and purchases,
purchases, rural
rural
merchandise, real estate
estate and
and insurance.
insurance. In
Infact,
fact,
almost anything you need
need we
we have
have the
the team
team
level of
of service
serviceto
tomake
makeyour
yourlife
lifeeasy.
easy.
and level

1 Arnhem Highway, Humpty Doo
Ph: 8988 0555 Fax: 8988 2733
David Ingham - Operations Manager/Merchandise - 0400 601 750
72 Crawford Street, Katherine
Andrew Gray - Property/Insurance - 0438 960 047
Ph:
8971
1852
Fax:
8971
1508
David
Cundy
- Livestock
- 0409
412 923
Shaun Healy
- Merchandise
- 0448 895 800
2 Alto
Close, Broome
Louise Orwin - Merchandise/Admin - 8932 4688
Ph: 08 9195 0193 Fax: 08 9195 0192

870 Stuart Highway Pinelands, Darwin Ph: 8932 4688 Fax: 8931 2933

Ph: 08 8941 6811
Fax: 08 8941 6822
Website:
www.outbackhelicopters.com.au
Email:
office@outbackhelicopters.com.au
Postal:
PO Box 37819, Winnellie NT 0821

BARKLY 2015/16 BRANCH REPORT
At the time of writing the Barkly region is lucky enough to be experiencing another pretty good wet so far,
be it that some parts have copped a little too much too quickly and have experienced some serious flooding.

BE THAT as it may, if we can all keep snagging the odd inch or
two here and there late into the wet season – then that would be
perfect - we don’t ask for too much do we! This however is in the
lap of the gods…
We are lucky to be able to couple a good season with what is
shaping up to be a terrific selling season as well, both across
Australia domestically and also within the live export space as
well. It’s good to see another very positive year ahead of us with
record cattle prices thus far, about time too for the industry to get
this sort of a break; it’s been a long time coming.
The past year in the branch has been well supported, so thanks
to those members who continue to come to branch meetings
and we hope to be able to draw a few more members out of the
woodwork this year as well.
Issues on the table at branch meetings have been similar to most
years; wild dogs, mining, oil and gas, land rates, markets, animal
welfare, fires, disease control etc. However- it is great to see the
NTCA having some wins in lobbying our plight in some of these
important issues.
Of major note is the MOU between the NTCA/NT government
and APPEA that significantly contributes towards the protection
of pastoralist’s rights in the energy and mining sector. This is an
area we virtually had no say in, and we now have a formal process
that no mining or petroleum companies can receive a Mine
Management Plan without evidence of landholder consultation
and evidence of a land access agreement in place with pastoralists.
This is a real breakthrough for us, and also really relevant to our
region as we continue to see and read in the media the growing
emergence of exploration, particularly in the gas business. Special
thanks goes to CEO Tracey Hayes on this one, as she has been
tireless in her commitment to this subject and seeing it through
to success, it hasn’t been an easy road either. It is imperative
that we have more than adequate rights to negotiate with these
companies and protect our assets .
Dogs; another win for the NTCA and thankyou to Tom Ryan
(Executive Officer), Marty Doyle (Barkly Branch), and Anne
Stanes (Alice Branch) - who have all put the time in from our side
of the fence and have put forward the sensible points to make dog
control much more do-able and practical than it was. We must
also thank the government departments also involved here, who
have listened to our concerns and taken the steps for change.
Both of these topics have been on the NTCA agenda for a while
so it’s great to see success here at last.

in the middle of the Territory as far as weather forecasting goes
and affects many people in the region from many walks of life,
not just the pastoral industry. It has far reaching consequences
especially in regards to safety in the fairly remote part of the
country. We have been left with an alternate system that does
not provide anywhere near the quality and depth of service of
the previous radar. A most disappointing result from the Federal
Government especially when they talk of developing Northern
Australia, but pull out a vital service like this. The NTCA lobbied
strongly for the re-opening of the radar in Canberra last August,
but have had no luck yet; we will need to keep working on this.
There has also been strong lobbying happening locally in the
town as well.
Roads – always a point, and we try to keep the Roads
Department involved in all of our branch meetings. Last year we
made a list of all the areas that needed attention and organised
the Department and relevant pastoralist to get together for roads
inspections, something we should keep up. Thanks to the guys
who participated here, the squeaky wheel gets the grease they
say… actually we are told our budget for roads in the Barkly has
gone up substantially this year so we are expecting great things.
All-in-all a pretty good year was had by most in 2015, I would
say, and it looks pretty good this year too. What more can a cattle
person hope for than good seasons and high cattle prices? Thanks
to Tracey and Tom again for all their work, a lot of their time
and efforts go quietly under the radar, I am sure. And thanks
also keeping us informed out on the Barkly. We are lucky to have
them and their commitment. Thanks to Jo in the office and her
efficiency and also all the other NTCA staff in the many other
areas that the association covers.
This year the Barkly will host the AGM in Alice Springs. As per
usual it’s looking to be another great event and thank you to those
branch members who have helped pull things together for the
conference, particularly Amanda Johnson and the Brunette girls
for the Ladies Lunch.
Michael Johnson and Chris Towne- thanks again for your support
in the branch and on the Executive. Good luck to all for a great
2016.

Jane Armstrong
BARKLY CHAIR

A real disappointment in our region has been the closure of the
Tennant Creek Radar Station. This leaves a ‘black hole’ right
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deadlines, if conﬁrmation is not received by

then approval will be assumed.

Power Solutions

CORRAL
LINE
CORRAL
LINE
PTY.
LIMITED
PTY. LIMITED
Incorporated
in Queensland

• Technical Solutions & Products in Energy
• Project Management • Design & Engineering
• Construction • Mechanical & Electrical Services

Incorporated in Queensland

WORLD WIDE LIVESTOCK CARRIERS
WORLD WIDE LIVESTOCK CARRIERS

WORLD-WIDE
WORLD-WIDE
LIVESTOCK
LIVESTOCK ON
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION
ON
SPECIALLY
BUILT
SPECIALLY
BUILT
VESSELS
VESSELS
Southern Towers 5th Floor
Southern
TowersPlaza
5th Floor
Chatswood
Chatswood
Plaza
1 Railway Street
1 P.O.
Railway
Box Street
760
P.O. BoxNSW
7602067
Chatswood
Chatswood NSW 2067

Phone:
Phone: (02)
(02) 9411
9411 7966
7966
Fax: (02) 9411 8490
Fax: au@corralline.com
(02) 9411 8490
Email:
Email: au@corralline.com

C
C

A
A

Client Approval – Fax back to (08) 8221 5601
Client Approval – Fax back to (08) 8221 5601
Date:
Date:
Signature:
Signature:

Delta Electrics has been supplying Power Solutions to the Northern
Territory since 1969. Our extensive range of products and services includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Generators (Petrol and Diesel Powered from 1kVA to 2500kVA)
KUBOTA Stationary Engines
Air Compressors (Electric, Petrol and Diesel)
Solar Power Solutions
Lightning and Surge Protection
UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supply) Units
Rapid Spray Fuel and Water storage Solutions
Project Management, Design, Engineering, Installation and Commissioning
Spares, Service and After Sales Support

154 COONAWARRA RD, WINNELLIE, NT 0821
P. +61 8 8984 4033 F. +61 8 8947 0421
PO BOX 38471, WINNELLIE, NT 0821 AUSTRALIA

deltaelectrics.com.au

Silver City Drilling
G&C Pastoral &
Mining Services Pty Ltd
66 Smith Street, Alice Springs

Phone: 08 8952
2966
17/8/06 5:08:30 PM
Fax: 08 8952 7017
17/8/06

5:08:30 PM

Mobile: 0429 011 677

Alambi Station, Alice Springs

WATER & MINERAL DRILLING
• Pastoral
• Agricultural
• Mining
• Town Water Supplies
Email: admin@silvercitydrilling.com.au
gcpastoral@internode.on.net

KATHERINE 2015/16 BRANCH REPORT
So at time of writing the year is 2016 and without needing to be a mathematical genius it would be safe to
say that we have just progressed through 2015.

FROM a Katherine Branch perspective, with the majority of
our produce focused on a North-facing market and reliant on
an annual wet season I would like to think that most operations
have had a positive year.
Though, as we know, all beef markets are important to
the longevity of our members. $3 (per kg) came and went,
thankfully in an upward direction, and moved close to $4. The
long term question is can our customers afford $4?
We had a major victory with an access agreement now a
requirement before any mining can occur on pastoral land
within the NT; Wild Dog legislation has progressively
improved; and a process is underway to improve the consistency
of UCV appraisals; the Real Jobs and Indonesian student
programs continue to define us; and ‘Developing the North’
is gaining traction. So there’s not much left to say except
congratulations everyone and we’ll see you down the profit
line…
In all seriousness we should take the time to reflect and
congratulate ourselves occasionally. Without wanting to
generalise, those who reside in the bush appear to maintain a
healthy balance of scepticism (or realism) versus optimism, just
in case there is an unexpected turn of events around the S bend.
We are not known for publicly heaping praise upon ourselves,
unless there is a certain amount of lubrication involved.
However, I think for just a moment at least, we should look
around the room - look around our industry, look at those in
our organisation and say ‘well done’. Members of the NTCA
you deserve it.

A point I like to acknowledge each year is the strength of
our membership, which manages 90% of the NT herd. This
in itself is a very impressive statistic. Even more so when
compared to other similar organisations within Australia.
There are other peak councils and representative groups that
cannot come within a bulls roar of 90%. The reason for this is
obvious; to develop and maintain a strong membership base an
organistaion must remain relevant, contribute to the betterment
of the industry and the membership.
So the world keeps moving and so will the NTCA. As the
coaching manual says, momentum is key.
Therefore, as all good teams will state, celebrate your success,
learn from your losses and prepare for the next game.
There in itself lies a question; ‘what is our next game?’.
One could argue that it is in the continuation of market
development. For comparison: the Australian population is
around 24 million, Indonesia is 250 million and China is in the
vicinity of 1.4 billion. We must continue to play our role and
ensure the momentum in these markets, among others, is not
stalled.
There will be some organisations that admire us, others who will
want to join us and some that believe we shouldn’t venture too
far from paddock politics. To the latter I say ‘good luck’ because
if there is an issue which affects our members we will be there
to monitor and manage. I don’t believe we need to change
our game plan too much, just be flexible, remain pro-active in
attack and solid in defence and respectful of all involved.
Once again thank you my fellow Katherine Branch members
and office holders, to all of the NTCA staff and the Executive.

Jak Andrews
KATHERINE CHAIR
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A proud partner with the
Australian Cattle Industry.
72 Hartley Street, Alice Springs
Phone: 8952 2159

P R O U D LY S U P P O RT I N G
T H E N T C AT T L E M E N ’ S AS S O C I AT I O N

www.overlanders.com.au
FLORA VALLEY

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY NT INC

BIRRINDUDU
VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS
MOOLOOLOO

IN SUPPORT OF THE
NT CATTLEMEN’S ASSOCIATION
Showcasing Northern Territory cattle
at the annual Royal Darwin Show

July 27th, 28th & 29th, 2017
“CELEBRATING 66 YEARS”
www.darwinshow.com.au 08 8984 3091

PIGEON HOLE
MT SANFORD
W W W. H E Y T E S B U RY C AT T L E C O . C O M . A U
Major suppliers of quality export cattle.
Email info@heytesburycattleco.com.au
Telephone 08 6217 2600

Stay Right Cow Sling

$349

LY...

NOW ON

Heavy Construction, comfortable
and humane way to lift
and support a sick cow due
to calving paralysis.
FREE carry bag.
Brochure available - post free.

Barkly pastoralists working together

www.barklylandcare.org.au
SOUTHERN CROSS
DARWIN
FOR IRRIGATION, SUBMERSIBLE & SOLAR
PUMPS, AUSSIE PRESSURE CLEANERS

CALL NOW!

CALL US NOW!

FREECALL: 1800 808 769
Low Ecological Services P/L
The Territory’s Own Environmental Consultancy
We offer an innovative, economic and common sense approach to
a wide range of environmental projects, from regulatory approvals
to ongoing monitoring. 35 years in the business, we have the
knowledge, experience and expertise to efficiently get the job done.

8932 2022

Flora, Fauna & Soil Surveys; Land Classification &
Capability Assessments; Pastoral Management Plans;
Productivity & Compliance Monitoring; Regulator
Applications including Clearing & Water.

Fax: 8932 2721

Email: sales@southerncrossdarwin.com.au
www.southerncrossdarwin.com.au
870, 11 Mile Stuart Highway, Pinelands 0829

Low Ecological

PO Box 3130, Alice Springs NT 0871
Ph: (08) 89 555 222 Mob: 0417 870 868
Email: LowEcol@LowEcol.com.au
Web: www.LowEcol.com.au

TOP END 2015/16 BRANCH REPORT
In 2016, to coin a popular recent phrase, there has never been a more exciting time to be a Territory
Cattleman or Cattlewoman.

•

High export prices: $3.90 for feeder steers

•

Strong live export demand from Indonesia, Vietnam, Brunei,
Malaysia, Thailand etc.

•

Strong boxed beef demand from USA, Korea, Japan, China etc

•

Finally a competitive Australian currency for Exporters: $0.70
to US$

•

Good rainfall over most districts

•

Low interest rates

•

The modern AACo processing facility at Livingstone is now
actively competing in the market for cows and out-of-spec
cattle.

These factors are contributing to the renewed interest and
confidence in Northern agricultural investment, property
acquisition and herd rebuilding.
Those of us who have been in agriculture for a few years know
just how quickly the good times can, however, turn to bovine
fertiliser. So we can never take our product, the cattle industry, or
our customers for granted.
Our Product

Today ground beef makes up 50% of the world beef trade, with
a price on parity with many other beef cuts. The consumer and
our export customers are beginning to value highly the grass-fed
product that is disease free and SAFE.
Recent investment and interest by China and other countries is
testament to our unique production systems that are free of the
world’s major cattle diseases.

Heavy steers 400kg plus and cull cows that were out of
specification for Indonesian feedlotters have found keen demand
by Vietnamese importers. It must be acknowledged that the NT
Government and its Agriculture minister (Willem Westra Van
Holthe) have ably assisted in helping develop this market for
Territory cattle and buffalo.
A transition from ready-to-slaughter to feedlotting is currently
taking place in Vietnam and the continued investment by
Vietnamese businessmen in feedlots, improved slaughter facilities
and ESCAS supply chains augers well for our future.
Trade

There needs to be special recognition to the efforts of our
Federal Trade Minister Andrew Robb who has secured free trade
agreements with Korea, Japan and China as well as the recent TPP
(Trans Pacific Partnership). Minister Robb still has current FTA
negotiations underway with Indonesia and India. The agreements
he has secured will boost access and competitiveness of Australian
beef and other rural produce, on our export markets.
CCA

Cattle Council our peak representative body still struggles for its
survival and relevance largely due to a lack of funds, despite an ever
increasing levy stream of ($61 million) in beef grass fed levies for
MLA coffers.
The Federal Agriculture Minister has disappointed cattle producers
by only adopting one of the seven recommendations in the Senate
inquiry of grass fed levies.

We must defend the integrity of our product and learn to market
it properly.

Cattle Council is still hamstrung by having no sustainable funding
model and is unable to provide effective oversight of MLA when it
depends on a $750,000 service agreement to fund current operations.

Key Markets

How CCA will fund a new representative body and the direct
election of members onto its board remains to be seen.

I would like to draw attention to Indonesia: our closest neighbour
of 250 million people importing 700,000 live cattle in 2015. The
prosperity of the Northern Cattle Industry depends on a strong
resilient relationship between our two countries.
The NTCA student program has injected an enormous amount
of goodwill and understanding with our most important live
export customer. In 2015 Dr Muladno (Indonesian Agriculture
Minister) accepted an NTCA invitation to visit NT Cattle
producers and export facilities.
Vietnam has proven to be an amazing growth market in the space
of only a few years.

The Australian Farm Institute report into rural advocacy bodies
found that compared to New Zealand, Canada and France,
Australian models were the least effective and that voluntary fees
were unsustainable in the long term.
Branch

The Top End Branch has a strong committed membership.
Translating that into meeting attendance is however a real
challenge. So I welcome fresh ideas to how we can improve
meeting attendance. (Apart from the Live Export Ban which
seemed to do the trick).
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With millions of dollars invested in
our properties and livestock, a small
investment in the NTCA and time at branch
meetings generates a strong return to
protect our industry.

With millions of dollars invested in our properties and livestock,
a small investment in the NTCA and time at branch meetings
generates a strong return to protect our industry.
Major Achievements by NTCA in 2015
•

Securing Mandatory Access Agreements for Pastoralists.
Miners must now negotiate before accessing pastoral land

•

A reduction in red tape and improved access to 1080 after the
Wild Dog Control review chaired by Richard Galton

2016

2016 will see some major challenges for NTCA members with
Federal and NT elections soon to be announced.
On the Federal level a focus on developing the North with major
commitments to funding and infrastructure have begun. Federal
revenue however has been declining with the gloss coming off
the mining boom. Cuts in spending and an increase in taxes are
inevitable.

wisely this money is spent or invested will be a critical issue for
both parties to present their case.
Credit is due to the professional NTCA team of Tracey Hayes,
Tom Ryan and Jo Shearn. The NTCA is also ably supported
by Tara Fulwood and Jason Craigie, in the Indigenous Pastoral
projects, and the NTCT Alice Yards run by Noel Cuffe are also
turning in a handy profit to the benefit of all members. The Top
End Branch thank you all for your efforts.
I would like to thank Colin Deveraux and Tony Hayne for
their input into the Branch and Executive. They are both cattle
producers of independent mind who contribute to a healthy
debate.
A final thank you to the work of our President Tom Stockwell for
his skilled chairmanship, allowing a robust discussion of all issues,
yet still managing to keep us united, in order and on time.

Markus Rathsmann
TOP END CHAIR

On the NT Government side, major public assets such as TIO
and the Darwin Port have been sold to private enterprise. How
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NTCA REAL JOBS PROGRAM
The NTCA Real Jobs Program is a progressive and innovative employment program that engages, trains and
supports young Indigenous people for employment in the Northern Territory pastoral industry.

THE NTCA operates the Real Jobs Program in partnership with
the Indigenous Land Corporation (ILC). The program began
in 2008 with the aim of increasing Indigenous participation in
Australia’s northern pastoral industry.
This past year up to 30 Indigenous people were recruited,
trained and place into jobs annually under the Real Jobs
Program (RJP). The NTCA employs two full time Indigenous
employees as program coordinator and mentor. These
roles provide high quality leadership, management and
administration for the project, along with development
and collaboration with industry, government and other
organisations, and statutory reporting.
Three key areas to the program are:
Engagement

RJP Personnel travel to communities and schools to
hold information sessions to engage and recruit potential
participants. They present the history of the pastoral industry
and the influence indigenous people had its inception. This
has proven a successful strategy to introduce young indigenous
people to the long term work prospects of the pastoral sector.
Training

The 3 week training period is intensive, multi-faceted learning,
comprising of Industry-recognised accredited training, along

Tara Fulwood (NTCA Senior Field Officer), Tracey Hayes (NTCA CEO),
and Jason Craigie (far right) (NTCA Field Officer) with RJP trainees at
the NTCA Annual Industry Conference in Alice Springs.

with non-accredited workplace and cultural guidance. This
time is also utilised to equip trainees with problem solving
and self-awareness skills. Cross-cultural awareness training is
undertaken, along with goal setting, reflection, and making
positive life-choices.
Employment & Support

NTCA program personnel engage with key industry
employers across all regions of the NT, and match trainees to
their employing stations. Ongoing mentoring and guidance
is provided, to encourage and demonstrate resilience and
work ethic, as well as provide support through personal
and transitional challenges. These foundations shape the
participants’ progression into mainstream employment, career
development and leadership skills.

Tara Fulwood
SENIOR FIELD OFFICER
REAL JOBS PROGRAM
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Alambi Station, Alice Springs

NTCA INDONESIA AUSTRALIA PASTORAL PROGRAM
The NTCA Indonesia Australia Pastoral Program (NIAPP) began this year with the recruitment trip in January.
Over 120 students were interviewed during the 2 week process, from 11 provinces and 16 universities across
Indonesia.
THE CALIBRE of applicants was exceptional, with 10 women
and 10 men being selected for the 2016 program.
Pre-departure Training was held from 20-24 March at PT.
Widodo Makmur Perkasa Feedlot in Bandung. With the
support of MLA, ISPI and the Program Alumni, theoretical
and practical training was delivered in the areas of animal care
and handling, animal welfare, stock water and fencing, and
Australian Live Export and ESCAS. Program alumni members
also assisted with chaperoning, cross-cultural awareness and
travel documentation.
The students excitedly arrived in Australia on Friday 1 April;
the day kicking off with visits to the Berrimah Export Yard
and AACo’s Livingstone Beef Processing Plant. The formal
welcoming Afternoon Tea was kindly hosted by the Consul
for the Republic of Indonesia, Mr Andre Omer Siregar, at his
Residence.
During Orientation Day, students learnt about the Northern
Territory and its cattle industry, Australian culture, cattle
stations, and their upcoming training. They enjoyed some
Australian cuisine and Northern Territory experiences such
as Litchfield National Park and fish & chips on the beach
watching the famous Darwin sunset.
Training commenced at the CDU Katherine Rural College on
Monday 4 April. The 2 week intensive tailored training program
comprised of 9 units of competency from the Certificate 2 in
Agriculture, collaboratively provided by CDU, NT Government
and St John’s. Practical teachings included Workplace Health &
Safety, First Aid, handling, care and welfare of cattle, horse and
motorbike riding, and civil training.
Students headed out to their respective station placements on
16 April, anticipating 5 ½ weeks of real work experience on
corporate and family owned cattle stations across the NT. The

Riggs and Sullivan families have again hosted, along with CPC,
Heytesbury and S. Kidman & Co. The opportunity to join your
stockcamps during First Round is an unmatched experience
for the Indonesian students. We thank you and your staff for
imparting the skills and knowledge that is the backbone of this
successful program. Your continued support in 2016 is greatly
appreciated by all.
NIAPP has captured international media attention, with
radio, television and print stories and interviews conducted
by Australian and Indonesian Media. Social Media has also
been extremely active with students proud to be sharing their
experiences with friends, family, their universities in Indonesia,
and their new Australian connections.
The Alumni Program officially launched in 2015, and now has
73 members. This arm of NIAPP provides a solid platform for
ongoing networking between alumni, industry, government and
universities.
One of the key strengths of the NIAPP is the unparalleled career
opportunities that are borne through alumni network. Alumni
members are now engaged in a wide range of agricultural
employment such as feedlots and other animal sectors, positions
with MLA and working on farms overseas, post graduate study
abroad, and even running their own businesses.
It was evident this year that members of the alumni had been
actively assisting their universities with NIAPP promotion
and applicant preparation. This activity shaped strong and
competitive future industry players vying for a place in the 2016
program.
The reciprocal trip to Indonesia is scheduled for October 2016,
we very much look forward to this cross-cultural learning
excursion, to further strengthen the NT cattle industry’s ties
with Indonesia.

Carley Bidstrup
NTCA PROJECT MANAGER
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BOHNING YARD 2015/16 REPORT
The 2015-16 year was a record breaking period for the Roe Creek property, which continues to provide a
valuable service to NTCA members as both an integral livestock hub in the Central Australia region.

THE TWELVE months between NTCA conferences saw
a resurgence in cattle production throughout the Northern
Territory, in particular for members in the Central Australia
region. A better than average rainfall season, new and expanding
markets, and strong demand both domestically and abroad for
re-stocker, feeder and slaughter cattle created very favourable
market conditions for producers.
As a result, the Bohning Yard spelling and sale facilities smashed
all previous records for both total throughput of cattle at the
yard as well as for the top price received at its sales, not once, but
twice. The fact that the facility held its first sale since 2013 was
an indication of the significant positive shift in the season, and
having a second sale a month later an indication of the lift in
demand.
The Show Sale held on 2nd July attracted 4,300 head and
averaged $2.50/kg LW. The top price was $2.94 for a pen of 87
Hereford/Angus Cross steers. This was a record high price for
Roe Creek.

The facility continued to deliver as a training hub for a number
of different programs focussed on skills for the pastoral industry.
The NTCA’s Real Jobs Program once again held its intensive
two-week induction at the yards, with participants learning the
key skills to start them on their journey in the pastoral industry.
A number of school groups also undertook various pastoral
skills programs to provide a platform for students to choose
agriculture as a career.
The efficient operation of the yards and the success of the last
12 months is a reflection of Noel Cuffe’s (Operations Manager)
professionalism and dedication to providing the highest level of
service to NTCA members and the industry. Noel and his team
are to be congratulated for their efforts.
The NTCA would like to thank all members, livestock agents,
trucking companies and DPIF staff who supported the facility
throughout the year, and looks forward to continuing a high
level of service at Roe Creek.

The second sale, held a month later on 13th August, attracted
3,800 head. The record was broken again, with a pen of
Shorthorn heifers fetching the top price of $3.10/kg LW. The
sale averaged approximately $2.70/kg LW.
Both sales attracted buyers from all parts of Australia, with cattle
being dispersed to Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland,
South Australia and Western Australia. Feedlots, re-stockers,
live exporters and processors all shared in the offering, a further
sign of both the demand domestically and abroad, as well as the
quality of the cattle in Central Australia.
The twelve month period saw records fall for total throughput
of cattle being spelled or processed at Roe Creek. A total of
47,037 head, not including cattle sold at the two sales, transited
the yard. Including the sale cattle, the total head count was
55,137.
The facility also showcased its diversity as a multi-species hub.
In addition to huge throughput of cattle, Noel handled 115
brumbies, sixty buffalo bound for a dairy in New South Wales,
and eighteen camels destined for Broome as tourist mounts on
Cable Beach.
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Clockwise from top: the crowd at the Show Sale; Chris Nott (NTCA Alice Springs Chair), Tracey Hayes (NTCA CEO) and Minister Barnaby Joyce at
the unveiling of the new loading ramps; Operations Manager Noel Cuffe with one of the new loading ramps.
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VALE DOUGAL BRETT
A tribute to Dougal Brett and the Brett family by the NTCA

and Territory, his drive and ambition,
his ability to work (and play) and his
tenacity, perseverance, and outright
refusal to give in or yield. I suspect these
are highly heritable genetic traits but also
clearly evident in Emily and passed on to
the kids in good measure.

I am honoured to be afforded the
opportunity to speak on behalf of
the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s
Association here today.
I am cognoscente that often at gatherings
like this, pastors of their various
persuasions take the opportunity to
“preach to the unconverted” as it were,
and it is important for me to make clear
that the words that follow aim not as
a call to the light or the cause, but to
sincerely thank Dougal Brett and his
family for their service and dedication
to our industry and its people, and in
return express our ongoing support for
the Bretts of Waterloo Station.
The NTCA exists to protect and advance
the interests of its members, and the
NTCA exists & persists because it
members are worthy, ethical, decent,
hard-working people whose interests are
worth protecting and advancing. No one
family better personifies the archetypal
northern cattle family and NTCA
member than the Bretts of Waterloo, and
no one individual more so than Dougal
or Emily.
There have been others better than I
today who have known and described
the nature of Dougal Brett, his bright
vision for his family, property, industry

I remember well the dark industry days
of 2011 when as a member of the NTCA
executive, our backs were well and truly
to the wall. The tide turned after the
Bretts stepped up, firstly through Emily
and the kids, and then Dougal and
others, and started a heart-felt and honest
conversation with the Australian people.
They were subsequently joined by many
others but it needs to be recorded that the
Bretts were the first out of the trenches.
Those of us in Parliament House the
day that Emily and the boys fronted the
Canberra press pack will remember it
as long as we are around – such a brave,
honest and well-presented statement and
response to the questions, in amongst
the push and pull of the pack, the flash
of lights and press of microphones,
the strangest and most unnatural of
environments not only for Emily but for
those two little Dougal protégés in their
big hats and jeans.
The Canberra press gallery were no match
for the brutal stoicism and honesty of it
all and if there was ever a moment that
turned the battle, that was it. The people
of Australia took a good deep breath and
swung behind the people of the northern
cattle industry. Now I’m a bit of a softy
but I have to say there were some hard
old bushmen and pressmen surrounding
the scene that day and I detected more
than a few pounding chests and almost
damp eyes, such was the pride felt in the
family’s performance.

Australian population, be it on Landline,
60 minutes, Outback truckers, or the
various other shows and publications he
has told his (and our) story to, has not
been in vain.
Reading the condolence messages from
people of all walks of life who knew and
admired Dougal through one or more of
these media, made me realise just what
a great ambassador he has been for us
all, and how much the Australian people
respect, and indeed rejoice in, the way
that Dougal lived his life.
The people of the NTCA and I am sure
the wider northern industry thank the
Brett family for their great contribution
to our association, community and
industry. Members from family stations
in the Centre to Corporate boardrooms
from the Barkly operations, and from all
points between, have offered support and
we will be available to help in whatever
way we can.
We recognise your great contribution
to our industry, we mourn with you for
your loss, and we stand ready to help, as
you stood ready to help us all.
In recent correspondence with Waterloo
one of the family remarked, “I know we
ruffle a few feathers but our heart is for
the industry that we are in”
In closing can I just say to the Brett
family: “Keep on ruffling!” for all our
sakes just “Keep on Ruffling!”
Tom Stockwell,
NTCA President,
Kununurra Race Club
24 June 2015

We need to ensure that Dougal’s efforts
both through the legal process, and
through his narrative with the wider
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VALE ROY DRIVER
21 February 1944 – 9 January 2015

health prognosis prompted the decision
to sell Beltana Station. At this time John
was 18 years old and had to take on the
management , Clark and David were
still at Boarding School. Consolidation
was required. Roy’s determination, with
the help of good Doctors, Surgeons and
ever improving cancer treatment enabled
Roy to stay on Elkedra Station with his
family. Roy then did the bore runs on
Elkedra and Annitowa Stations, taking
a keen interest and maintaining an
advisory role.

ROY died peacefully in the care of
his wife Catherine and his family
listening to the drought breaking
rain and knowing the rivers and
water courses were all running big
floods.
Roy’s parents John and Joan Driver
purchased Elkedra Station in 1944, the
year Roy was born. A short time after
Elkedra Station was purchased, Roy’s
parents sold Lilla Creek Station. Roy
lived his entire life on Elkedra Station,
except for boarding school at Prince
Alfred College, Adelaide and three years
at Roseworthy Agricultural College,
South Australia, aquiring his Diploma in
Agricultural Science. Roy obtained his
pilots license in 1968. He loved flying
and spent thousands of hours in the air
surveying the stations, firstly in a C180,
as his family grew upgraded to a C206.
After years of mustering with horses,
bronco yards and portable yards,
Roy decided that an infrastructure

programme had to be put in place.
Development of Elkedra Station was
paramount to expansion of the cattle
enterprise. This programme began in the
late 1970’s with laneways and traps on
both rivers, drafting and trucking yards
at all watering points and fencing to ease
management. Roy began using choppers
in 1978. During this time the TB and
Brucellosis Eradication Programme
commenced. The BTEC programme
encouraged development of pastoral
leases with low interest loans. Roy did
not waste this opportunity, however
there were some interruptions when wet
seasons did not deliver. During this time
Beltana Station was purchased in 1983.
Annitowa Station was purchased in 1993
and is run in conjunction with Elkedra
Station. Stamford Downs Station,
Queensland was purchased in 2003 to
finish excess steers from Elkedra and
Annitowa Stations.

Roy never wasted words, he was
considered and decisive and went about
his business in a quiet and private
manner. If people watched and listened
they learnt a lot. Roy instilled into his
sons a good work ethic and a toughness
that will see them through life. Roy
recognised the necessity to enjoy life.
Happy hour was and still is a ritual every
evening at the homestead for everyone
who works on the station and all visitors.
Roy’s wife Catherine and son John, his
wife Amber and sons Sonny and Ruben
live on Elkedra Station, son David lives
on Stamford Downs and son Clark, his
partner Heidi and children Campbell
and Lacy- Lee live at Murray Upper,
Queensland.

After being diagnosed with aggressive
cancer in 1999, a less that encouraging
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CHRIS TUDOR VISION, COURAGE AND CHARISMA
It takes a big man, from a very small town in the vast Australian Outback to make an impression in academic
circles - in the NT, Australia and overseas. Yet Chris Tudor is such a man; quietly spoken, self-effacing,
modest, but with extraordinary vision, courage and charisma.
WHEN you mix that with the ability to ‘think outside the
box’ and truck loads of determination you end up with an
internationally renowned day/boarding school in the middle of
the Outback.
As Headmaster of St Philip’s College, in Alice Springs, Chris
Tudor’s activities in the education sector in the NT as well as
across Australia have been recognised on numerous occasions
including; being made a Member of the Order of Australia
(AM), Territorian of the Year (Southern Region), Fellow of the
Australian College of Education, Principal of the Year by the
Association of Independent Schools NT - an organisation he
co-founded, as well as being a member of numerous state and
national Boards and Committees.
Chris retired in June, having spent 30 years building a day
school and developing a boarding school that has ensured
young people in Outback Australia – both indigenous and nonindigenous - have opportunities on a par with, and sometimes
much greater, than their counterparts anywhere else in Australia.
We even build boats!
Jan Heaslip from Bond Springs Station, was instrumental in
recruiting Chris and working with him to advance the College.
“We knew Chris and his late wife Jill were the perfect fit for
our school,” explained Jan, former college council chairperson
and college life governor. “He had all the qualities required of
the leader we needed to develop St Philip’s from the existing

boarding hostel to an educational college of the highest
standard.”
How did he do it? Over the years Chris had the help of many
hundreds of people, including a national fundraising team to
build a modern, well-equipped school and since 1986, Chris’s
determination, outstanding leadership & measured risk resulted
in him literally building St Philip’s College day school. In fact,
Chris oversaw 21 major building projects (i.e. new buildings,
refurbishments and/or extensions) over the past 30 years.
“Well, I wondered if anyone would turn up on the first day of
the new school,” explained Chris. In fact, 145 students arrived
on the first day and in 2016 the college’s student population sits
at 720, with 53 boarders drawn from the most remote reaches
of the Australian Outback - a footprint as big as western Europe.
Chris is a firm believer that education is more than bricks and
mortar, and insisted on a comprehensive curriculum delivered
by outstanding and passionate teachers. The College’s academic,
performing arts and outdoor education programs are renown in
the NT and beyond for their quality and outcomes. In addition,
Chris connected his school to 160 leading schools around the
world with the Round Square organisation and now his legacy
for the town of Alice Springs and Outback Australia, is huge.
What drove Chris? It’s the belief that young people living
in isolation should have access to a first class education and
opportunities to broaden their perspective, beyond their town,
their state, their country, and to think globally.
He relates as naturally to young people as he does to the bushie
at the bar, or royalty (who have visited & indeed boarded at the
college). Chris’s four children attended St Philip’s and three of
them are now teachers there.
What now? Chris will be splitting his time between his ‘grandpa
flat’ in Alice Springs, as well as his farm in Mansfield, Victoria
and the Sunshine Coast where his youngest daughter lives.
Sadly, Chris’s wife Jill (also a teacher and principal), passed away
last year from cancer.
On 4 July, Chris passed over the mantle of striving, seeking and
caring to Roger Herbert former head of Geelong Grammar’s
Timbertop campus. Interestingly, staff who met Roger when he
visited St Philip’s all seem to have the same response as Deputy
Headmaster, Chris Leesong, who showed him around the
campus - “Roger seems to fit in very well’.
Both Roger and Chris are strong believers in Kurt Hahn’s ‘plus
est en vous’ (there is more in you than you think) a philosophy
that underpins everything at St Philip’s.
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NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE

YOU CAN RELY ON

HONDA POWER
EU20i
Up to 15 hours continuous operation
Whisper-quiet operation from 53dB (A)
The industry flagship

EM50is
Maximum output 5000W/240 volt AC
Better than commercial quality
electricity
Quiet operation at 67dB(A)

WT20
Portable 2” trash pump
Maximum total head 30m
Maximum suction head 8m
Delivers 650L/min capacity

EU30iu HANDY
Easy use handle & high mobility tyres
Ultra quiet operation
35kg and easy to transport – take it
almost anywhere!

WX10
Economical 1” volume pump
Maximum total head 36m
Maximum suction head 8m
Delivers 140L/min capacity

GX MINI 4-Stroke
Five to choose from, including
25cc and 35cc variations
Fully inclinable OHC engine

EG3600CX
Maximum output 3600W/240 volt AC
Extended operating time with large
capacity 25 litre fuel tank and gauge
Lightweight 71kg

WX15
Economical 1.5” volume pump
Maximum total head 40m
Maximum suction head 8m
Delivers 240L/min capacity

GC & GCV SERIES
Three to choose from
Horizontal and vertical shaft available
OHC domestic engine

Call 1300 1 HONDA for specialist Honda dealers
powerequipment.honda.com.au
Not all products are available from every Honda dealer. Honda MPE reserves the right to change models, specifications and price without notice.
*4-year warranty on featured generators. Domestic use only. Full terms and conditions available at authorised Honda dealerships.

EG5500CX
Fully welded steel frame
The ultimate industrial generator
AC/DC circuit breakers for added
protection

WB20
Portable 2” volume pump
Maximum total head 32m
Maximum suction head 8m
Delivers 600L/min capacity

GX SERIES
Over seventy to choose from
Horizontal shaft
OHV commercial engine

Through the acquisition of OAMPS Insurance Brokers,
Arthur J. Gallagher has a rich Australian heritage.
We are proud continue our partnership with the
Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association.

When it comes to your insurance, be it personal
or business, there’s a world to choose from. Our
insurance broking experts pride themselves on
providing simple, proactive advice you can trust.
We’re by your side at claim time too, with a dedicated
national claims team to be your loyal advocate when
accidents happen.
Contact one of our NT branches for trusted advice
on your insurance.

Alice Springs
(08) 8953 1977 • alicesprings@ajg.com.au
Darwin
(08) 8942 5000 • darwin@ajg.com.au
Katherine
(08) 8972 1699 • katherine@ajg.com.au
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A partner you
can trust.
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